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Abstract
This manuscript complements the Hirsch-Pugh-Shub (HPS) theory on persistence of
normally hyperbolic laminations and the theorem of Robinson on the structural stability
of diffeomorphisms that satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality condition (SA).
We generalize these results by introducing a geometric object: the stratification of
laminations. It is a stratification whose strata are laminations. Our main theorem implies
the persistence of some stratifications whose strata are normally expanded. The dynamics
is a Cr-endomorphism of a manifold (which is possibly not invertible). The persistence
means that for any Cr-perturbation of the dynamics, there exists a close Cr-stratification
preserved by the perturbation.
This theorem in its elementary statement (the stratification is constituted by a unique
stratum) gives the persistence of normally expanded laminations by endomorphisms, gen-
eralizing HPS theory. Another application of this theorem is the persistence, as stratifi-
cations, of submanifolds with boundary or corners normally expanded.
Moreover, we remark that SA diffeomorphism gives a canonical stratifications: the
stratification whose strata are the stable sets of basic pieces of the spectral decomposition.
Our Main theorem then implies the persistence of some “normally SA” laminations which
are not normally hyperbolic.
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Introduction
0.1 Motivations
In 1977, M. Hirsch, C. Pugh and M. Shub [HPS77] developed a theory which has been very
useful for hyperbolic dynamical systems. The central point of their work was to prove the
Cr-persistence of manifolds, foliations, or more generally laminations which are r-normally
hyperbolic and plaque-expansive, for all r ≥ 1.
We recall that a lamination is r-normally hyperbolic, if the dynamics preserves the lami-
nation (each leaf is sent into a leaf) and if the normal space to the leaves splits into two Tf -
invariant subspaces, that Tf contracts (or expands) r-times more sharply than the tangent
space to the leaves. Plaque expansiveness is a generalization1 of expansiveness to the concept
of laminations. The Cr-persistence of such a lamination means that for any Cr-perturbation
of the dynamics, there exists a lamination, Cr-close to the first, which is preserved by the
new dynamics, and such that the dynamics induced on the space of the leaves remains the
same.
A direct application of this theory was the construction of an example of a robustly
transitive diffeomorphism (every close diffeomorphism has a dense orbit) but not Anosov.
Then their work was used for example by C. Robinson [Rob76] to prove the structural stability
of C1-diffeomorphisms that satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversality condition.
Nowadays, this theory remains very useful in several mathematical areas such as generic
dynamical systems, differentiable dynamics, foliations theory or Lie group theory.
Nevertheless, this theory is not optimal. There are laminations which are not normally
hyperbolic but are stable. For example, let S be the 2-dimensional sphere and let N be a
compact manifold. Let L be the lamination structure on N ×S whose leaves are the fibers of
the canonical projection N ×S → S. Let f be the north-south dynamics on S. Let F be the
diffeomorphism on N × S equal to the product of the identity of N with f . One can easily
show that for any diffeomorphism F ′ close to F in the C1-topology, there exists a lamination
structure L′ on N × S which is preserved by F ′ and isomorphic to L by a map close to the
identity. Here the lamination L is C1-persistent, but is not 1-normally hyperbolic.
Furthermore, in his thesis, M. Shub [Shu69] has shown that for a manifold M and a
C1-endomorphism f , every compact set K which is stable and on which f is expanding,
is structurally stable (any C1-perturbation of f preserves a compact subset, homeomorphic
and C0-close to K, such that via this homeomorphism the restriction of the dynamics to
these compact sets are conjugate). By an endomorphism we mean a differentiable map, not
necessarily bijective and possibly with some singularities.
Also, M. Viana [Via97] has used a persistent normally expanded lamination of (co-
)dimension one to build a robustly non-uniformly expanding map. However, to our knowledge,
it has not been proved that a r-normally expanding and plaque-expansive lamination, by an
endomorphism, is Cr-persistent. Yet, this result seems fundamental in the study of endo-
1For instance a normally hyperbolic lamination, whose leaves are the fibers of a bundle, is plaque-expansive.
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morphisms, and should be helpful in order to reduce the gap between the understanding of
endomorphisms and of diffeomorphisms (structural stability, existence of new non-uniformly
expanding maps,...).
Finally, since Man˜e’s thesis [Man˜78], we know that a compact C1-submanifold is (1)-
normally hyperbolic if and only if it is C1-persistent and uniformly locally maximal (i.e. there
exists a neighborhood U of the submanifold N such that the maximal invariant subset in U
of any C1-perturbation is a submanifold C1-close to N). However, a uniform locally maximal
submanifold N can be persistent as a stratified space without being normally hyperbolic.
For example, assume that a planar diffeomorphism has a hyperbolic fixed point P with a
one-dimensional stable manifold X. We suppose that X punctured by {P} is contained in
the repulsive basin of an expanding fixed point R. The set S, equals to the union of X and
{R}, is homeomorphic to a circle. We may even define a stratification structure with X and
{R} as strata. One easily shows that for any C1-perturbation of the dynamics, there exists
a hyperbolic fixed point P ′ close to P whose one-dimensional stable manifold X ′ punctured
by P ′ belongs to the repulsive basin of a fixed point R′ close to R. In particular, there is
a stratification (X ′, {R′}) on S′ := X ′ ∪ {R′} which is preserved by the perturbation of the
dynamics, such that X ′ is C1-close to X, {R′} is close to {R} and S′ is C0-close to S.
For these reasons, it seems useful and natural to ask the question of the persistence
of stratifications of normally expanded laminations, in the endomorphism context. As the
concept of stratification of laminations is new, we are going to define all the above terms.
Then we will give several applications of the theory developed in this work. At the end of
this introduction, we will formulate a more transparent special case of our theorem suitable
for most of our applications.
0.2 Stratifications of normally expanded laminations
We recall that a lamination is a second-countable metric space L locally modeled (via com-
patible charts) on the product of Rd with a locally compact space. The maximal set of
compatible charts is denoted by L.
Let (L,L) be a lamination Cr-embedded into a Riemannian manifold M . Let f be a
Cr-endomorphism of M , preserving (L,L): f sends each leaf of L into a leaf of L, for some
r ≥ 1. Let TL be the subbundle of TM|L whose fibers are the tangent spaces to the leaves of
L. We say that f r-normally expands (L,L) if there exist λ > 1 and a continuous positive
function C on L such that for any x ∈ L, any unitary vectors v0 ∈ TxL and v1 ∈ (TxL)⊥,
any n ≥ 0, we have
‖p ◦ Tfn(v1)‖ ≥ C(x) · λn · (1 + ‖Tfn(v0)‖r),
with p the orthogonal projection of TM|L onto TL⊥.
When L is compact, it is consistent with the usual definitions of normal expansion by
replacing C with its minimum.
A first result is:
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Theorem 0.1. Let (L,L) be a lamination Cr-embedded into a Riemannian manifold M .
Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M which is r-normally expanding and plaque-expansive at
(L,L). Let L′ be a precompact open subset of L whose closure is sent by f into L′. Then the
lamination structure induced by (L,L) on L′ is Cr-persistent.
In particular, this theorem implies the Cr-persistence of compact r-normally expanded
and plaque-expansive laminations. Actually, this theorem is a particular case of our main
theorem. In this memoir we will not give a direct proof of it.
Let us define the stratifications of laminations. Following J. Mather [Mat73], a stratified
space is the data of a second countable metric space A with a locally finite partition Σ of A
into locally closed subsets, satisfying the axiom of the frontier:
∀(X,Y ) ∈ Σ2, cl(X) ∩ Y 6= ∅ ⇒ cl(X) ⊃ Y
The pair (A,Σ) is called stratified space with support A and stratification Σ.
Following H. Whitney, R. Thom or J. Mather, we can endow a stratified space with some
geometric structure. In such way, we define a laminar structure on (A,Σ) as a lamination
structure on each stratum, such that if the closure of a stratum X intersects a stratum
Y , then the dimension of X is at least equal to the dimension of Y . Then Σ is called a
stratification of laminations. A (stratified) Cr-embedding of this space into a manifold M
is a homeomorphism onto its image such that, its restriction to each stratum X is a Cr-
embedding of the lamination X into M . We often identify the stratified space (A,Σ) with
its image by the embedding i.
Example 0.2.1. A Whitney’s stratification is a laminar stratification whose strata consist
of a single leaves.
Example 0.2.2. Let f be an endomorphism of a manifold M . Let K be a compact subset
of M , f -invariant (f−1(K) = K), nowhere dense and expanded. Then K endowed with its
0-dimensional lamination structure and M \ K endowed with its manifold structure form
a stratification of normally expanded laminations on M . This example will be useful for
number of our results.
Example 0.2.3. Given a diffeomorphism that satisfies Axiom A and the strong transversality
condition, if we denote by (Λi)i the basic sets and Xi := W s(Λi) the canonical lamination
on the stable set of each Λi (whose leaves are stable manifolds), then the partition (Xi)i is a
stratification of normally expanded laminations.
Given a manifold M , a stratification of laminations Σ on A ⊂ M and an endomorphism
f of M , we say that f preserves (A,Σ) if f preserves each stratum X ∈ Σ, as a lamination.
A stratification of laminations (A,Σ) preserved by f ∈ Endr(M) is Cr-persistent, if for
any endomorphism f ′ Cr-close to f , there exists a stratified embedding i′ Cr-close to the
canonical inclusion i such that f ′ preserves the stratification (A,Σ) embedded by i′, and for
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each stratum X ∈ Σ, every point i′(x) ∈ i′(X) is sent by f ′ into the image by i′ of a small
plaque of X which contains f(x).
The aim of this memoir is to present and prove a general theorem providing, for any
r ≥ 1, the Cr-persistence of stratifications of r-normally expanded laminations, under some
extra geometric conditions.
Let us illustrate, by some applications of our main result, the persistence of stratifications
of laminations.
0.2.1 Submanifolds with boundary
Theorem 0.2. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let N be a compact submanifold
with boundary of M . Let f be an endomorphism of M which preserves and 1-normally
expands the boundary ∂N and the interior N˚ of N . Then the stratification (N˚ , ∂N) on N is
C1-persistent.
In other words, for any endomorphism f ′ C1-close to f , there exist two submanifolds ∂N ′
and N˚ ′ such that:
• N˚ ′ (resp. ∂N ′) is preserved by f ′, diffeomorphic and C1-close to N˚ (resp. ∂N) for the
compact-open topology,
• the pair (N˚ ′, ∂N ′) is a stratification (of laminations) on N ′ := N˚ ′ ∪ ∂N ′,
• the set N ′ is the image of N by an embedding C0-close to the canonical inclusion of N
into M .
Remark 0.2.4. Usually, N ′ is not a submanifold with boundary.
Remark 0.2.5. Our main theorem also implies the Cr-persistence of r-normally expanded
submanifold as stratification, for any r ≥ 1.
Let us generalize the above result to a larger context:
0.2.2 Submanifolds with corners
We recall that a compact manifold with corner N is a differentiable manifold modeled on Rd+.
We denote by ∂0kN the set of points of N which, seen in a chart, have exactly k coordinates
equal to zero. The pair (N,Σ := {∂0kN}) is a stratified space.
Theorem 0.3. Let i be a C1-embedding of N into a Riemannian manifold (M, g). Let f
be a C1-endomorphism of N , which preserves and 1-normally expands each stratum ∂0kN .
Then the stratification Σ on N is stable for C1-perturbations of f .
In other words, for every endomorphism f ′ C1-close to f , there exist submanifolds (∂0kN ′)k
such that:
• for each k, ∂0kN ′ is preserved by f ′, is diffeomorphic and close to ∂0kN in the C1-
compact-open topology,
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• the family (∂0kN ′)k is a stratification (of laminations) on N ′ := ∪k∂0kN ′,
• the set N ′ is the image of N by an embedding C0-close to the canonical inclusion of N
into M .
Remark 0.2.6. Our main theorem also implies the Cr-persistence of r-normally expanded
submanifold with corners as stratification, for any r ≥ 1.
Our main result easily provides the persistence of many stratifications of normally ex-
panded laminations in product dynamics, as in the following examples.
0.2.3 Invariant laminations of the Viana map in C× R
Let V : C× R→ C× R
(z, h) 7→ (z4, h2 + c)
The map z 7→ z4 expands the unit circle S1 and preserves the interior of the unit disk D.
We endow S1 and D with the lamination structures of dimension 0 and 2 respectively.
Let c ∈] − 2, 1/4[, then the map h 7→ h2 + c sends an open interval I into it self and
expands its boundary ∂I.
We stratify the filled cylinder C := cl(D× I) by the laminations:
• X0 := S1 × ∂I of dimension 0,
• X1 := S1 × I of dimension 1, whose leaves are ({α} × I)α∈S1 ,
• X2 := D× ∂I of dimension 2,
• X3 := D× I of dimension 3.
Let Σ be the stratification of laminations on C defined by these strata. We notice that V
preserves and 1-normally expands this stratification.
The persistence of this stratification, for C1-perturbations of V , follows from our main
theorem.
In other words, for every endomorphism V ′ C1-close to V , there exists a homeomorphism
i′ of C onto its image in C×R, C0-close to the canonical inclusion such that for each stratum
Xk ∈ Σ:
• the restriction i′|Xk is an embedding of lamination, C1-close to the canonical inclusion
of Xk in C× R; in particular i′ is continuously leafwise differentiable,
• the lamination i′(Xk) is preserved by V ′, and for x ∈ Xk, V ′ ◦ i′(x) belongs to the image
by i′ of a small plaque of Xk containing V (x).
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0.2.4 Products of hyperbolic rational functions
Let f : Cˆn → Cˆn
(zi)i 7→ (Ri(zi))i
We assume that for each i, Ri is a hyperbolic rational function of the Riemann sphere Cˆ.
It follows that its Julia set Ki is expanded and the complement Xi of Ki in Cˆ is the union of
attraction basins of the attracting periodic orbits.
Let Σ be the stratification of laminations on Cˆn formed by the strata (YJ)J⊂{1,...,n}, YJ
being of real dimension twice the cardinal of J and with support:
Yk =
∏
j∈J
Xj ×
∏
j∈Jc
Kj .
The leaves of YJ are in the form
∏
j∈J Cj ×
∏
j∈Jc{kj}, with Cj a connected component of
Cˆ \Kj and kj a point of Kj .
The Cr-persistence of this stratification of r-normally expanded laminations, for all r ≥ 1,
follows from our main theorem.
A similar result exists on Rn for products of real hyperbolic polynomial functions.
0.3 Structure of trellis of laminations and main result
We construct, in section 2.3, a very simple example of a stratification of normally expanded
laminations which is not persistent. Therefore, some new conditions are necessary to imply
the persistence of stratifications of laminations.
The hypotheses of our main result on persistence of stratified space (A,Σ) require the
existence of a tubular neighborhood (LX ,LX) for each stratum X ∈ Σ: this is a lamination
structure LX on an open neighborhood LX of X in A, such that each leaf of X is a leaf of
LX .
Existence of a similar structure was already conjectured in a local way by H. Whitney
[Whi65a] in the study of analytic varieties. It was also a key ingredient in the proofs by W.
de Melo [dM73] and by C. Robinson [Rob76] of the structural stability of diffeomorphisms
that satisfy axiom A and the strong transversality condition defined in example 0.2.3.
A Cr-trellis (of laminations) on a laminar stratified space (A,Σ) is a family of tubular
neighborhoods T = (LX ,LX)X∈Σ such that for all strata X ≤ Y :
• each plaque of LY included in LX is Cr-foliated by plaques of LX ,
• given two close points (x, x′) ∈ (LX ∩ LY )2, there exist two plaques of LY containing
respectively x and x′ for which such foliations are diffeomorphic and Cr-close.
Example 0.3.1. The stratification in example 0.2.2 admits a trellis structure. Let LK be
a neighborhood of K in M endowed with the 0-dimensional lamination structure LK . Then
((LK ,LK), X) is a trellis structure on (M, (K,X)).
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Example 0.3.2. The canonical stratification (∂N, N˚) of a manifold with boundary N admits
a trellis structure: Let L∂N be the lamination structure on a small neighborhood L∂N of the
boundary ∂N whose leaves are the subset of points in N equidistant to the boundary. Then
((L∂N ,L∂N ), N˚) is a trellis structure on (N, (∂N, N˚)).
A Cr-embedding i of (A,Σ) into a manifold M is T -controlled if i is a homeomorphism
onto its image and the restriction of i to LX is a Cr-embedding of the lamination LX , for
every X ∈ Σ.
We can now formulate a special case of our main theorem:
Theorem 0.4. Let r ≥ 1 and let (A,Σ) be a compact stratified space supporting a Cr-trellis
structure T . Let i be a T -controlled Cr-embedding of (A,Σ) into a manifold M . We identify
A, Σ and T with their images in M . Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M preserving Σ and
satisfying for each stratum X:
(i) f r-normally expands X and is plaque-expansive at X,
there exists a neighborhood VX of X in LX such that
(ii) each plaque of LX included in VX is sent into a leaf of LX ,
(iii) there exists  > 0, such that every -pseudo orbit2 of VX which respects LX is included
in X.
Then for f ′ Cr-close to f , there exists a T -controlled embedding i′, close to i, such that
for the identification of A, Σ and T via i′, the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) hold with f ′.
Moreover, for each stratum X ∈ Σ, each point i′(x) ∈ i′(X) is sent by f ′ into the image by i′
of a small X-plaque of x containing f(x).
In particular, the stratification of laminations Σ is Cr-persistent.
Remark 0.3.3. This result has also a version which allows A to be non-compact and/or i
to be an immersion. In the immersion case, the plaque-expansivity condition is not required.
Remark 0.3.4. We have also a better conclusion: for every stratum X there exists a neigh-
borhood V ′X of X in LX such that, for every f ′ Cr-close to f , each point i′(x) ∈ i′(V ′X) is
sent by f ′ into the image by i′ of a small plaque of LX containing f(x).
The main difficulty to apply this theorem is to build a trellis structure that satisfies (ii).
Nevertheless, thanks to the formalism, the following proposition provides many trellis
structures which imply the persistence of these stratification, via our main result.
Property 0.3.5. Let r ≥ 1 and let (A,Σ) and (A′,Σ′) be compact stratified spaces endowed
with Cr-trellis structures T and T ′ respectively. Let i and i′ be Cr-embeddings T and T ′-
controlled of (A,Σ) and (A,Σ) into manifolds M and M ′ respectively. Let f ∈ Endr(M) and
f ′ ∈ Endr(M ′) satisfying properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of theorem 0.4.
2An -pseudo-orbit (xn)n ∈ V NX respects LX , if for all n ≥ 0, the points f(xn) and xn+1 belong to a same
plaque of LX of diameter less than .
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Then the partition Σ×Σ′ on A×A′, whose elements are the product of a stratum of Σ with
a stratum of Σ′, is a stratification of laminations which is preserved by the product dynamics
(f, f ′) of M ×M ′. Moreover, if (f, f ′) r-normally expands this stratification, then properties
(i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied for (f, f ′) and Σ × Σ′. In particular this last stratification is
Cr-persistent.
For instance, by using this proposition and example 0.3.1, we get the proof of the persis-
tence of examples 0.2.3 and 0.2.4.
On the other hand, remark 0.3.4 has to be considered if one wants to apply our result to
prove theorems on structural stability or persistence of laminations which are not hyperbolic.
For example, we needed this remark, together with a trellis structure built by de Melo on the
stratification of laminations defined in example 0.2.3, to show the following:
Theorem 0.5. Let s be a C1-submersion of a compact manifold M onto a compact surface
S. Let L be the lamination structure on M whose leaves are the connected components of the
fibers of s.
Let f be a diffeomorphism of M which preserves the lamination L. Let fb ∈ Diff1(S) be
the dynamics induced by f on the leaves space of L. We suppose that:
• fb satisfies axiom A and the strong transversality condition,
• the L-saturated subset generated by the non-wandering set of f in M is 1-normally
hyperbolic.
Then L is C1-persistent.
We hope to publish soon a version of this result closer to our conjecture (see section
2.4.8) whose statement generalizes the persistence of normally hyperbolic laminations and
the structural stability of diffeomorphisms that satisfy Axiom A and the strong transversal-
ity condition.
This memoir is the main part of my PhD thesis under the direction of J-C. Yoccoz. I
would like to thank him for his guidance. I would like to thank also M. Viana, C. Bonatti,
E. Pujal, P. Pansu, F. Paulin, C. Murollo, and D. Trotman for many discussions. Finally, I
thank P-Y. Fave who modeled the 3D illustrations of this memoir.
0.4 Plan
The first chapter is mostly geometric. We introduce the definitions and the terminologies
necessary for all the other chapters.
In the first section of this chapter, we recall the definitions of laminations, their morphisms
and the topologies on these spaces.
In the second section of this chapter, we introduce the stratification of laminations. We
present how they are related to other kinds of stratifications (analytic and differentiable) and
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we show some simple properties of them. Then this section proves that the diffeomorphisms
satisfying axiom A and the strong transversality condition defines canonically two stratifica-
tions of laminations. At the end of this section, we define stratified morphisms and endow
the space of morphisms with a topology.
In the third section of this chapter, we introduce the trellis of laminations structure. Then
we defines morphisms of this structure and endow the space of morphisms with a topology.
Finally, in this chapter, we show how the trellis structure are linked to other works in dy-
namical system, differentiable geometry or analytic geometry.
The second chapter contains our main result on persistence of stratifications of normally
expanded laminations.
In the first section, we restrict the study to the lamination. First, we discus on the
definition of the preservation and persistence of laminations, embedded or immersed. The
definitions are motivated by a negative answer to a question of Hirsch-Pugh-Shub. Then
we define the r-normal expansion of an immersed or embedded lamination and gives some
related properties. Finally, in this section, we state the theorem 2.4 on Cr-persistence of r-
normally expanded immersed laminations. After defining the plaque-expansivity, we give the
corollary 2.5 on Cr-persistence of r-normally and plaque-expansive embedded laminations.
Both are the restrictions of our main theorem 2.8 and its corollary 2.7, to the case where the
stratification consists of a unique stratum.
The second section of this chapter contains the main result. First, we define the preser-
vation and the persistence of stratifications of laminations, embedded or immersed. Then it
presents the main theorem 2.8 via its corollaries 2.6, 2.7, and some easy applications.
In the third section, we motive our geometrical viewpoint on the persistence of stratifi-
cations of laminations, by giving a counter example of a compact stratification which is not
persistent and does not admit a trellis structure.
The fourth section provides some applications of our main result. We begin by giving the
statement of our result on the persistence of normally expanded submanifolds with boundary
or corners as stratifications. But, we only give the idea of proof of such applications. Then
we give an extension of the Shub’s theorem on conjugacy of repulsive compact set. Further,
we show proposition 0.3.5 which implies some examples of persistent stratifications of lami-
nations in product dynamics. Finally, we state a conjecture on the persistent of “normally
SA laminations” and announce a partial result in this direction which was proved by using
our main result.
The five section consists of the proof of our main result. Annex A provides some analysis
results needed in this work. Annex B consists of the proof of the existence of an adapted
metric to the normal expansion of a lamination by an endomorphism. In annex C, we adapt
and develop some results on the plaque-expansivity to the endomorphism context.
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1 Geometry of stratification of laminations
In this chapter, we introduce the laminar stratified space. The laminar stratified space is
a natural generalization of laminations and stratifications. We know that laminations and
stratifications occur in dynamical system as persistent and preserved structures (as in Hirsch-
Pugh-Shub theory or the Morse-Smale theory).
We will state and illustrate our main result on persistence of stratification of laminations
in chapter 2. In this chapter, we only deal with the geometry of this structure, recalling or
introducing some definitions and properties.
Throughout this chapter we denote by r a positive integer or the symbol ∞.
1.1 Laminations
1.1.1 Definitions
Let us consider a locally compact and second-countable metric space L covered by open sets
(Ui)i, called distinguished open sets, endowed with homeomorphisms hi from Ui onto Vi×Ti,
where Vi is an open set of Rd and Ti is a metric space.
We say that the charts (Ui, hi)i define a Cr-atlas of a lamination structure on L of
dimension d if the coordinate change hij = hj ◦ h−1i can be written in the form
hij(x, t) = (φij(x, t), ψij(x, t)),
where φij takes its values in Rd, the partial derivatives (∂sxφij)rs=1 exist and are continuous
on the domain of φij , and ψij(·, t) is locally constant for any t.
Two Cr-atlases are said to be equivalent if their union is a Cr-atlas.
A (Cr)-lamination is a metric space L endowed with a maximal Cr-atlas L.
A plaque is a subset of L which can be written in the form h−1i (V
0
i ×{t}), for a chart hi
and a connected component V 0i of Vi. A plaque that contains a point x ∈ L will be denoted by
Lx; the union of the plaques containing x and of diameter less than  > 0 will be denoted by
Lx. As the diameter is given by the metric of L, the set Lx is, in general, not homeomorphic
to a manifold. The leaves of L are the smallest subsets of L which contain any plaque that
intersects them.
We say that a subset P of L is saturated if it is a union of leaves.
If moreover it is a locally compact subset, this subset is L-admissible. Then the charts
(Ui, φi) of L restricted to Ui∩P define a lamination structure on P . We will call this structure
the restriction of L to P and we denote this structure by L|P .
Similarly, if V is an open subset of L, the set of the charts (U, φ) ∈ L such that U ⊂ V
constitutes a lamination structure on V , which is denoted by L|V .
A subset P of L which is L|V -admissible for a certain open subset V of L will be called
L-locally admissible, and we will denote by L|P its lamination structure L|V|P .
We recall that the locally compact subsets of a locally compact metric space are the
intersections of open and closed subsets.
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Examples 1.1.1. • A manifold of dimension d is a lamination of the same dimension.
• A Cr-foliation on a connected manifold induces a Cr-lamination structure.
• A locally compact and second-countable metric space defines a lamination of dimension
zero.
• If K is a locally compact subset of S1, then the manifold structure of the circle S1
induces on S1 ×K a C∞-lamination structure whose leaves are S1 × {k}, for k ∈ K.
• The stable foliation of an Anosov Cr-diffeomorphism induces a Cr-lamination structure
whose leaves are the stable manifold.
Property 1.1.2. If (L,L) and (L′,L′) are two laminations, then L×L′ is endowed with the
lamination structure whose leaves are the product of the leaves of (L,L) with the leaves of
(L′,L′). We denote this structure by L × L′.
Property 1.1.3. If L and L′ are two lamination structures on two open subsets L and L′
of a metric space A such that the atlases LL∩L′ and LL∩L′ are equivalent, then the union of
the atlases L and L′ is an atlas on L ∪ L′.
1.1.2 Morphisms of laminations
A map f is a Cr-morphism (of laminations) from (L,L) to (L′,L′) if it is a continuous map
from L to L′ such that, seen via charts h and h′, it can be written in the form:
h′ ◦ f ◦ h−1(x, t) = (φ(x, t), ψ(x, t))
where φ takes its values in Rd′ , ∂sxφ exists, is continuous on the domain of φ, for all s ∈
{1, . . . , r} and ψ(·, t) is locally constant.
If, moreover, the linear map ∂xφ(x, t) is always one-to-one, we will say that f is an
immersion (of laminations).
An embedding (of laminations) is an immersion which is a homeomorphism onto its image.
The endomorphisms of (L,L) are the morphisms from (L,L) into itself.
We denote by:
• Morr(L,L′) the set of the Cr-morphisms from L into L′,
• Imr(L,L′) the set of the Cr-immersions from L into L′,
• Embr(L,L′) the set of the Cr-embeddings from L into L′,
• Endr(L) the set of the Cr-endomorphisms of L.
We denote by TL the vector bundle over L, for which the fiber of x ∈ L, denoted by TxL,
is the tangent space at x to its leaf. If f is morphism from L into L′, we denote by Tf the
bundle morphism from TL to TL′ over f induced by the differential of f along the leaves of
L.
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Remark 1.1.4. If M is a manifold, we notice that Endr(M) denotes the set of Cr-maps
from M into itself, possibly non-bijective and possibly with singularities.
Example 1.1.5. Let f be a Cr-diffeomorphism of a manifold M and let K be hyperbolic
compact subset of M . Then the union W s(K) of stable manifold of points in K is the image
of a Cr-lamination (L,L) immersed injectively.
Moreover if every stable manifold does not accumulate onK, then (L,L) is a Cr-embedded
lamination.
Proof. We endow M with an adapted metric dM to the hyperbolic compact K. For a small
 > 0, we call local stable manifold of diameter  of x ∈ K, the set of points whose trajectory
is -distant to the trajectory of x. Let W s (K) be the union of stable manifolds of points in K
of diameter . For  small enough, the closure of W s (K) is sent by f into W
s
 (K) and supports
a canonical Cr-lamination structure L0. Let C be the subset W s (K) \ f2
(
cl(W s (K))
)
. For
i > 0, we denote by Ci the set f−i(C) and by C0 the set W s (K). The union ∪n≥0Cn is
consequently equal to W s(K). Moreover, for k, l ≥ 0, if Ck intersects Cl then |k − l| ≤ 1.
Let us now construct a metric on W s(K) such that (Cn)n is an open covering and such
that the topology induced by this metric on Cn is the same than the one of M . For (x, y) ∈
W s(K)2, we denote by d(x, y):
inf
{ n−1∑
i=1
dM (xi, xi+1); n > 0, (xi)i ∈W s(K)n, such that
x1 = x, xn = y, ∀i∃j : (xi, xi+1) ∈ C2j
}
.
We remark that d is a distance with announced properties. The metric space L is therefore
W s(K) endowed with this distance. We remark that if every stable manifold does not accu-
mulate on K, then the topology on L induced by this metric and the metric of M are the
same. In other words L is embedded.
For i > 0, the open subset Ci supports the Cr-lamination structure Li whose charts are
the composition of the charts of L0|C with f i. As f is a diffeomorphism, for any i, j, the
restriction of Li and Lj to Ci ∩ Cj are equivalent. By property 1.1.3, the structures (Li)i≥0
generate a Cr-lamination structure L on L.
1.1.3 Riemannian metric on a lamination
A Riemannian metric g on a Cr-lamination (L,L) is an inner product gx on each fiber TxL
of TL, which depends Cr−1-continuously on the base point x. It follows from the existence
of partitions of unity (see proposition A.1) that any lamination (L,L) can be endowed with
a certain Riemannian metric. 3
3As the tangent bundle is only continuous when r = 1, we cannot define the geodesic flow along the leaves.
Nevertheless, there exists a C∞-lamination structure, compatible with the C1-structure. For such a structure,
we can define the geodesic flow for another regular metric. To show it we can adapt the proof of theorem 2.9
in [Hir76] with the analysis techniques of annex A.1.1.
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A Riemannian metric induces – in a standard way – a metric on each leaf. For two points
x and y which belong to a same leaf, the distance between x and y is defined by:
dg(x, y) = inf{γ∈Mor([0,1],L);γ(0)=x,γ(1)=y}
∫ 1
0
√
g(∂tγ(t), ∂tγ(t)), dt
1.1.4 Equivalent Classes of morphisms
We will say that two elements f and f ′ in Morr(L,L′) (resp. Imr(L,L′) and Endr(L)) are
equivalent if for every x ∈ L, the points f ′(x) and f(x) belong to a same leaf of L′. The
equivalence class of f will be denoted by Morrf (L,L′) (resp. Imrf (L,L′) and Endrf (L)).
Given a Riemannian metric g on (L′,L′), we endow the equivalence class with the compact-
open topology Cr. Let us describe elementary open sets which generate the topology.
Let K be a compact subset of L such that K and f(K) are included in distinguished open
subsets endowed with charts (h, U) and (h′, U ′). We define (φ, ψ) by h′ ◦ f ◦ h−1 = (φ, ψ) on
h(K).
Let  > 0. The following subset is an elementary open set of the topology:
Ω :=
{
f ′ ∈Morrf (L,L′) : f ′(K) ⊂ U ′, and s.t. if φ′ is defined by
h′ ◦ f ′ ◦ h−1 = (φ′, ψ), we have max
h(K)
( r∑
s=1
‖∂sxφ− ∂sxφ′‖
)
< 
}
.
For any manifold M , each space Imr(L,M), Embr(L,M) and Endr(M) contains a unique
equivalence class. We endow these spaces with the topology of there unique equivalence class.
In particular the topology on Cr(M,M) = Endr(M) is the (classical) Cr-compact-open
topology.
Given a lamination (L,L) Cr-immersed by i into a Riemannian manifold (M, g), we define
the Cr-strong topology on Imr(L,M) by the following (partially defined) distance:
∀(j, j′) ∈ Imr(L,M), d(j, j′) := sup
(x,u)∈TL, ‖u‖=1
r∑
s=1
d(∂sTxLj(u
s), ∂sTxLj
′(us)),
where (L,L) is endowed with the Riemannian distance i∗g and TM is endowed with the
Riemannian distance induced by g.
1.2 Stratifications of laminations
Throughout this section, all laminations are supposed to be of class Cr.
1.2.1 Stratifications
The concept of stratification occurs in several mathematical fields. The definition depends
on the fields and on the authors. One of the most general definitions was formulated by J.
Mather [Mat73]4 :
4In this article, the object of the definition is called a prestratification. This corresponds in fact to the
stratifications defined here.
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Definition 1.2.1. A stratification of a metric space A is a partition of A into subsets, called
strata, that satisfy the following conditions:
1. each stratum is locally closed, i.e, it is equal to the intersection of a closed subset with
an open subset of A,
2. the partition Σ is locally finite,
3. (condition of frontier) for any pair of strata (X,Y ) ∈ Σ2 satisfying Y ∩ cl(X) 6= ∅, we
have Y ⊂ cl(X). We write Y ≤ X and X is said to be incident to Y .
The pair χ = (A,Σ) is called the stratified space of support A and of stratification Σ.
Property 1.2.2. The stratification equipped with the relation ≤ is a partially ordered set.
Proof. The reflexivity and the transitivity are clear. To show the antisymmetricity, we choose
two strata (X,Y ) ∈ Σ such that X ≤ Y and Y ≤ X. This means that X ⊂ cl(Y ) and
Y ⊂ cl(X), hence cl(X) is equal to cl(Y ). As X and Y are locally closed, these two strata
cannot be disjoint and as Σ is a partition of A, these two strata are equal.
1.2.2 Analytic and differentiable stratifications
Among the fields where the stratifications occur, we can cite analytic geometry and differential
geometry. Let us describe our definitions of stratifications for both of these fields:
• In analytic geometry, we recall that an analytic variety is the set of zeros of an analytic
map from Cn to Cm.
We define an analytic stratified space as a space whose support is an analytic variety
and whose strata are analytic manifolds such that:
∀(X,Y ) ∈ Σ2, if X ≤ Y then dim(X) ≤ dim(Y ).
A such definition is equivalent to the definition of H. Whitney [Whi65a] of stratifications
in the context of analytic geometry.
• In differential geometry, following the work of J. Mather [Mat73] and R. Thom [Tho64],
C. Murolo and D. Trotman [MT06] define stratifications as stratified spaces whose
strata, endowed with the topology induced by the support, are connected manifolds
that satisfy:
∀(X,Y ) ∈ Σ2, if X < Y then dim(X) < dim(Y ).
We define such a stratified space a differentiable stratified space. Such spaces occur
notably in singularity theory or in the study of zeros of a generic map ([Tho64], [Mat73]).
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1.2.3 Stratifications of laminations
Similarly, we introduce the concept of (Cr)-laminar stratified space: a stratified space (A,Σ)
whose strata, endowed with the topology induced by A, are laminations that stratify:
∀(X,Y ) ∈ Σ2, if X ≤ Y then dim(X) ≤ dim(Y ).
As an analytic or differentiable stratified space have a canonical structure of a laminar
space, we will abuse of language by using stratified space to refer to a laminar stratified space,
in the rest of this work.
In general, differentiable stratified spaces are used with extra regularity conditions: either
by supposing them embedded, with a certain regularity, into a manifold, or by endowing them
with a supplementary geometric structure.
Let us begin by introducing the embedding which allows us to introduce some examples
of stratified spaces. In section 1.3 we shall introduce a supplementary geometric structure,
the trellis of laminations which exists on certain stratified spaces.
An embedding i of a stratified space (A,Σ) into a manifold is a homeomorphism onto its
image, whose restriction to each stratum is an embedding of laminations.
The embedding i is a-regular if, for all strata (X,Y ) ∈ Σ2 such that X ≤ Y , and for
any sequence (xn)n ∈ Y N which converges to a point x ∈ X and such that the sequence of
subspaces (Ti(TxnY ))n converges to a subspace E, then Ti(TxX) is included in E.
When a stratified space is embedded, we often identify the stratified space with its image
by the embedding. If the embedding is a-regular, we will say that (in this identification) the
stratification (of laminations) is a-regular.
The a-regularity condition is due to H. Whitney, who showed that every analytic variety
supports an a-regular (analytic) stratification [Whi65b]. This definition is also standard in
the study of differentiable stratified spaces.
Example 1.2.3. Given a submanifold with boundary, the connected components of the
boundary and the interior of the submanifold endowed with their canonical manifold structure
define a (a-regular) (differentiable) stratification.
Example 1.2.4. The set {0}×R∪R×{0} supports a (differentiable) stratification with two
strata: a first stratum being {0} and the second being {0} × R∗ ∪ R∗ × {0}. This stratified
space is canonically (a-regularly) embedded into R2.
Example 1.2.5. Given a manifold M and a compact subset K with empty interior, the set
K endowed with its 0-dimensional lamination structure and the set M \K endowed with its
canonical manifold structure define an a-regular laminar stratification on M .
Example 1.2.6. Let S1 be the unit circle and let D be the unit open disk of the complex
plane C. Let A be the topological subspace cl(D) × {1} ∪ {1} × S1 of C2. We stratify A
by four strata: the first is the 2-dimensional lamination supported by D × {1}, the others
are 0-dimensional and supported by respectively S1 × {1} \ {(1, 1)}, {1} × S1 \ {(1, 1)} and
{(1,1)}. This stratified space is canonically (a-regularly) embedded in C2.
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Property 1.2.7. Let f be a diffeomorphism that satisfies axiom A and the strong transver-
sality condition5. Let (Λi)i be the spectral decomposition of the nonwandering set Ω. Let
W s(Λi) be the union of the stable manifolds of Λi’s points. Then the family (W s(Λi))i de-
fines a stratification of laminations on M , where the leaves of W s(Λi) are stable manifolds.
Proof. We recall that each basic piece Λi is a hyperbolic compact subset disjoint from the
other basic pieces. As the periodic points are dense in the nonwandering set, there exists a
local product structure on Λi. It follows from proposition 9.1 of [Shu78] that:
W s(Λi) := ∪x∈ΛiW s(x) = {x ∈M |d(fn(x),Λi)→ 0, n→∞}.
As the subset L(f) of the accumulation points of orbits is included in the nonwandering set,
it follows from lemma 2.2 of [Shu78] that the manifold M is the disjoint union of the subsets
(W s(Λi))i.
Let us now show the frontier condition:
cl
(
W s(Λi)
) ∩W s(Λj) 6= ∅ ⇒ cl(W s(Λi)) ⊃W s(Λj).
First we recall that if the W s(Λk) intersects W u(Λl) by the strong transversality condition
and the transitivity of Λk, the closure of W s(Λk) contains W s(Λl). We write then Λk ≺ Λl.
Moreover, the strong transversality condition implies the nocycle condition which states that
≺ is an order on (Λl)l.
We now suppose that the closure of W s(Λi) intersects W s(Λj). If i is not equal to j, it
follows from lemmas 1 and 2 P.10 of [Shu78] that the closure of W s(Λi) intersects W u(Λi)\Λi.
Let x be a point which belongs to this intersection. As (W s(Λk))k covers M , there exists
j1 such that x belongs to W s(Λj1). By the above reminder, the closure of W
s(Λj1) contains
W s(Λj). Moreover, the closure of W s(Λi) intersects W s(Λj1). And so on, we can continue
to construct (Λjk)k. As the family (Λi)i is finite and there are nocycle, the family (Λjk)k is
finite. Thus, we obtain:
cl(W s(Λi)) = cl(W s(Λjn)) ⊃ · · · ⊃ cl(W s(Λj1)) ⊃W s(Λj).
This proves the frontier condition.
To finish, it only remains to show the existence of the canonical lamination structure
on each W s(Λi) (which implies that W s(Λi) is locally closed). It follows from the nocycle
condition and the fact that L(f) is included in Ω that there exists an adapted filtration
to (Λi)i (see theorem 2.3 of [Shu78]). In other words, there exists an increasing family of
compact subsets (Mi)i such that:
f(Mi) ⊂ int(Mi) and Λi = ∩n∈Zfn(Mi \Mi−1).
Let U := Mi \Mi−1. As each point x ∈ f−n(Mi−1) has its orbit which will belong eventually
to Mi−1 (which does not contain Λi), we have:
W s(Λi) ∩ U = W s(Λi) ∩Mi \ ∪n≥0f−n(Mi−1).
5See section 2.4.8 for the definition.
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Thus, W s(Λi) ∩ U is f -stable:
f(W s(Λi) ∩ U) ⊂W s(Λi) ∩ U.
By replacing (Mi)i by (fn(Mi))i, the set W s(Λi)∩U may be an arbitrarily small neighborhood
of Λi. Hence, for any small  and small U , we way suppose that each point x of W s(Λi) ∩ U
can be -shadowed by a point y of Λi (Λi is endowed with a local product structure). It
follows that x belongs to the local stable manifold W s (y) of y. Consequently:
W s(Λi) ∩ U ⊂ ∪y∈ΛiW s (y).
In other words, W s(Λi) does not auto-accumulate. Thus, example 1.1.5 shows that W s(Λi)
is endowed with a lamination structure whose leaves are the stable manifolds of points of
Λi.
Property 1.2.8. Let (A1,Σ1) and (A2,Σ2) be two stratified spaces. Then the pair (A1 ×
A2,Σ1 × Σ2), where:
Σ1 × Σ2 = {X1 ×X2 ; X1 ∈ Σ1 and X2 ∈ Σ2},
is a stratified space of support A1 ×A2.
Moreover, if p1 and p2 are embeddings of (A1,Σ1) and (A2,Σ2) into manifolds M1 and
M2 respectively, the map p := (p1, p2) is an embedding of (A1 ×A2,Σ1 × Σ2) into M1 ×M2.
This embedding is a-regular if and only if p1 and p2 are a-regular.
Proof. To check that Σ1 ×Σ2 defines a stratified space is elementary: for all (X1 ×X2, Y1 ×
Y2) ∈ (Σ1 × Σ2)2, we have
X1 ×X2 ∩ cl(Y1 × Y2) 6= ∅ ⇔ X1 ∩ cl(Y1) 6= ∅ and X2 ∩ cl(Y2) 6= ∅
Then, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, we have Xi ⊂ cl(Yi) and dim(Xi) ≤ dim(Yi). This implies that
X1 ×X2 ⊂ cl(Y1 × Y2) and dim(X1 ×X2) ≤ Y1 × Y2.
The proof of the statement on a-regularity is left to reader.
Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space and U an open subset of A. The set Σ|U of the restrictions
of strata X ∈ Σ that intersect U , to U ∩X, defines a stratification of laminations on U .
1.2.4 Stratified morphisms
Let (A,Σ) and (A′,Σ′) be two Cr-stratified spaces.
A continuous map f from A to A′ is a (Cr)-stratified morphism (resp. stratified immer-
sion) if each stratum X ∈ Σ is sent into a stratum X ′ ∈ Σ′ and the restriction f|X is a
Cr-morphism (resp. an immersion) from the lamination X to X ′. We will also say that f is
a (Cr)-morphism (resp. immersion) from (A,Σ) to (A′,Σ′).
In the particular case of differentiable stratified spaces, we are coherent with the usual
definition of stratified morphisms.
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A stratified endomorphism (A,Σ) is a stratified morphism which preserves each stratum.
We denote respectively by Morr(Σ,Σ′), Imr(Σ,Σ′) and Endr(Σ) the set of Cr-stratified
morphisms, immersions and endomorphisms.
Two stratified morphisms f and fˆ are said to be equivalent if they send each stratum
X ∈ Σ into a same stratum X ′ ∈ Σ′ and if their restrictions to X are equivalent as morphisms
from the lamination X to X ′. We denote by Morrf (Σ,Σ
′) the equivalence classes of f endowed
with the topology induced by the following product:
C0(A,A′)×
∏
X∈Σ, f(X)⊂X′∈Σ′
Morrf |X(X,X
′)
The aim of this work is to show the persistence of some a-regular normally expanded strat-
ifications. However, the regularity of these stratifications is not sufficient to guarantee their
persistence: there exist compact differentiable stratifications which are normally expanded
but not persistent (we will give such a example in part 2.3). We are going to introduce a
stronger regularity condition: to support a trellis structure. In the differentiable stratified
space, other authors have introduced other intrinsic conditions ([Mat73], [Tho64], [MT06]).
1.3 Structures of trellis of laminations
Throughout this section, unless stated otherwise, all laminations, laminar stratified spaces
and morphisms are supposed to be of class Cr, for r ≥ 1 fixed.
We need some preliminary definitions:
Definition 1.3.1 (Coherence and compatibility of two laminations). Let L1 and L2 be two
subsets of a metric space L, endowed with lamination structures denoted by L1 and L2
respectively. Let us suppose that, for example, the dimension of L2 is at least equal to the
dimension of L1.
The laminations L1 and L2 are coherent if, for all x ∈ L1 ∩ L2, there exists a plaque of
L1 containing x and included in a plaque of L2.
The laminations L1 and L2 are compatible if, for all x ∈ L1∩L2, the leaf of L1 containing
x is included in a leaf of L2.
Definition 1.3.2 (Foliated lamination). Let (L1,L1) and (L2,L2) be two laminations of
dimension d1 ≤ d2 respectively. We will say that L1 is a foliation of L2 if L1 = L2 and if, for
every x ∈ L2, there exists a neighborhood U of x and a chart (U, φ) which belongs to L1 and
to L2. This means that there exists open subsets U1 and U2 of Rd1 and Rd2−d1 respectively,
such that: (
φ : U → U1 × U2 ×
Transversal space of L2︷︸︸︷
T2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transversal space of L1
)
∈ L1 ∩ L2.
We note that the laminations structure L1 and L2 are then coherent.
Remark 1.3.3. If, in this definition, the lamination L2 is a manifold, then L1 is a (classical)
Cr-foliation of dimension d1 on this manifold.
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Remark 1.3.4. Unlike laminations, a C1-foliation is not diffeomorphic to a C∞-foliation.
For instance, the suspension of a Denjoy C1-diffeomorphism defines a C1-foliation which is
not diffeomorphic to a C2-foliation.
Example 1.3.5. Let K be a locally compact set and let L1 = L2 be the product Rd2 ×K.
Let L2 be the canonical lamination structure of dimension d2 on L2. Let d1 be an integer less
than d2, let φ be a continuous map from K to Diff r(Rd2 ,Rd2)) and let L1 be the lamination
structure on L1 whose leaves are:
{φ(k)(Rd1 × {t})× {k}, (k, t) ∈ K × Rd2−d1}.
Then L1 is a Cr-foliation of L2.
Property 1.3.6. Let (L,L) be a lamination immersed into a manifold M . We identify (L,L)
with its image in M . Let F be a Cr-foliation on an open neighborhood of L, whose leaves are
transverse to the leaves of L. Then the lamination on L, whose plaques are the transverse
intersection of plaques of L with plaques of F , is a Cr-foliation of L. Let us denote by L t F
this lamination structure.
Proof. As the statement is a locale property, it is sufficient to prove it in a neighborhood of
every point x ∈ L. Via a local chart of F , we identify a neighborhood U of x to Rn and F
to the foliation associated to the splitting Rn−d × Rd, whose leaves are of dimension d. We
may suppose that, in this identification, TxL is the vectorial subspace Rd′ × {0} of Rn, with
d′ ≥ n− d.
We may suppose U small enough such that the intersection of the leaves of L with U can
be identified to a continuous family of Cr-graphs from Rd′ to Rn−d′ . Let (ρt)t∈T be such a
family of Cr-maps. We note that the following application:
φ0 : Rn ∩ L→ Rd × T
(u, ρt(u)) 7→ (u, t)
is a chart of L.
Thus, for all t ∈ T and v ∈ Rn−d, the intersection of the plaque of L:{
(u1, u2, ρt(u1, u2)) : (u1, u2) ∈ Rn−d × Rd+d′−n
}
with the plaque {v} × Rd+d′−n × Rn−d′ of F , is:{
(v, u2, ρt(u1, u2)) : u2 ∈ Rd+d′−n
}
.
The chart φ sends this intersection onto {v} × Rd+d′−n × {t}.
Let ψ (v, u) ∈ Rn−d′ × Rd+d′−n 7→ (u, v) ∈ Rd+d′−n × Rn−d′ .
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Finally, we define
φ : Rn ∩ L→ Rd′+d−n × Rn−d × T
(u, ρt(u)) 7→ (ψ(u), t)
which is a chart of L and of L t F . We conclude that the lamination L t F is a foliation of
the lamination L.
Definition 1.3.7 (Tubular neighborhood). Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space and let X be a
stratum of Σ. A tubular neighborhood of X is a lamination (LX ,LX) such that:
• the support LX is a neighborhood of X included in strata incident to X,
• the leaves of the stratum X are leaves of LX ,
• the lamination (LX ,LX) is coherent with the other strata of Σ.
Definition 1.3.8 (Trellis structure). A (Cr)-trellis (of laminations) structure on a stratified
space (A,Σ) is a family of tubular neighborhoods T = (LX ,LX)X∈Σ satisfying, for all X ≤ Y ,
that the lamination LX|LX∩LY defines a Cr-foliation of the lamination LY |LX∩LY .
Throughout the rest of this chapter, all the trellis structures are supposed to be of class
Cr. We will not mention their regularity.
Remark 1.3.9. If (A,Σ) is a lamination (L,L), then (L,L) is also the unique trellis structure
on the stratified space (A,Σ).
Example 1.3.10. Let (X0, X1, X2) be the canonical stratification on the filled square: the
lamination X0 is the subset of vertexes, the lamination X1 is one-dimensional and supported
by the edges and finally the lamination X3 is two-dimensional and supported by the interior.
Let LX0 be the 0-dimensional lamination structure on a neighborhood of vertexes. Let
LX1 be the 1-dimensional lamination structure on four disjoints neighborhoods of each edge,
whose leaves are parallel to the associated edge. Then the family ((LX0 ,LX0), (L1,L1), X2)
forms a trellis structure on (A,Σ). We illustrate this structure in figure 1.
Example 1.3.11. Let I be an open interval of R. We denote ∂I its boundary. Let C be the
closed and filled cylinder in R3 defined by
C := {(x, y, z) ∈ R3;x2 + y2 ≤ 1 and z ∈ cl(I)}.
The cylinder C supports the stratification of laminations consisting of the following strata:
• the 0-dimensional lamination X0 supported by S1 × ∂I,
• the 1-dimensional lamination X1 supported by S1 × I whose leaves are vertical,
• the 2-dimensional lamination X2 supported by D× ∂I,
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Figure 1: A trellis structure on the filled square
• the 3-dimensional lamination X3 supported by the interior of C.
This stratification is canonically a-regularly embedded into R3.
Let us construct a trellis structure on this stratified space. Let LX0 be an open neighbor-
hood of X0 in C. We endow LX0 with the 0-dimensional lamination structure LX0 . Let LX1
and LX2 be two disjoint open subsets of C \X0 containing respectively X1 and X2. We endow
LX1 with the 1-dimensional lamination structure LX1 whose leaves are vertical. We endow
LX2 with the 2-dimensional lamination structure LX2 whose leaves are horizontal. Finally,
we define (LX3 ,LX3) as equal to the lamination X3. We notice that T := (LXi ,LXi)3i=0 is a
trellis structure on the stratified space (C,Σ).
The figure 1 also illustrates a section of such a trellis structure by a plane containing the
axis (Oz).
Example 1.3.12. With conventions of figure 1, figure 2 gives a trellis structure on the
canonical stratification of a cube, that is, the simplicial splitting into vertex, edges and faces.
Let T be a trellis structure on a stratified space (A,Σ) and let U be an open subset of
A. Then the family of restrictions of the laminations (L,L) ∈ T to U makes up a trellis
structure on (U,Σ|U ). We denote by T|U this trellis structure.
Remark 1.3.13. Given a trellis structure on a stratified space (A,Σ), the foliation condition
implies the coherence between the tubular neighborhoods.
The following property implies in particular that every tubular neighborhood is compat-
ible with every stratum.
Property 1.3.14. Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space and let (L,L) be a lamination such that
L is included in the union of strata of dimension at least equal to the dimension of L. If the
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Figure 2: A trellis structure on a cube.
lamination L is coherent with each stratum of Σ, then for each stratum X ∈ Σ, the set X ∩L
is L-admissible.
Proof. The coherence implies that the leaves of L intersect the leaves of each stratum of Σ
in an open set. This is why the partition Σ of A induces a partition of each leaves into open
sets. By connectivity, each leaf is contained in a unique leaf of a stratum of Σ. This implies
that the subset X ∩ L is L-saturated for every stratum X ∈ Σ. As the intersection of two
locally compact subsets is locally compact, the subset X ∩ L is L-admissible.
Property 1.3.15. Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space which admits a trellis structure. Then A
is locally compact.
Proof. The family of the supports of the tubular neighborhoods is an open covering of A. As
each of these supports is locally compact, it follows that A is locally compact.
Let M be a manifold and (A,Σ) be a stratified space endowed with a Cr-trellis structure
T . A stratified embedding i from (A,Σ) into M is (Cr) − T -controlled if the restriction
of i to each tubular neighborhood (LX ,LX) of T is a Cr-embedding of the lamination LX
into M . In other words, a T -controlled Cr-embedding of (A,Σ) in M is a homeomorphism
onto its image such that the r-first partial derivatives of p along the leaves of each tubular
neighborhood (LX ,LX) exist, are continuous on LX and the first one is injective.
The figure 3 represents a T -controlled embedding into R3 of the stratified space defined
in example 1.3.11 (not equal to the canonical inclusion).
A controlled embedding into the space R3 of the cube, endowed with its trellis structure
defined in figure 2 is represented in figure 4.
Property 1.3.16. Let M be a manifold and let (A,Σ) be a stratified space endowed with a
trellis structure T . Then any T -controlled embedding is a-regular.
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Figure 3: Controlled embedding of an exotic stratification on the cylinder.
Proof. Let X ≤ Y be two strata of Σ. Let (xn)n ∈ Y N be a sequence which converges
to x ∈ X. Then, for n large enough, the point xn belongs to LX and Ti(TxnY ) contains
Ti(TxnLX) which converges to Ti(TxX).
We will remark in sections 1.3.4 and 2.3, that there exist stratified spaces which cannot
support any trellis structure. However, the following proposition gives sufficient conditions
for stratified space to admit a trellis structure.
Proposition 1.1. Let (A,Σ) and (A′,Σ′) be two stratified spaces. If each of these stratified
spaces admits a trellis structure, then there exists a trellis structure on the product stratified
space (A×A′,Σ× Σ′).
Proof. We have already seen in property 1.2.8 that (A×A′,Σ×Σ′) is a stratified space whose
partial order ≤ on Σ× Σ′ satisfies
∀X ×X ′ ∈ Σ× Σ′, ∀Y × Y ′ ∈ Σ× Σ′, (X ×X ′ ≤ Y × Y ′)⇔ (X ≤ Y and X ′ ≤ Y ′).
We now apply the following lemma for the stratified space (A×A′,Σ×Σ) equipped with
this partial order.
Lemma 1.3.17. For every stratified space (A,Σ), there exists a family of subsets (WX)X∈Σ
such that WX is an open neighborhood of X and intersects WY if and only if X and Y are
incident.
Proof. Let X be a stratum of Σ and let χ be the subset of Σ consisting of strata which are
not comparable to X. We note that
X ∩ cl( ∪Y ∈χ Y ) = X ∩ ( ∪Y ∈χ cl(Y )) = ∪Y ∈χ(X ∩ cl(Y )) = ∅.
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Figure 4: Controlled embedding of a cube.
Moreover, for any point x ∈ X, the distance between x and ∪Y ∈χY is positive. We define
WX :=
⋃
x∈X
B
(
x,
d(x,∪Y ∈χY )
2
)
.
We remark that the open set WX is a neighborhood of X. Let Y be a stratum of χ; we
denote by Υ the subset of Σ which is not comparable to Y . Let x ∈ X and y ∈ Y ; we have
then x ∈ ∪Z∈ΥZ and y ∈ ∪Z∈χZ; this implies
B
(
x,
d(x,∪Z∈χZ)
2
)
∩B
(
y,
d(y,∪Z∈ΥZ)
2
)
= ∅.
Consequently WX and WY are disjoint.
By using this lemma, we can define an open family (WX×X′)(X,X′)∈Σ×Σ′ satisfying
WX×X′ ⊃ X ×X ′,
WX×X′ ∩WY×Y ′ 6= ∅ ⇒ X ×X ′ ≤ Y × Y ′ or X ×X ′ ≥ Y × Y ′.
We denote by (LX ,LX)X∈Σ and (LX′ ,LX′)X′∈Σ′ the trellis structures on the stratified
spaces (A,Σ) and (A′,Σ′).
Let LX×X′ be the open neighborhood (LX × LX′) ∩WX×X′ of X × X ′, that we endow
with the lamination structure LX×X′ := (LX × LX′)|LX×X′ .
As X and X ′ are restrictions of respectively (LX ,LX) and (LX′ ,LX′) to admissible sub-
sets, the stratum X ×X ′ is the restriction of LX×X′ to an admissible subset.
Moreover, if LX×X′ and LY×Y ′ have a non-empty intersection, then WX×X′ and WY×Y ′
have also a non-empty intersection. Therefore, X × X ′ and Y × Y ′ are comparable. We
suppose for instance that X × X ′ ≤ Y × Y ′. This is equivalent to suppose that X ≤ Y
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and X ′ ≤ Y ′. The lamination (LX ∩ LY ,LX|LX∩LY ) is a Cr-foliation of the lamination
(LX ∩LY ,LY |LX∩LY ) and (LX′ ∩LY ′ ,LX′|LX′∩LY ′ ) is a Cr-foliation of the lamination (LX′ ∩
LY ′ ,LY ′|LX′∩LY ′ ). As the product of Cr-foliated laminations is a Cr-foliated lamination, the
restriction (LX×X′ ∩LY×Y ′ ,LX×X′|LX×X′∩LY×Y ′ ) is a foliation of the lamination of (LX×X′ ∩
LY×Y ′ ,LY×Y ′|LX×X′∩LY×Y ′ ).
Therefore Tprod := (LX×X′ ,LX×X′)X×X′∈Σ×Σ′ is a trellis structure on the product strat-
ified space.
1.3.1 Structure of the union of strata of the same dimension
The following property sheds light on the geometry of the union of strata of the same dimen-
sion.
Property 1.3.18. Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space endowed with a trellis structure T . Let
(dp)p≥0 be the strictly increasing sequence of the different dimensions of strata of Σ.
Then, for each p ≥ 0, we have:
1. The union of strata of dimension dp constitutes a lamination Xp. Every stratum of
dimension dp is the restriction of Xp to an admissible subset.
2. The union of tubular neighborhoods of strata of dimension dp forms a lamination
(Lp,Lp).
3. Xp is the restriction of Lp to an admissible subset.
4. For all q ≤ p, the subset cl(Xp) ∩Xq is an Xq-admissible subset.
5. The subset cl(Xp) is included in ∪q≤pXq.
Proof. 2) Let Σp ⊂ Σ be the subset of the dp-dimensional strata. For all strata X, Y ∈ Σp, the
lamination LX|LX∩LY is a Cr-foliation of LY |LX∩LY of codimension 0. Then the restrictions
of the laminations LX and LY to LX ∩ LY are generated by a same atlas and so are equal.
It follows from property 1.1.3 that the set of the charts of LX for all X ∈ Σp generates a
lamination structure Lp on Lp := ∪X∈ΣpLX .
1)-3) First of all, by local finiteness of Σ, the set Xp is locally compact. Moreover, all
the tubular neighborhoods of strata that belong to Σp is coherent with the strata of Σ and
their union constitutes an open covering of Lp. So, the lamination Lp is coherent with Σ.
The property 1.3.14 implies that for X ∈ Σp the support of X = X ∩ Lp is Lp-admissible.
Thus, a leaf of Lp which intersects X is contained in X, and so equal to a leaf of X. Since
Lp contains Xp, Xp is canonically endowed with the lamination structure Lp|Xp and 1)- 3)
are satisfied.
4) The frontier condition implies that
cl(Xp) ∩Xq =
⋃
X∈Σp, Y ∈Σq
cl(X) ∩ Y =
⋃
X∈Σp, Y ∈Σq , Y≤X
Y
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As each stratum of Σq is Xq-admissible and as the stratification is locally finite, cl(Xp)∩Xq
is Xq-admissible.
5) The frontier condition implies that
cl(Xp) =
⋃
X∈Σp
cl(X) =
⋃
X∈Σp
⋃
Y≤X
Y ⊂
⋃
q≤p
⋃
X∈Σq
X =
⋃
q≤p
Xk
Remark 1.3.19. In example 1.2.6, the pair (A, (Xp)p) is not a stratified space.6
Question 1.3.20. Given a compact subset C of Rn which is the union of two disjoint locally
compact subsets A and B, does there exists an (abstract) stratification on C such that A and
B are unions of strata?
1.3.2 Morphisms
(TA, TA′)-controlled
Let (A,Σ) and (A′,Σ′) be two stratified spaces admitting a trellis structure T and T ′ respec-
tively.
A (Cr)-morphism (resp. immersion)
(T , T ′)-controlled is a stratified morphism f from
(A,Σ) to (A′,Σ′) such that, for every stratum X ∈ Σ, there exists a neighborhood VX of X in
LX such that the restriction of f to VX is a morphism (resp. immersion) from the lamination
LX|VX into the lamination LX′ , where X ′ is the stratum of Σ′ which contains the image by
f of X. In other words, every plaque of LX contained in VX is sent into a leaf of LX′ , the
r-first derivatives of f along such a plaque exist, are continuous on VX (resp. and the first
one is moreover injective) and f is continuous.
The neighborhood VX of X is said to be adapted to f , and the family V := (VX)X∈Σ is
called a family of neighborhoods adapted to f (and to (T , T ′)).
If (A′,Σ′) is a manifold M , then M is also the only trellis structure on the stratified space
M . In this case, we will say that this Cr-morphism is T -controlled.
We remark that T -controlled embeddings from (A,Σ) to M are the T -controlled are
immersions which are homeomorphisms on their images.
A T -controlled endomorphism is a stratified endomorphism f of (A,Σ) which is (T , T )-
controlled. This means that each stratum X is sent by f into itself and that there exists a
neighborhood VX of X in LX such that the restriction f|VX is a morphism from the lamination
L|VX to LX .
6However, if the frontier condition is replaced by the following more general condition:
”for every pair of strata (X,Y ) such that cl(X) intersects Y , the subset cl(X)∩ Y is Y -admissible and dimY
is at least equal to dimX”,
it appears that all that is proved in this work remains true and that (A, (Xp)p) is still a stratified space.
Moreover (Lp,Lp)p is also a trellis structure on (A, (Xp)p).
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We denote by Morr(T , T ′), Imr(T , T ′) and Embr(T , T ′) the sets of (T , T ′)-controlled
Cr-morphisms, immersions and embeddings respectively. We denote by Endr(T ) the set of
T -controlled Cr-endomorphisms.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, all controlled morphisms are supposed to be of class
Cr.
Property 1.3.21. Let (A,Σ), (A′,Σ′), and (A′′,Σ′′) be stratified spaces admitting a trellis
structure T , T ′ and T ′′ respectively.
• The identity of A is a T -controlled endomorphism.
• The composition of a (T ′, T ′′)-controlled morphism with a (T , T ′)-controlled morphism
is a (T , T ′′)-controlled morphism.
Proof. The identity of A is clearly a controlled endomorphism. Let us prove that the com-
position of two controlled morphisms is a controlled morphism.
Let f ∈ Morr(T , T ′) and f ′ ∈ Morr(T ′, T ′′). Each stratum X ∈ Σ is sent by f ′ into a
stratum X ′ ∈ Σ′ which is sent by f ′ into a stratum X ′′. Let VX and VX′ be two neighborhoods
of X and X ′ adapted to respectively f and f ′. Then the neighborhood VX ∩ f−1(VX′) of X
is adapted to f ′ ◦ f .
1.3.3 Equivalent controlled morphisms
Let T and T ′ be two trellis structures on the stratified spaces (A,Σ) and (A,Σ′) respectively.
Two morphisms f and fˆ of Morr(T , T ′) (resp. Imr(T , T ′), resp. Endr(T ′)) are said to be
equivalent if, for each stratum X ∈ Σ, there exists a stratum X ′ ∈ Σ′ such that f and fˆ send
X into an X ′ and there exists a neighborhood VX of X in LX such that the restrictions f|VX
and fˆ|VX are equivalent as morphisms of laminations from LX|VX to LX′ . This means that
every point x ∈ VX is sent by f and fˆ into a same leaf of LX′ .
Given a family of tubular neighborhoods V = (VX)X adapted to f , let MorrfV(T , T ′)
(resp. ImrfV(T , T ′), resp. EndrfV(T ′)) be the set of T -controlled morphisms fˆ such that V
is also adapted to fˆ and such that, for every X ∈ Σ sent by f into a certain stratum X ′, the
restrictions of f and fˆ to VX are equivalent as morphisms from the lamination LX|VX into
LX′ .
We endow MorrfV(T , T ′) with the topology induced by the product topology on∏
X∈Σ f(X)⊂X′∈Σ′
Morrf |VX (LX|VX ,L′X′).
We equip the set of families of neighborhoods adapted to f with the following partial order:
V ≤ V ′ ⇐⇒ ∀X ∈ Σ, VX ⊂ V ′X .
Property 1.3.22. Let T and T ′ be two trellis structures on two stratified spaces (A,Σ)
and (A′,Σ′) respectively. Let f be a (T , T ′)-controlled morphism and let V ≤ V ′ be two
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families adapted to f . Then the topology of MorrfV ′(T , T ′) is equal to the topology induced
by MorrfV(T , T ′).
Proof. By definition of these topologies it is clear that the topology of MorrfV ′(T , T ′) is finer
than the topology induced by MorrfV(T , T ′). So it is sufficient to prove that the topology
of Morrf |V ′X (LX|V ′X ,L
′
X′) is coarser than the topology induced by Mor
r
fV(T , T ′), for every
X ∈ Σ. As a compact subset of V ′X is a finite union of compact subsets in (VY )Y≥X , the
topology of Morrf |V ′X (LX|V ′X ,L
′
X′) is coarser than the topology induced by the product∏
Y≥X f(Y )⊂Y ′∈Σ′
Morrf |VY (LY |VY ,L′Y ′)
which is also coarser than the topology of MorrfV(T , T ′).
This last property implies that the spaces (MorrfV(T , T ′))V are only different by plaque-
preserving conditions. If (A′,Σ′) is a manifold M , then the trellis structure T ′ consists
of the only manifold M . Plaque-preserving conditions are then obviously always satisfied.
Consequently, the space MorrfV(T , T ′) depends neither on f nor on V. That is why we abuse
notation by denoting by Morr(T ,M) this topological space.
Remark 1.3.23. The topology ofMorrfV(T , T ′) is finer than the one induced byMorrf (Σ,Σ′).
Actually, the topology induced by the compact-open topology of C0(A,A′) is coarser than
the topology of MorrfV(T , T ′). This is because, on the one hand, V is an open cover of A
and the canonical inclusion of C0(A,A′) in
∏
X∈ΣC
0(VX , A′) is a homeomorphism onto its
image. And on the other, for any stratum X ∈ Σ sent by f into a stratum X ′ ∈ Σ, the
topology of Morrf |VX (LX|VX ,L′X′) is finer than the topology Morrf |X(X,X ′).
Generally, the topology of MorrfV(T , T ′) is strictly finer than the topology induced by
MorrfV(Σ,Σ
′). For example, let us consider the unit closed disk cl(D) of the complex plan
C, which supports the canonical (differentiable) stratification Σ formed by the unit disk D
and the unit circle S1. This stratified space admits the trellis structure T consisting of
the tubular neighborhood D of D and the lamination (LS1 ,LS1) whose leaves are the circles
centered in 0 and of radius ρ ∈]1/2, 1]. Let (θ, ρ) be the polar coordinates on cl(D). The set
of (T ,R)-controlled functions f on cl(D) such that supx∈LS1‖∂θf(x)‖ < 1 is an open subset of
Morr(T ,R). But, in every open subset O of Morr(Σ,R), there exists a sequence of functions
(fn)n ∈ (Mor(T ,R) ∩O)N such that supn≥0, x∈LS1 ‖∂θfn(x)‖ =∞.
1.3.4 Geometric structures on stratified spaces
In this section, we recall other works defining similar structure than trellis. These structures
are almost always weaker than the trellis structure, because they were used in a topological
context.
The study of such structures come back as far as the work of H. Whitney on the study of
the singularities of analytic varieties [Whi65a].
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Conjecture 1 (H. Whitney 1965). Every analytic variety V of Cn supports an analytic
stratification such that, for every point p of a stratum X, there exists a neighborhood U of
p ∈ V , a metric space T and a homeomorphism
φ : (X ∩ U)× T → U
such that, for every t ∈ T , the restriction φ|X∩U×{t} is biholomorphic onto its image, the
differential on these restrictions are continuous on (X ∩U)×T and the lamination generated
by the chart φ−1 (and of the same dimension as X) is coherent with all the strata.
In other words, H. Whitney conjectured the existence of a stratification that admits locally
a tubular neighborhood, with holomorphic leaves, for each stratum.
Later, R. Thom and J. N. Mather were also interested in these structures for the study
of the singularities of differentiable maps. They introduced differentiable stratified spaces
(A,Σ) with extra intrinsic regularity conditions which in some cases allow to proof that their
stratifications are locally trivial: for every point x ∈ A which belongs to a stratum X ∈ Σ,
there exists a neighborhood U of x in A, a neighborhood V of x in X, a differentiable stratified
space (A′,Σ′) and a homeomorphism h : V × A′ → U such that the strata of Σ|U are the
images by h of strata of the product stratified space (V ×A′, X|V × Σ′).
In 1993, D. Trotman adapted the Whitney conjecture to the differentiable stratified
spaces7. To formulate his conjecture, let us recall that an embedding p of a differentiable
stratified space (A,Σ) into Rn is b-regular if
For all strata (X,Y ) ∈ Σ2 with Y < X, for all sequences (xi)i ∈ XN and (yi)i ∈ Y N
which converge to y ∈ Y , if (TxiX)i converges to τ and the unitary vector in the direction of−−→xiyi ∈ Rn converges to λ, then λ is included in τ .
It is well known and easy to show that the b-regularity implies the a-regularity.
The Trotman’s conjecture is the following:
Conjecture 2 (D. Trotman 1993). Let (A,Σ) be a differentiable stratified space b-regularly
embedded by p into Rn; then for every stratum X ∈ Σ and point x ∈ X, there exists a
neighborhood U of x and a tubular neighborhood (L,L) of X|U in the stratified space (U,Σ|U )
such that the restriction p|L is an embedding of (L,L).
Unfortunately, we will see in part 2.4.1 that there exist b-regular stratifications that are
persistent but not b-regularly persistent.
In the spirit of this conjecture, in his PhD thesis C. Murolo [MT06] defines the ”Syste`me
de controˆle feuillete´, totalement compatible et a-re´gulier” which is the data of compatible
tubular neighborhoods (LX ,LX)X∈Σ, on a differentiable stratified space.
In another context, for surface diffeomorphisms that satisfy Axiom A and the strong
transversality condition, W. De Melo [dM73] built a real trellis structure on the stratification
7This an adaptation because H. Whitney shows that every analytic variety supports a b-regular analytic
stratification [Whi65b].
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of laminations (W s(Λi))i defined in property 1.2.7 8. This construction allowed him to prove
the structural persistence of surface C1-diffeomorphism that satisfies Axiom A and the strong
transversality condition. In a local way, this idea was improved by C. Robinson [Rob76] to
achieve the proof of the Palis and Smale’s conjecture [Sma67]: every C1-diffeomorphism
of compact manifold that satisfies Axiom A and the strong transversality condition is C1-
structurally stable. 9.
We will see that there exist a-regular stratifications that do not admit trellis structures
and are not even locally trivial.
But beyond the local obstructions, there exist also global topological constrains, that
prevent stratified spaces to admit trellis structures.
For instance, let us consider the stratification on the tangent bundle of the sphere, con-
sisting of two strata: the first being the graph of the zero section endowed with the structure
of 2-manifold (that we identify with the sphere S2) and the second being the complement
of this graph, endowed with its structure of 4-manifold. For the sake of contradiction, let
us suppose that this stratification admits a trellis structure. Then there exists a lamination
on a neighborhood of the sphere in the tangent bundle, such that the sphere is a leaf. As
the sphere is simply connected, the holonomy along the leaves is trivial. Therefore we can
transport a small non-zero vector of the tangent bundle, by holonomy to define a vector field
on the tangent bundle without zero. But this is well known that such a vector field does not
exit on the 2-sphere.
8Actually, he requires the existence of a ”system of unstable tubular families”. This structure is a family of
compatible tubular neighborhoods. Even if the foliation’s condition is not required, he proves it. Actually, he
is just interested in finding topological properties. The present work can be used to show smoother property
of the conjugacy homeomorphism: to be an stratified endomorphism.
9Actually, he requires the existence of ”Compatible families of unstable disks”. Even if the algorithm builds,
locally, a trellis structure, for the same reason as W. de Melo, he only requires to have locally a ”system of
unstable tubular families”.
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2 Persistence of stratification of laminations
Throughout this chapter, all manifold considered are of class C∞. The regularity classes of
laminations, stratifications or trellis structures will be not mentioned if they are not relevant.
In section 2.2.4, we state our main result on persistence of stratification of normally
expanded laminations. In section 2.4, we give various applications of this result. Before
dealing with stratifications of laminations, we study the restricted case of laminations (which
is a stratification consisting of only one stratum), hoping that our definitions and main result
will be better understood.
2.1 Persistence of lamination
2.1.1 Preserved laminations
A lamination (L,L) embedded by i into a manifold M is preserved by an endomorphism f
of M if the embedding of each leaf of L is sent by f into a leaf of L.
This is equivalent to suppose the existence of an endomorphism f∗ of (L,L) such that
the following diagram commutes:
f
M → M
i ↑ ↑ i
L → L
f∗
The endomorphism f∗ is the pullback of f via i.
When the lamination is only immersed by i, these two definitions are not equivalent.
A lamination (L,L) immersed by i into a manifold M is preserved by an endomorphism
f of M if there exists a pull back of f in (L,L) via i. That is an endomorphism f∗ of (L,L)
such that the following diagram commutes:
f
M → M
i ↑ ↑ i
L → L
f∗
The leaves of a lamination (L,L) immersed by i into a manifold M is preserved by an
endomorphism f of M if the immersion of each leaf of L is sent by f into an immersion of a
leaf of L.
Clearly, if f preserves an immersed laminations, then it preserves its leaves. We now gives
two examples of diffeomorphisms preserving the leaves of an immersed lamination but not
the lamination.
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Example 2.1.1. Let (L,L) be the circle S1 and let i be the immersion from S1 into R2
represented below:
Figure 5:
Let f be the diffeomorphism of R2, preserving i(S1) and such that f|i(S1) is homotopic to
the symmetry of axis (BE). One notes therefore that f does not pull back to S1.10
Example 2.1.2. Let T2 be the torus which is the quotient R2/Z2. Let f be the diffeomor-
phism of T2, whose lift in R2 is the linear map, with matrix[
2 1
1 1
]
Let i : T2 → T2 be a 2-covering map of T2. Hence i is an immersion, but there does not
exist any pullback of f into T2 via i.
Proof. We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists an endomorphism f∗ of
f . As f fixes the point 0, f∗ preserves the fiber i−1({0}) that we denote by Z/2Z.
Given two integers (a, b), we denote by hol(a,b) the automorphism of the fiber Z/2Z
obtained by holonomy along a closed path of T2 pointed in 0 and tangent to the vector
(a, b). By commutation of the diagram, we have for any integers a, b
holA(a,b) ◦ f∗ = f∗ ◦ hol(a,b). (1)
We remark that f∗Z/2Z is either an automorphism or a non-bijective map. If f
∗
|Z/2Z is
non-bijective, we may suppose that f∗ sends Z/2Z onto {0}. The above equation implies
that
holA(a,b) = 0, ∀(a, b) ∈ Z2.
But this is not possible because the covering is connected.
If f∗Z/2Z is an automorphism, as Aut(Z/2Z) ∼= Z/2Z is commutative, equation (1) implies
holA(a,b) = hol(a,b), ∀(a, b) ∈ N2.
As T2 is connected, we have three possibilities for the morphism hol:
• hol(1,0) = +1 and hol(0,1) = +1. Then holA(0,1) = 1 + 1 = 0 is not equal to hol(0,1) = 1.
10Actually this example is similar to the example P70 of [HPS77], but we allow f to be a diffeomorphism.
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• hol(1,0) = +1 and hol(0,1) = +0. Then holA(1,0) = 2 + 0 = 0 is not equal to hol(1,0) = 1.
• hol(1,0) = +0 and hol(0,1) = +1. Then holA(1,0) = 0 + 1 = 1 is not equal to hol(1,0) = 0.
Both above examples standardize the following question of Hirsch-Pugh-Shub ( [HPS77],
P. 70):
Question 2.1.3. Let N be a manifold immersed by i into a manifold M and let f be a
diffeomorphism of M which preserves the leaves of N . Does there exists any immersion i′
from N into M , whose image is the same as the image of i and such that f pullback to N
via i′?
Negative answer to this question 2.1.3. The idea of the proof is to use example 2.1.2, by
obliging i to be a 2-covering. To do it, as an algebraic geometer, we blow up T2 at the
fixed point 0 of the diffeomorphism f of T2. Hence, we obtain a diffeomorphism f# of the
connected sum M# := T2#P2(R). As there exists a 2-covering of the torus by the torus,
there exist a 2-covering of M# by the manifold Mˆ# := T2#P2(R)#P2(R). Such a covering
is an immersion from Mˆ# to M#, whose image is obviously f#-invariant.
Let us show that any immersion j from Mˆ# onto M# is a 2-covering.
As the preimage by j of any point is a compact discrete subset, its cardinality is finite.
This cardinality depends lower semi-continuously on the point. The upper semi-continuity
follows from the compactness of M# and Mˆ#. By connectedness, the cardinality k of j-fibers
is constant. Thus, the map j is a k-covering.
As the Euler constant of Mˆ# is equal to −2 which is twice the Euler constant of M#,
the map j is a 2-covering (since a triangulation of M# small enough has all vertexes, edges
or faces which are k-times lifted in Mˆ#).
To reply to the question, it is sufficient to prove that there does not exist any 2-covering
map from Mˆ# onto M#, such that f# pullback to Mˆ#.
We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists such a 2-covering map j.
The point 0 ∈ T2 was blowing up to a circle S1 and a small neighborhood of 0 was blowing
up to a Mo¨bius strip. The preimage by j of this strip is either two disjoint Mo¨bius strips or
one cylinder. In the first case, the restriction of j to each of these strips is a homeomorphism.
In the second case, the restriction of j to the cylinder is a 2-covering.
In the first case, we shall blow down M# and Mˆ# at the circle S1 and its preimages by
j. Hence, we make up a pull back of f in a 2-covering of the torus T2. Therefore, example
2.1.2 shows a contradiction. But in the second case, we cannot blown down at the preimage
of S1. Let us use a little trick in the second case.
Let Sˆ1 be the circle which is the unique preimage of S1. We cut along Sˆ1 the surface
Mˆ#. This makes a surface Mˆ ′# with two boundaries B1 and B2. Each of these boundaries
is a 2-covering of S1 via the immersion j′ from Mˆ ′# onto M#, canonically made up from
j. We know identify the points of B1 (resp. B2) which have the same image into S1 via j′.
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This constructs a new surface which is now a 2-covering of M#, for which f# pullbacks to a
certain map fˆ ′#, and such that the preimage of a small neighborhood of S1 consists of two
Mo¨bius strips.
We will only use these last properties shared with the first case, in order to find a contra-
diction.
Let us come back to the lighter notations of the first case. We blow down the surface
M# to M along a small neighborhood of the circle S1. As f# was obtained by bowing up
at the fixed point 0, via this blowing down, the dynamics induced by f# on M is f . As j
is a homeomorphism from both preimages of the small neighborhood of the circle S1, we can
blow down Mˆ# along both Mo¨bius strips in order to construct a 2-covering of the torus in
which we can pullback f ′. A contradiction follows from example 2.1.2.
2.1.2 Persistence of laminations
Let r be a fixed positive integer.
Let (L,L) be a lamination Cr-embedded by i into a manifold M . Let f be a Cr-
endomorphism of M which preserves L. Then the embedded lamination (L,L) is Cr-
persistent if for any endomorphism f ′ Cr-close to f , there exists an embedding i′ Cr-close
to i such that f ′ preserves the lamination (L,L) embedded by i′ and such that each point of
i′(L) is sent by f ′ into the image by i′ of a small plaque containing f(x). This implies that
the pullback f ′∗ of f ′ is equivalent and Cr-close to the pullback f∗ of f .
Let (L,L) be a lamination immersed by i into a manifold M . Let f be a Cr-endomorphism
of M which preserves L. Let f∗ be a pull back of f in (L,L). Then the immersed lamination
(L,L) is persistent if for any endomorphism f ′ Cr-close to f , there exists an immersion i′
Cr-close to i, such that f ′ preserves the lamination (L,L) immersed by i′ and pullback to
(L,L) to an endomorphism f ′∗ equivalent and Cr-close to f∗. In other words, for every
f ′ ∈ Endr(M) close to f there exists i′ ∈ Imr(L,M) and f ′∗ ∈ Endrf∗(L) close to i and f∗
such that the following diagram commutes:
f ′
M → M
i′ ↑ ↑ i′
L → L
f ′∗
In the above definitions the topology of Endr(M), Imr(L,M), Embr(L,M) and Endrf∗(L)
are described in section 1.1.4.
2.1.3 Lamination persistence theorems
Up to now the following result was the most general theorem showing that hyperbolicity
implies persistence of laminations.
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Theorem 2.1 (Hirsch-Pugh-Shub [HPS77]). Let r ≥ 1 and let (L,L) be a compact lamination
Cr-immersed by i into a manifold M . Let f be a Cr-diffeomorphism of M which preserves L,
is r-normally hyperbolic at it and such that a pull back f∗ of f let invariant L (f∗(L) = L).
Then the immersed lamination is Cr-persistent.
If moreover i is an embedding and f is plaque-expansive at (L,L) then the embedded
lamination is Cr-persistent.
We recall the definition of the normal hyperbolicity and the plaque-expansiveness in
section 2.4.8 and 2.1.6 respectively.
A first consequence of our main result is an analogous theorem of the above:
We allow f to be an endomorphism, that is to be possibly non-bijective and with singu-
larities, but we suppose f to be normally expanding instead of normally hyperbolic.
Theorem 2.2. Let (L,L) be a compact lamination Cr-immersed by i into a manifold M .
Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M which preserves and r-normally expands L. Then the
immersed lamination is Cr-persistent.
If moreover i is an embedding and f is plaque-expansive at (L,L) then the embedded
lamination is Cr-persistent.
Let us describe this theorem.
2.1.4 Normal expansion
Let (L,L) be a lamination and let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Let i ∈ Im(L,M) and
let f ∈ End(M) which preserves the immersion i of (L,L). Let f∗ be a pullback of f in
(L,L).
We identify, via the injection given by i, the bundle TL → L to a subbundle of pi :
i∗TM → L. Thus, L is endowed with the Riemannian metric i∗g. By commutativity of the
diagram above, the endomorphism i∗Tf of i∗TM → L, over f∗, preserves the subbundle TL.
The action of the endomorphism i∗Tf to the quotient i∗TM/TL is denoted by
[i∗Tf ] : i∗TM/TL → i∗TM/TL
We notice that the quotient i∗TM/TL is the normal bundle of L. We endow this bundle
with the norm induced by the Riemannian metric of M : the norm of a vector u ∈ i∗TM/TL
is the norm of the vector i∗TM which is orthogonal to TL and represents u.
Definition 2.1.4. For every r ≥ 1, we say that f r-normally expands the lamination (L,L)
(immersed by i over f∗), if there exist a function C on L and λ < 1 such that for all
v ∈ i∗TM/TL \ {0} and n ≥ 0, we have
max
(
1, ‖Tpi(v)f∗
n‖r) · ‖v‖ < C(x) · λn · ‖[i∗Tf ]n(v)‖
Remark 2.1.5. Usually, one supposes L to be compact and C to be constant. This is
coherent with this definition, by replacing C by its maximum on L.
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Definition 2.1.6. If the function C is bounded, we say that f uniformly r-normally expands
the lamination (L,L).
Property 2.1.7. Let (L,L) be a lamination immersed by i into a manifold M and 1-normally
expanded. Then, for all x, y ∈ L with the same images by i, the spaces TxL and TyL are sent
by Ti to the same subspace of Ti(x)M . Thus, we can abuse of notation by denoting Ti(x)L the
subspace Ti(TxL).
Moreover, for every compact subset K of L, the section of the Grassmannian z ∈ i(K)→
TzL is continuous.
Proof. By normal expansion at x, the vectors of Ti(TyL)\Ti(TxL) grow exponentially faster
than those of Ti(TxL) and by normal expansion at y, the vectors of Ti(TxL) \ Ti(TyL) grow
exponentially faster than those of Ti(TyL). Then the vectors of Ti(TyL) \Ti(TxL) grow and
decrease exponentially faster than those of Ti(TxL) \Ti(TyL). Therefore the spaces Ti(TxL)
and Ti(TyL) are equal.
For any compact subset K of L, the continuity of the map z ∈ i(K)→ TzL follows from
the compactness of K: given a sequence (zn) ∈ i(K)N which converge to some z ∈ i(K), there
exists a sequence in (x)n ∈ KN, sent by i to (zn)n. By compactness of K, we may suppose
that (xn)n converges to some x ∈ K. Therefore, by continuity, x is sent by i to z and we
have
lim
n→∞TznL = limn→∞Ti(TxnL) = Ti(TxL) = TzL
Remark 2.1.8. The definition of the r-normal expansion above is equivalent to the following:
There exists λ > 1 and a continuous positive function C on L such that for every x ∈ L,
for all unitary vectors v0 ∈ Ti(x)L and v1 ∈ (Ti(x)L)⊥, for any n ≥ 0, we have
‖p ◦ Tfn(v1)‖ ≥ C(x) · λn · (1 + ‖Tfn(v0)‖r),
with p equal to the orthogonal projection of TM|i(L) onto TL⊥.
Proposition 2.3. Let r ≥ 1. Let (L,L) be a lamination immersed by i into a Riemannian
manifold (M, g). Let f ∈ End(M), i ∈ Im(L,M), and f∗ ∈ End(L).
If f r-normally expands the immersed lamination L over f∗, for every compact subset K
of L stable by f∗ (f∗(K) ⊂ K), there exists a Riemannian metric g′ on M and λ′ < 1 such
that, for the norm induced by g′ on i∗TM and every v ∈ (i∗TM/TL)|K \ {0}, we have
max
(
1, ‖Tpi(v)f∗‖r
) · ‖v‖ < λ′ · ‖[i∗Tf ](v)‖.
We say that g′ is an adapted metric to the normal expansion of f on K.
We will show this proposition in annex B.
The following property give a geometrical equivalent interpretation of the 1-normal ex-
pansion, which is useful.
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Property 2.1.9. Let (L,L) be a lamination immersed by i into a manifold M . Let f ∈
End1(M) which r-normally expands (L,L) over f∗ ∈ End1(L), for some r ≥ 1. Let K be
a compact of L sent into itself by f∗. Then there exist λ > 1, a Riemannian metric on M
adapted to the r-normal expansion of L over K and a (open) cone field C on i(K) such that,
for every x ∈ i(K):
1. TxL⊥ is a maximal subspace of TxM contained in Cx,
2. Tf
(
cl
(
C(x)
))
is included in C(f(x)) ∪ {0},
3. ‖Tf(u)‖ > λ · ‖u‖ for every u ∈ C(x).
Proof. We endow M with an adapted Riemannian metric to the normal expansion of f on
K. Let x ∈ i(K), let u ∈ TyL be a unitary vector and let v ∈ TyL⊥ be small. Then we have
tan∠(Txf(u+ v), Tf(x)L) =
‖p⊥ ◦ Txf(v)‖
pT ◦ Txf(v) + Txf(u)‖ ,
where pT and p⊥ are respectively the orthogonal projection of TxM onto TxL and TxL⊥
respectively.
We have,
‖p⊥ ◦ Txf(v)‖
p⊥ ◦ Txf(v) + Txf(u)‖ ≥
‖p⊥ ◦ Txf(v)‖
‖Txf(u)‖ + o(v)
Thus, by 1-normal expansion
tan∠
(
Txf(u+ v), Tf(x)L
)
≥ λ · ‖v‖‖u‖ = tan∠
(
u+ v, TxL
)
Thus, for  > 0 small enough, the properties 1-2 are satisfied by the following cone field:
Cx :=
{
(u+ v) ∈ TM : u ∈ TL, v ∈ TL⊥ and ‖v‖ > ‖u‖}.
Let η > 0 and g′ be the following inner product on TM|i(K):
g′ := η · g|TL + g|TL⊥ .
For every w ∈ C(x), we have
g′(w) = ηg˙(u) + g(v),
where u ∈ TxL and v ∈ TxL⊥ satisfy w = u+ v.
By normal expansion, we have the existence of λ′ > 1 which does not depends on x, such
that
g′(Tf(w)) = η · g(pT (Tf(v)) + Tf(u)) + g(p⊥(Tf(v))) ≥ λ′2g(v).
As  · ‖u‖ < ‖v‖, we have
g′(Tf(w)) ≥ (λ′2 − η/2)g(v) + η · g(u).
Thus, for η > 0 sufficiently small, (λ′2 − η/2) is greater than 1 and we get conclusion 3.
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2.1.5 Persistence of immersed laminations
The following result is a particular case of our main theorem (theorem 2.8).
Theorem 2.4. Let r ≥ 1 and (L,L) be lamination Cr-immersed by i into a manifold M .
Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M preserving this immersed lamination. Let f∗ be a pullback
of f and let L′ be a precompact open subset of L such that
f∗(cl(L′)) ⊂ L′.
If f r-normally expands (L,L), then the immersed lamination (L′,L|L′) is persistent. More-
over, there exists a continuous map
f ′ 7→ (i(f ′), f ′∗) ∈ Imr(L,M)× Endrf∗(L)
defined on a neighborhood Vf of f , such that i(f) is equal to i and such that the following
diagram commutes:
f ′
M → M
i(f ′) ↑ ↑ i(f ′)
L′ → L′
f ′∗
.
Furthermore, there exists a compact neighborhood W of L′ such that, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , the
maps i(f ′) and f ′∗ are equal to i and f∗ respectively, on the complement of the compact set
W .
Remark 2.1.10. We remark that, every map f ′ ∈ Vf , close enough to f normally expand
the lamination (L′,L|L′) immersed by i(f ′) over f ′∗. Hence the hypotheses of the theorem
are open.
Remark 2.1.11. In the above theorem, the continuity of
f ′ 7→ (f ′∗, i(f ′)) ∈ Endrf∗(L)× Imr(L,M)
and the existence of W imply that, for any  > 0, for any f ′ close enough to f and for every
x ∈ L, the points i(x) and i(f ′)(x) are -distant and the points f∗(x) and f ′∗(x) belong to a
same plaque of L with diameter less than . Similarly, the r-first derivatives of i(f ′) and f ′∗
along the leaves of L are uniformly close to those of i and f∗, for f ′ close to f .
Example 2.1.12. Let f1 be a Cr diffeomorphism of a manifold N1. Let K be a hyperbolic
compact subset. Then, by example 1.1.5, W s(K) is the image of a lamination (L1,L1) Cr-
immersed injectively, whose leaves are the stable manifolds. Let Eu be the unstable direction
of K and
m := min
u∈Eu\{0}
‖Tf(u)‖
‖u‖ .
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We may suppose m > 1.
Let M2 be a compact Riemannian manifold and let f2 be a Cr-endomorphism of M2 whose
differential is less than r
√
m (hence f2 has possibly many singularities and is not necessarily
bijective).
Thus, the product dynamics f := (f1, f2) on M := M1 ×M2 r-normally expands the
Cr-immersed lamination (L,L) := (L1 ×M2,L1 ×M2) over an endomorphism f∗. Thus, for
any precompact subset L′ of L, whose closure is sent into itself by f∗ (there exists arbitrarily
big such a subset), the lamination (L′,L|L′) is Cr-persistent.
2.1.6 Plaque-expansiveness
Definition 2.1.13 (pseudo-orbit). Let (L,L) be a lamination and let f be an endomorphism
of (L,L). Let  be a positive continuous function on L. An -pseudo-orbit which respects L
is a sequence11 (xn)n≥0 ∈ LN such that, for any n ≥ 0, the point f(xn) belongs to a plaque
of L containing xn+1 whose diameter is less than (xn+1).
Definition 2.1.14 (Plaque-expansiveness). Let  be a positive continuous function on L.
The endomorphism f is -plaque-expansive at (L,L) if for any positive continuous function
η on L less than , for all η-pseudo-orbits (xn)n and (yn)n which respect L, if for any n the
distance between xn and yn is less than η(xn), then x0 and y0 belong to a same small plaque
of L.
Remark 2.1.15. Usually, one supposes L to be compact and  to be constant. This is
coherent with this definition by replacing  by its minimum.
Remark 2.1.16. We do not know if the normal expansion implies the plaque-expansiveness,
even when L is compact. But in many case this is true (see annex C).
2.1.7 Persistence of embedded laminations
The following result is a particular case of the corollary 2.7 of our main theorem.
Corollary 2.5. Let r ≥ 1 and let (L,L) be lamination embedded by i into a manifold M .
Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M preserving this embedded lamination. Let f∗ be a pullback
of f and let L′ be a precompact open subset of L such that
f∗(cl(L′)) ⊂ L′.
If f r-normally expands (L,L) and if f∗ is plaque-expansive, then the embedded lamination
(L′,L|L′) is persistent.
Moreover there exists a continuous map
f ′ 7→ (i(f ′), f ′∗) ∈ Emr(L,M)× Endr(L)
11In the diffeomorphism context, as in Hirsch-Pugh-Shub’s theorem, sequences are indexed by Z.
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defined on a neighborhood Vf of f , such that i(f) is equal to i and such that the following
diagram commutes:
f ′
M → M
i′ ↑ ↑ i′
L′ → L′
f ′∗
.
Furthermore, there exists a compact neighborhood W of L′ such that, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , the
maps i(f ′) and f ′∗ are equal to i and f∗ respectively, on the complement of W .
Remark 2.1.17. We remark that, every map f ′ ∈ Vf , close enough to f , normally expands
the lamination (L′,L′) embedded by i(f ′) and is plaque-expansive. Thus, the hypotheses of
this corollary are open.
Example 2.1.18. Let P := x 7→ x2 + c which has some repulsive compact subset K. For
instance, c can be a Collet-Eckmann parameter or a hyperbolic parameter. Let f := (x, y) ∈
R2 7→ (x2 + c, 0). The one dimensional embedded lamination K × R is r-normally expanded
by f for any r ≥ 1. As this lamination is a bundle, f is obviously plaque-expansive at this
lamination. Let R > 0 and let L′ := K×]−R,R[. Then this lamination is Cr-persistent. This
means that, for any Cr-perturbation f ′ of f , there exists a Cr-embedding i′ of K×]− R,R[
into R2 such that f ′ sends i′({k}×] − R,R[) into i′({P (k)}×] − R,R[), and i′ is Cr close to
i: i′ is uniformly C0 close to i, the r-first partial derivatives of i with respect to its second
coordinate exists, are continuous and are uniformly close to those of i.
2.2 Main result on persistence of stratifications laminations
2.2.1 Problematics
2.2.2 Embedded stratifications of laminations
Throughout this section, we denote by r a fixed positive integer.
Let (A,Σ) be a stratified (laminar) space Cr-embedded by i into a manifold M . We can
identify the space (A,Σ) with its image in M .
A Cr-endomorphism f of M preserves the stratification (of lamination) Σ if f preserves
each stratum of Σ as an embedded lamination.
The stratification Σ is Cr-persistent if every endomorphism f ′ Cr-close to f preserves a
stratified embedding i′ of (A,Σ), Cr-close to i and such that the image by f ′ of every point
i′(x) ∈ i′(A) belongs to the image by i′ of a small plaque containing f(x) (of the stratum
containing x). This is equivalent to require the existence of an endomorphism f ′∗ ∈ Endrf∗(Σ)
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close to the restriction f|A ∈ Endr(Σ) such that the following diagram commutes:
f ′
M → M
↑ i′ ↑ i′
A → A
f ′∗
In particular, this implies also that the dynamic induced by f ′ and f on the space of the
leaves of each stratum X are the same.
We notice that by “close” we mean close for the topologies of Emr(Σ,M) or Endrf∗|A(Σ)
described in 1.2.4.
If, moreover, i is an embedding a-regular and the embedding i′ is also a-regular, for every
f ′ close to f , we say that the a-regular stratification Σ is Cr-persistent
Our problematics are to found sufficient conditions implying the Cr-persistence of strat-
ifications of laminations.
As we are dealing with endomorphisms, the normal expansion together with the plaque-
expansiveness of each stratum appear to be good hypotheses.
If we reject the hypothesis of plaque-expansiveness, we shall consider the immersions of
stratifications of laminations.
2.2.3 Immersed stratifications of laminations
A stratified (laminar) space (A,Σ) Cr-immersed by i into a manifold M is Cr-preserved by
an endomorphism f of M , if there exists an endomorphism f∗ ∈ Endr(Σ) such that the
following diagram commutes:
f
M → M
↑ i ↑ i
A → A
f∗
Such endomorphism f∗ is the pullback of f (into (A,Σ) via i).
Such an immersed stratified space is Cr-persistent if, for any Cr-endomorphism f ′ close
to f , there exist an immersion i′ close to i and an endomorphism f ′∗ ∈ Endrf∗(Σ) close to f∗
such that the following diagram commutes:
f ′
M → M
↑ i′ ↑ i′
A → A
f ′∗
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2.2.4 Main result
Unfortunately, we will see in section 2.3, an example of an embedded (differentiable) com-
pact stratified space, which is normally expanded but not persistent. Therefore some extra
hypotheses are required.
We suspect the topology of the stratified space to play a main role. That is why throughout
this section (A,Σ) is a stratified space endowed with a Cr-trellis structure T (such structure
does not exist in the example cited above), for a r ≥ 1 now fixed. Moreover M will refer to
a Riemannian manifold.
Hypotheses of the main result need to generalize the notion of pseudo-orbits.
Definition 2.2.1. Let (L,L) be a lamination, let V be an open set of L, let f be a continuous
map from V to L, and let  be a continuous positive function on V . A sequence (pn)n ∈ V N
is an η-pseudo-orbit of V which respects L if pn+1 and f(pn) belong to a same plaque of L
of diameter less than (pn+1), for every n ≥ 0.
We now state an useful corollary of the main theorem 2.8.
Corollary 2.6. Let i be a T -controlled Cr-embedding of (A,Σ) into M . We suppose that A
is compact. We identify (A,Σ) with its image by i in M . Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of
M preserving (A,Σ). Moreover, we suppose that, for every stratum X ∈ Σ, there exists a
neighborhood VX of X in A such that:
(i) each plaque of LX included in VX is sent by f into a leaf of LX , for every stratum X,
(ii) f r-normally expands each stratum X,
(iii) for every stratum X, there exits a positive continuous function  such that every η-
pseudo-orbit of VX which respects the plaques of LX is contained in X,
(iv) f is plaque-expansive at each stratum X.
Then the stratification of laminations (A,Σ) is persistent.
Moreover, there exists a family of neighborhoods (V ′X)X∈Σ adapted to f such that, for every
f ′ Cr-close to f (for the Cr-compact-open topology), there exists a T -controlled Cr-embedding
i′ of (A,Σ) into M , close to i, which is preserved by f ′ and satisfies:
(i) for every x ∈ V ′X , the endomorphism f ′ sends i′(x) into the image by i′ of the leaf of
f(x) in LX ,
(ii) f ′ r-normally expands the lamination X embedded by i′,
(iii) there exits a positive continuous function ′ such that every η′− f ′-pseudo-orbits of V ′X ,
which respects the plaques of the lamination LX embedded by i′, is contained in X,
(iv) f ′ is plaque-expansive at the lamination X embedded by i′.
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Remark 2.2.2. Hypothesis (i) says that the restriction f|A is a T -controlled endomorphism
and that the family (VX)X is adapted to f|A.
Remark 2.2.3. The fact that i′ is a T -controlled Cr-embedding i′ of (A,Σ) into M , close
to i, means that:
• i′ is an homeomorphism of A onto its image in M , C0-close to the embedding i,
• for each stratum X, the restriction of i′ to LX is an immersion of the lamination
(LX ,LX) and the r-first partial derivatives of i′ along the plaques of LX are close to
those of i for the compact-open topology.
Remark 2.2.4. Conclusion (i) says that:
• the pullback f ′∗ of f ′ via i′ is T -controlled,
• the family of neighborhoods V ′ = (V ′X)X∈Σ is adapted to this pull back and to the pull
back f|A of f ,
• the endomorphism f ′∗ belongs to the equivalence class Endrf|A V ′(T ) of f|A.
Moreover, as f ′ is close to f and i′ close to i, the pull back of f ′ via i′ is close to f|A for the
topology of Endrf|A V ′(T ).
Remark 2.2.5. Conclusions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) imply that the hypotheses of this theorem
are open.
Moreover, as (V ′X)X∈Σ does not depend on f
′ Cr-close to f , conclusion (i) appears to
be very useful for the proof of the structural stability of non-hyperbolic compact subsets or
the persistence of non-normally hyperbolic laminations (SA diffeomorphisms, SA bundles,
extension of Shub’s theorem on conjugacy of repulsive compact subset...).
Let us now give some easy applications of this corollary.
Example 2.2.6.
Let f : R2 → R2
(x, y) 7→ (x2, y2)
For any r ≥ 1, the endomorphism f r-normally expands the canonical stratification Σ on the
square [−1, 1]2 formed by the vertexes X0, the edges X1 and the interior X2. Moreover f
is obviously plaque-expansive at each stratum of this stratification. Let T = (LXi ,LXi)3i=0
be the trellis structure built in example 1.3.10. We suppose that LX1 is disjoint from the
diagonals of the square. Let V0, V1 and V2 be equal to respectively L0∩f−1(L0)\[−1/2, 1/2]2,
V1 ∩ f−1(V1) \ [−1/2, 1/2]2 and L2 = X2. For these settings, hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii) and
(iv) are satisfied.
Thus, by corollary 2.6, this stratification is Cr-persistent:
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For f ′ ∈ Endr(R2) close enough to f , there exists a homeomorphism i′ from [−1, 1]2 onto
its image in R2, whose restriction to each stratum X0, X1, X2 is a Cr-embedding and such
that f ′ preserves the stratification (i′(X0), i′(X1), i′(X2)) of i([−1, 1]2).
But, as we will see in section 2.4.1, generally i([−1, 1]2) is not diffeomorphic to [−1, 1]2.
In fact, in section 2.4 we will systematize this example by showing, on the one hand, the
persistence of the canonical stratification of submanifolds with corners normally expanded
and, on the other, the persistence of some product stratifications.
Example 2.2.7. Viana Map
Let V : C× R→ C× R
(z, h) 7→ (z2, h2 + c)
We fix c ∈] − 2, 1/4[. Therefore the map h 7→ h2 + c preserves an open interval I and
expands its boundary ∂I.
Thus, the endomorphism V preserves the stratification Σ of C := {(z, h) ∈ C× R; |z| ≤
1 and h ∈ I} formed by the strata X0 := S1, X1 := S1 × I, X2 := D× ∂I and X3 := D× I of
dimension respectively 0, 1, 2 and 3.
We endow (C,Σ) with the trellis structure T = (LXi ,LXi)3i=0 described in example 1.3.11.
We notice that V|C is T -controlled, hence hypothesis (i) of corollary 2.6 is satisfied.
The endomorphism 1-normally expands each stratum of Σ (see [BST03] for estimation
which implies the 1-normal expansion ofX1). Thus, hypothesis (ii) of the corollary is satisfied.
Moreover, for an adapted family of tubular neighborhoods small enough, hypothesis (iii)
is also satisfied (for any functions η).
Finally, as all the strata are bundles, V is plaque-expansive at each of these laminations
(see annex 2.1.6). Thus, hypothesis (iv) is also satisfied.
Therefore, by corollary 2.6, the a-regular stratification Σ is C1-persistent.
In other words, for every endomorphism V ′ C1-close to V , there exists a homeomorphism
i′ of cl(D× I) onto its image in C×R, C0-close to the canonical inclusion, such that for each
stratum Xk ∈ Σ:
• the restriction i′|Xk is an embedding of the lamination, close to the canonical inclusion
of Xk in C× R.
• the lamination i′(Xk) is preserved by V ′ and, for x ∈ Xk, the point V ′ ◦ i′(x) belongs
to the image by i′ of a small plaque of Xk containing V (x).
An artistic view of such a perturbation of this stratification is represented figure 3.
More sophisticated applications of this corollary will be given in section 2.4.
The above corollary is a consequence of the following corollary 2.7 of theorem 2.8 (for A
compact and A′ = A). Now A is no more supposed to be compact. We now use the notations
explain in 1.3.3.
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Corollary 2.7. Let i be a T -controlled Cr-embedding of (A,Σ) into M . Let f be a Cr-
endomorphism of M preserving (A,Σ). We suppose that:
(i) f|A is T -controlled,
(ii) f r-normally expands each stratum X,
(iii) for every stratum X, there exits a positive continuous function  on a neighborhood VX
of X in A such that every η-pseudo-orbit of VX , which respects the plaques of LX , is
contained in X,
(iv) f is plaque-expansive at each stratum X.
Let A′ be a precompact open subset of A such that f∗(cl(A′)) is included in A′. Then
there exist a neighborhood Vf of f in Endr(M), a family of neighborhoods V ′ adapted to f|A′
and a continuous map
Vf → Emr(T|A′ ,M)
f ′ 7→ i(f ′)
with i(f) = i and such that (f ′, i(f ′)) satisfies the above properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
for the stratified space (A′,Σ|A′) endowed with the trellis structure T|A′. Moreover, for every
x ∈ V ′X , the endomorphism f ′ sends i′(x) into the image by i′ of a small LX-plaque containing
f(x). In particular (V ′X)X is adapted to f
′
|i′(A).
In particular, the stratification (A′,Σ|A′) is persistent.
Remark 2.2.8. The continuity of the map f ′ 7→ i(f ′) means that for f ′ close to f ′′ in Vf ,
for any stratum X ∈ Σ|A′ , any compact subset K ⊂ A′ ∩ LX , the elements i(f ′)(x) and
∂sTxLX i(f
′) are uniformly close, for x ∈ K and s ∈ {1, . . . , r}, to respectively i(f ′′)(x) and
∂sTxLX i(f
′′).
The following theorem is the main result of this memory.
Theorem 2.8. Let f be a Cr-endomorphism of M , i be a T -controlled Cr-immersion of
(A,Σ) into M and f∗ be a T -controlled Cr-endomorphism such that:
(i) the following diagram commutes
f
M → M
↑ i ↑ i
A → A
f∗
,
(ii) f normally expands each stratum X immersed by i|X and over f∗|X ,
(iii) for every stratum X ∈ Σ, there exist an adapted neighborhood VX of X and a continuous
positive function η on VX , such that every η-pseudo-orbit of VX which respects LX is
contained in X.
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Let A′ be a precompact open subset of A such that f∗(cl(A′)) ⊂ A′. Then f∗|A′ is a T|A′-
controlled Cr-endomorphism of class Cr, there exist a neighborhood Vf of f in Endr(M), a
family of neighborhoods V ′ adapted to f∗|A′ and a continuous map
Vf → Endrf∗|A′V ′(T|A′)× Im
r(T|A′ ,M)
f ′ 7→ (f ′∗, i(f ′))
with i(f) = i and such that (f ′, i(f ′), f ′∗) satisfies the above properties (i), (ii) and (iii) for
the stratified space (A′,Σ|A′) endowed with the trellis structure T|A′.
In particular, f ′ preserves the stratification of laminations Σ|A′ immersed by i(f ′) and,
for every X ∈ Σ|A′, each point x ∈ V ′X is sent by f ′∗ into a small plaque of LX containing
f∗(x).
In other words, the immersed stratifications Σ|A′ is persistent.
Remark 2.2.9. The continuity of the map f ′ 7→ f ′∗ means that for f ′ Cr-close to f ′′ in Vf ,
for any stratum X ∈ Σ|A′ , any compact subset K ⊂ V ′X , the elements f ′∗(x) and ∂sTxLXf ′∗
are uniformly close, for x ∈ K and s ∈ {1, . . . , r}, to respectively f ′′∗(x) and ∂sTxLXf ′′∗.
Question 2.2.10. • The counterexample in 2.3 shows that the existence of a trellis struc-
ture, at least locally, seems to be important. However, is it necessary that such a
structure controls f∗ (or i), to imply the persistence of an embedded stratification? In
proof of theorem 2.7, this hypothesis is used only in the lemma of 3.3.7. Without this
hypothesis this theorem would be much more easier to apply to several cases.
• When i is an embedding, is hypothesis (iii) always satisfied? Under the hypotheses of
theorem 2.8, is this hypothesis necessary?
The first question could be a first step to the construction of a counterexample of a
normally expanded embedded lamination, but not plaque-expansive.
• Given an a-regular stratification of normally expanded laminations, does the existence
of a (local) trellis structure is linked to extra dynamic conditions?
For example, given a diffeomorphism that satisfies axiom A and the strong transversality
condition, the stratification (W s(Λi))i (see 1.3.4) locally admits a trellis structure.
2.3 A normally expanded but not persistent stratification
Let us present, for all r ≥ 1, an example of an a-regular compact differentiable stratifica-
tion with r-normally expanded strata, but not topologically persistent. This means that
there exists f ′ C∞-close to f , which does not preserve the image of each stratum by any
homeomorphism C0-close to the canonical inclusion of the support. We will notice that this
stratified space cannot support a trellis structure (even locally).
Let S1 be a circle embedded into R3 and r-normally hyperbolic for a diffeomorphism f
of R3. We suppose that the strong stable dimension is 1. According to [HPS77], the union
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Figure 6: Stratification of normally expanded laminations, which is not persistent
of the strong stable manifolds of the circle is an immersed manifold, that we denote by W s.
We suppose that the point 0 ∈ R3 is fixed by f and that the restriction of f to ] − 1, 1[3 is
equal to
f|]−1,1[3 : ]− 1, 1[3→ R3
(x, y, z) 7→ (x+ x3, 2y, 2z)
Thus, the point 0 is topologically repulsive for f . We suppose that W s without the circle
S1 is contained in the repulsive basin of 0. Therefore, W s is a manifold embedded into R3.
Let us suppose that the restriction of f to the circle S1 has a repulsive fixed point and
that the stable manifold of this point (in R3) intersects ]− 1, 1[3 at ]− 1, 1[×{0}2 \ {0}.
Then the union of 0 with this stable manifold is a circle X differentially Cr-embedded
into R3. Let Y be the submanifold W s \X.
We may suppose that the intersection of W s with[
− 1
2
− 1
8
,−1
2
]
∪
[1
2
,
1
8
+
1
2
]
×
]
− 1, 1
[2
is an union of graph of maps from [−12 − 18 ,−12 ] ∪ [12 , 18 + 12 ] into ]− 1, 1[2.
Thus, the partition Σ := (X,Y ) on A := X ∪ Y is an a-regular stratification of R3,
r-normally expanded by f . We draw in figure 6 how this stratification looks-like.
If this stratified space (restricted to a neighborhood of 0) could admit a trellis structure,
then a small neighborhood of 0 in A would be homeomorphic to the product of a neighborhood
of 0 in X with the intersection of A with a plan transverse to X. This last product can be a
segment, which is not homeomorphic to any neighborhood of 0 in A, because a segment does
not contain any surface.
We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that the stratification (X,Y ) is topologically
Cr-persistent. This means that for every diffeomorphism f ′ Cr-close to f there exists a
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homeomorphism p, C0-close to the canonical inclusion, such that h(X) and h(Y ) are f ′-
stable.
We build now a family of C∞-perturbations of f which contradicts this persistence hy-
pothesis. Let ρ a C∞-function with support in ]−1, 1[ and such that its restriction to ]− 12 , 12 [
is equal to 1. For any small t ≥ 0, let ft be the diffeomorphism of R3 equal to f on the
complement of ]− 1, 1[3 and such that its restriction to ]− 1, 1[3 is equal to
ft|]−1,1[3 : ]− 1, 1[3→ R3
(x, y, z) 7→ f(x, y, z) + (−t · ρ(x) · x, 0, 0)
We notice that f0 is equal to f .
For t small enough, let (X(t), Y (t)) be the ft-stable stratification given by the persistence
hypothesis.
Let us prove that the stratum X(t) is equal to X for t small enough. We note that each
diffeomorphism (ft)t preserves and 0-normally expands X. Thus, there is a neighborhood V
of X such that, for t small enough, the intersection ∩n≥0f−nt (V ) is equal to X. But, for t
small enough, the stratum X(t) is included in V . By ft-stability of the stratum X(t), we
have
X(t) ⊂ ∩n≥0f−nt (U) = X
since the stratum X(t) is compact, this stratum is a close subset of X. Since this stratum has
the same dimension as X, this stratum is an open subset of X(t). Therefore, by connectivity,
X(t) is equal to X.
For every r ∈]0, 12 [ small enough, the set Y only intersects the faces {−r}×] − r, r[2 and
{r}×]− r, r[2 of the cube [−r, r]3. The same is satisfied by Y (t), for t small enough.
We can also suppose that t is less than r2 < 14 . This implies that the interval ]−
√
t,
√
t[
is sent into itself by the map
φt : x 7→ x+ x3 − t · ρ(x) · x.
We notice that the restriction ft|]−1,1[3 is equal to (x, y, z) 7→ (φt(x), 2y, 2z).
The compact set X ∪Y is locally connected and the closure of Y contains X. Since these
properties are invariant by homeomorphism, they are also satisfied by X(t) and Y (t).
Thus, there exists a path γ included in ] − √t,√t[×[−r, r]2 ∩ Y (t) and containing 0 ∈
X = X(t) in its closure. We are going to show that the ft-orbit of γ intersects another face
of the cube [−r, r]3 than {−r}×]− r, r[2 and {r}×]− r, r[2. As Y (t) is ft-stable, this would
imply that Y (t) intersects another face of [−r, r]3 than {−r}×]− r, r[2 or {r}×]− r, r[2. This
is a contradiction.
As γ is included in the repulsive basin of X, there exists a first integer n such that
fnt (γ) intersects the complement of ] − r, r[3. Since the set ] −
√
t,
√
t[ is φt-stable and
r is less than 12 , it follows that f
n
t (γ) is included in ] −
√
t,
√
t[×] − 1, 1[2 and intersects
]−√t,√t[×(]− 1, 1[2\]− r, r[2). As 0 is a fixed point of ft, it belongs to the closure of fnt (γ).
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By connectivity, there exists a point of fnt (γ) whose second or third coordinate are equal to
−r or r. But √t is less than r, so the path fnt (γ) intersects the boundary of [−r, r]3 in other
faces than {−r}×]− r, r[2 and {r}×]− r, r[2.
2.4 Consequences of the main result (theorem 2.8)
2.4.1 Submanifolds with boundary
Theorem 2.9. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let N be a compact submanifold
with boundary of M . Let f be a C1-endomorphism of M which preserves and 1-normally
expands the boundary ∂N and the interior N˚ of N . Then the stratification (N˚ , ∂N) on N is
persistent.
Remark 2.4.1. In other words, the above theorem concludes that, for any map f ′ C1-close
to f , there exist two submanifolds ∂N ′ and N˚ ′ such that:
• N˚ ′ (resp. ∂N ′) is preserved by f ′, diffeomorphic and close to N˚ (resp. ∂N) for the
compact-open C1-topology,
• the pair (N˚ ′, ∂N ′) is a stratification (of laminations) on N ′ := N˚ ′ ∪ ∂N ′,
• the set N ′ is the image of N by an embedding C0-close to the canonical inclusion of N
into M .
Idea of proof. We build a trellis structure on (N, (∂N, N˚)) which satisfies properties (i) and
(iii) of corollary 2.6. As other properties (ii) and (iv) are obviously checked, the corollary
implies the C1-persistence of the stratification. Details of this proof are in [Ber]; we hope to
publish them later.
Remark 2.4.2. Usually, N ′ is not a submanifold with boundary.
2.4.2 Submanifolds with corners
The above theorem can be generalized to submanifold with corners.
We recall that a compact manifold with corners N is a differentiable manifold modeled
on Rd+. A subset N of manifold M (without corner) is a submanifold with corners if there
exists charts (φα)α of M whose restrictions to respectively (φ−1α (Rd×{0}))α form an atlas of
manifold with corners (for a fixed integer d). For example, a cube, a product of manifolds with
boundary or a generic intersection of submanifolds are endowed with a canonical structure
of manifold with corners.
We denote by ∂0kN the set of points inN which, seen in a chart, have exactly k coordinates
equal to zero. The pair (N,Σ := {∂0kN}) is a stratified space.
Theorem 2.10. Let N be a compact submanifold with corners of a manifold M . Let f be a
C1-endomorphism of M , which preserves and 1-normally expands each stratum ∂0kN . Then
the stratification Σ on N is C1-persistent.
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Remark 2.4.3. In other words, the above theorem concludes that, for every endomorphism
f ′ C1-close to f , there exists submanifolds (∂0kN ′)k such that:
• for each k, ∂0kN ′ is preserved by f ′, is diffeomorphic, and is C1-close to ∂0kN for the
compact-open topology,
• the family (∂0kN ′)k is a stratification (of laminations) on N ′ := ∪k∂0kN ′,
• the set N ′ is the image of N by an embedding C0-close to the canonical inclusion of N
into M .
Idea of proof. We build a trellis structure on (N,Σ) which satisfies properties (i) and (iii) of
corollary 2.6 (this is far to be obvious). As the other properties (ii) and (iv) are obviously
satisfied, the corollary implies the C1-persistence of the stratification. The complete proof is
in [Ber] ; we hope to publish it later.
Remark 2.4.4. Usually, N ′ is not an embedded submanifold with corner.
2.4.3 Extension of the Shub’s theorem on conjugacy of repulsive compact set
The same corollary 2.6 implies a complement of M. Shub’s celebrated result [Shu69] on the
structural stability of expanded compact sets for endomorphisms: the conjugacy between
the compact set and its continuation can be extended to a homeomorphism of the ambient
space, which is still a conjugacy in the neighborhood of the compact set. C. Robinson already
proved a similar result for locally maximal hyperbolic sets of diffeomorphisms.
Corollary 2.11. Let r ≥ 1, let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, let f be a Cr-
endomorphism of M , and let K be a compact subset of M that satisfies
f−1(K) = K.
Moreover, we suppose that f expands K, that is, for every x ∈ K, the differential Txf is
invertible and with inverse contracting.
Then there exists a neighborhood VK of K such that, for every f ′ Cr-close to f , there
exists a homeomorphism i′ of M close to the identity such that
∀x ∈ VK , f ′ ◦ i′(x) = i′ ◦ f(x).
Moreover the restriction i(f ′)|Kc belongs to Diff r(M \K,M \ i(f ′)(K)) and is Cr-close to
the identity (for the compact-open topology).
This corollary is, in a way, the (regular) analogous theorem for endomorphisms of the
following ([Rob76], Theorem 4.1):
Theorem 2.12 (Robinson 1975’). Let f : M → M be a C1-diffeomorphism of a compact
manifold M . Let K be a compact subset of M which is f -invariant and which has a local
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product structure. Then there exist a neighborhood VK of K and a C1-neighborhood Vf of f
such that, if f ′ belongs to Vf , then there exists a homeomorphism h from VK onto its image,
satisfying h ◦ f = f ′ ◦ h. Moreover, when f ′ is C1-close to f , then h is C0-close to the
canonical inclusion.
To show corollary 2.11, we will use the following lemma, which will be useful in other
context.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let M be a Riemannian n-manifold and f be a C1-endomorphism of M . Let
A be a compact subset of M , which is the union of a compact subset K with an open subset
X disjoint from K, and such that
K ⊂ cl(X), f(K) ⊂ K, f(X) ⊂ X
Let us suppose that f is expanding on K.
We endow K with the 0-dimensional lamination structure and X with the n-dimensional
lamination structure.
Then (A, (K,X)) is a stratified space whose canonical embedding is preserved and nor-
mally expanded by f , and there exists a trellis structure on it such that hypotheses (i), (ii),
(iii) and (iv) of corollary 2.6 are satisfied.
Remark 2.4.6. As K is a 0-dimensional lamination structure (and M a C∞-manifold), the
trellis structure is of class Cr and f is r-normally expands (A, (K,X)), for every r ≥ 1.
Proof of lemma 2.4.5. As f−1|A (K) = K and as f is expanding on K, there exists an open
neighborhood LK of K in A, which satisfies ∩n≥0f−1|A (LK) = K.
The subset LK endowed with the 0-dimensional lamination structure LK and X endowed
with the n-dimensional lamination structure form a trellis structure on the stratified space
(A, (K,X)), which obviously controls f|A. That is why hypothesis (i) is satisfied.
Let VK be the open neighborhood of K in A, equal to f−1|A (LK) ∩ LK . As the pseudo-
orbits of VK which respect LK are orbits of f in VK and, as ∩n≥0f−1(VK) is equal to K,
hypothesis (iii) of corollary 2.6 is satisfied. Moreover, an endomorphism which is expanding
on a compact set is necessarily expansive, thus f is plaque-expansive at each stratum K and
X. That is why hypothesis (iv) is satisfied.
Proof of lemma 2.11. First of all, let us show that the compact set K split into a compact
set K1 nowhere dense and a union K0 of connected components of M .
We suppose the contrary, for the sake of contradiction. Thus, the boundary ∂K of K is
non-empty. As K is f -invariant (f−1(K) = K) and as f is open on a neighborhood of K,
we have the f -invariance of ∂K. We endow M with an adapted metric to the expansion of
K. We denote by B(∂K, ) the -neighborhood of ∂K. For  > 0 small enough, by expansion
of ∂K, the closure of f−1(B(∂K, )) is included in B(∂K, ). Let U := K \ f−1(B(∂K, ))
which, for  > 0 small enough, is non-empty by the contradictory hypothesis. Moreover, the
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map f sends U into the interior of U . Let Un := fn(U). The sequence of compact subsets
(Un)n is decreasing and so converges, for the Hausdorff distance, to U∞ := ∩n≥0Un. As the
restriction of f to K is open, for every n ≥ 0, the compact subset Un+1 is included in the
interior of Un. For every n ≥ 0, let n > 0 be the maximal radius of a ball centered on the
boundary of U∞ which is included in Un. It follows from the convergence of (Un)n, that the
sequence (n)n converges to 0 but, by expansion of f , for n small enough, the real n+1 is
greater than n. This is a contradiction.
We endow the compact subsets K0 and K1 with the 0-dimensional lamination structure.
Let X be the open subset M \K of M , endowed with the lamination structure of the same
dimension as M .
Therefore, (M,Σ := {K0,K1, X}) is a stratified space whose strata are normally ex-
panded. It follows from lemma 2.4.5, that hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of corollary 2.6
are satisfied, for a trellis structure T on (M,Σ). This corollary provides a Cr-neighborhood
Vf of f and a neighborhood V ′K1 of K1 such that, for f
′ Cr-close to f , there exists Cr-
embedding i′ from (A,Σ) into (and hence onto) M , close to the identity, such that conclusion
(i) holds:
For any x ∈ VK1 ∪K0, the map f ′ sends i′(x) into the image by i′ of the leaf of f(x) ∈
K0 ∪ LK1 .
As this leaf is 0-dimensional, we have obtained:
∀x ∈ VK1 ∪K0, f ′ ◦ i′(x) = i′ ◦ f(x)
We note that VK = VK1 ∪K0 is a neighborhood of K.
As i′ is a stratified embedding Cr-close to the identity, i′ is C0 close to the identity and
the restriction i′|Kc is C
r-close to the identity of Kc for the compact-open topology.
2.4.4 Product of stratifications of laminations
The following proposition provides several examples of persistent stratifications in product
dynamics.
Proposition 2.13. Let M , (A,Σ), T , f , i and f∗ be respectively a manifold, a stratified
space, a trellis structure on (A,Σ), an endomorphism of M , a T -controlled immersion and
a T -controlled endomorphism that satisfy hypotheses (i) and (iii) of theorem 2.8.
Let M ′, (A′,Σ′), T ′, f ′, i′, and f ′∗ be respectively a manifold, a stratified space, and
a trellis structure on (A′,Σ′), an endomorphism of M ′, a T ′-controlled immersion and a
T ′-controlled endomorphism that satisfy hypotheses (i) and (iii) of theorem 2.8.
We denote by (f, f ′) and (f∗, f ′∗) the product dynamics on M ×M ′ and on A×A′. We
denote by (i, i′) the immersion of the product stratified space (A×A′,Σ× Σ′) into M ×M ′.
Then there exists a trellis structure Tprod on the product stratified space such that (f∗, f ′∗)
and (i, i′) are Tprod-controlled and satisfy hypotheses (i) and (iii) with (f, f ′).
Moreover if i and i′ are embedding and if f and f ′ are plaque-expansive at each stratum
of respectively Σ and Σ′, then (f, f ′) is plaque-expansive at each stratum of Σ× Σ′.
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Proof. Let Σ × Σ′ be the product stratification on A × A′ defined in 1.2.8 and Tprod be the
trellis structure defined in 1.3. Let us show that this structure controls (f, f ′). For each strata
(X,X ′) ∈ Σ×Σ′, there exist neighborhoods VX and VX′ of X and X ′ adapted to respectively
f∗ and f ′∗. This means that the restrictions f∗|VX and f
′∗
|VX′ are morphism from LX|VX and
LX′|VX′ to respectively LX and LX′ . Then the products dynamics (f∗, f ′∗) of A×A′ restricted
to VX × VX′ is a morphism from the product lamination LX|VX × LX′|VX′ to LX × LX′ .
Let VX×X′ := (VX × VX′) ∩ LX×X′ ∩ (f∗, f ′∗)−1(LX×X′) be the adapted neighborhood of
X×X ′. The products dynamics (f∗, f ′∗) restricted to VX×X′ is a morphism from the product
lamination LX×X′|VX×X′ to LX×X′ , since the lamination LX×X′ is a restriction of LX ×LX′ .
Thus, the endomorphism (f∗, f ′∗) is Tprod-controlled.
Let us check hypothesis (iii) of theorem 2.8. Let X ×X ′ be a stratum of Σ× Σ′. Let η
and η′ be the functions on respectively VX and VX′ provided by hypothesis (iii). Let ηprod
be the function on VX×X′ defined by
ηprod : (x, x′) ∈ VX×X′ 7→ min(η(x), η′(x′)).
Let (xn)n be an ηprod-pseudo-orbit of VX×X′ which respects LX×X′ . By projecting canonically
to A and A′, we obtain an η-pseudo-orbit of VX which respects LX and an η′-pseudo-orbit
of VX′ which respects LX′ . Hypothesis (iii) implies that these two last pseudo-orbits belong
to respectively X and X ′. Therefore, the pseudo-orbit (xn)n belongs to X × X ′. Thus,
hypothesis (iii) is satisfied.
We show similarly the plaque-expansiveness.
2.4.5 Example of persistent stratifications of laminations in product dynamics
2.4.6 Product of quadratic hyperbolic polynomials
Let f : Rn → Rn
(xi)i 7→ (x2i + ci)i
We choose (ci)i ∈ [−2, 1/4]n, such that, for each i, the endomorphism fi : x 7→ x2+ci has
an attractive periodic orbit. Therefore, the trace of the (non filled) Julia set is an expanding
compact set Ki.
According to Graczyk-S´wiatek [GS´98] and Lyubich [Lyu97], this is the case for an open
and dense set of parameters (ci)i ∈ [−2, 1/4]n.
The map x 7→ x2 + ci normally expands the stratification of laminations Σi formed by
the 0-dimensional lamination supported by Ki and the 1-manifold Xi supported by R \Ki
without its unbounded connected components.
It follows from lemma 2.4.5 that f is a product of maps fi which satisfy hypotheses (i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv) of corollary 2.6 with the stratification Σi.
We note that the product stratification
∏
Σi consists of the strata (YJ)J⊂{1,...,n}, with YJ
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the lamination of dimension the cardinal of J and of support∏
j∈J
Xj ×
∏
j∈Jc
Kj .
The leaves of YJ are in the form
∏
j∈J Cj ×
∏
j∈Jc{kj}, with Cj a connected component of
Xj and kj a point of Kj .
Since f r-normally expands the product stratification
∏
Σi, by applying n− 1-times the
proposition 2.13 and finally the corollary 2.6, we show the Cr-persistence of this a-regular
stratification of laminations, for every r ≥ 1.
Figure 7 is a numerical experimentation which sheds light the persistent stratification of
a C∞-perturbation of f , for n = 2 and c1 = c2 = −1. The curves form the one-dimensional
strata which spiral at each intersection at a exponential speed, that is why this spiraling is
imperceptible.
Figure 7: Numerical experimentation of the example 2.4.5.2
In dimension two, it is actually J.-C. Yoccoz who remarked the persistence of such a family
of curves which spiral at the crossing points. It is this example who motives the presented
theory.
2.4.7 Products of hyperbolic rational functions
Let f : Cˆn → Cˆn
(zi)i 7→ (Ri(zi))i
We assume that, for each i, Ri is a hyperbolic rational function of the Riemann sphere
Cˆ. It follows that its Julia set Ki is an expanded compact subset. The complement Xi
of Ki in Cˆ is the union of attraction basins of the attracting periodic orbits. The map
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Ri normally expands the stratification of laminations Σi consisting of the 0-dimensional
lamination support by Ki and of the 2-dimensional lamination supported by Xi.
We notice that the product stratification
∏
i Σi consists of the strata (YJ)J⊂{1,...,n}, where
the stratum YJ is of dimension 2 times the cardinal of J and with support
∏
j∈J Xj×
∏
j∈Jc Kj .
The leaves of YJ are in the form
∏
j∈J Cj ×
∏
j∈Jc{kj}, with Cj a connected component of
Cˆ \Kj and kj an element of Kj .
For the same reason as above, the a-regular stratification Σ is Cr-persistent, for every
r ≥ 1.
2.4.8 Lamination normally axiom A
In the diffeomorphism context, we would love to unify two remarkable theorems, that we are
going to recall.
The first is the following:
Theorem 2.14 (Hirsch-Pugh-Shub [HPS77]). Let (L,L) be a compact lamination embedded
into a manifold M . Let f be a diffeomorphism of M which lets invariant L (f(L) = L)
and preserves L. If f is r-normally hyperbolic and plaque-expansive at L then the embedded
lamination is Cr-persistent.
We recalled the definition of plaque-expansiveness in the diffeomorphism context in section
2.1.6. Let us be more precise about normal hyperbolicity.
Definition 2.4.7. Let (L,L) be a compact lamination embedded into a manifold M . Let f
be a diffeomorphism of M preserving (L,L). The diffeomorphism f is r-normally hyperbolic
to (L,L) if the support L is f -invariant (f(L) = L) and if there exist two subbundles Es and
Eu of the restriction of tangent bundle of M to L, such that:
• Es and Eu are Tf−invariant,
• Es ⊕ TL ⊕ Eu = TM|L,
• there exists λ < 1 satisfying for all x ∈ L, u ∈ TxL \ {0} and v ∈ Eu(x):
‖Txf|Es‖ ≤ λ ·min
(
1, ‖Tf|TxL(u)‖
r
‖u‖r
)
λ · ‖Txf(v)‖ ≥ max(1, ‖Tf|TxL‖r)‖v‖
Hence for a zero dimensional lamination K, the normal hyperbolicity of K means that
K is hyperbolic. Moreover the persistence of K means that K is structurally stable. But
there exist structurally stable diffeomorphisms, that is diffeomorphisms such that their C1-
perturbation are C0-conjugated to them, which are not Anosov. Thus, the Hirsch-Pugh-Shub
so called theorem is not optimal. Fortunately, the identification of C1-structurally stable
diffeomorphism is done, and lead up to the following definition:
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Definition 2.4.8. A diffeomorphism satisfies axiom A and the strong transversality condition
(SA) if:
• the nonwandering set Ω is hyperbolic,
• the periodic points are dense in Ω,
• the stable and unstable manifolds of points of Ω intersects their self transversally.
The work of Smale [Sma67], Palis [PS70], de Melo [dM73], Man˜e [Man˜88], Robbin [Rob71]
and Robinson [Rob76] have concluded to the following theorem:
Theorem 2.15. The diffeomorphisms C1-structurally stable of a compact manifold are ex-
actly the SA diffeomorphisms.
In order to generalize the above two theorems in only one conjecture, let us introduce a
last definition:
Definition 2.4.9. Let (L,L) be a compact lamination, preserved by a diffeomorphism f of
a manifold M . We denote by Ω(L) the smallest L-saturated compact subset, which contains
the nonwandering set of f|L. The lamination L is r-normally SA if:
• there exist  > 0 and a neighborhood U of Ω(L), such that every -pseudo-orbit of U
which respects L is included in Ω(L),
• the lamination Ω(L) is r-normally hyperbolic and plaque-expansive,
• the stable set of a leaf of Ω(L) (which is an immersed manifold) intersect transversally
the unstable set of every leaf of Ω(L).
This is our conjecture:
Conjecture 3. Compact r-normally SA laminations are Cr-persistent.
Example 2.4.10. Let f be a SA diffeomorphism of a manifold M . Let N be a compact
manifold. Let L be the lamination on M ×N whose leaves are written in the form {m}×N ,
for m ∈M . Let F be the dynamics on M ×N equal to the product of f with the identity of
N . Then the lamination L is normally SA. This conjecture would imply that this lamination
is persistent.
Kipping in mind the example 1.2.7, we can hope to show the conjecture 3, by using our
main persistence theorem 2.8. With this tool, we have proved in [Ber] the following theorem:
Theorem 2.16. A compact 1-normally SA lamination, whose leaves are the connected com-
ponents of a C1-bundle over a surface is C1-persistent.
Remark 2.4.11. This theorem provides non-trivial lamination which are persistent but not
normally hyperbolic.
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Remark 2.4.12. The proof of this theorem can be found in [Ber]. We hope to publish soon
a proof where the base of the bundle is not necessarily a surface.
The above theorem can be written in the following equivalent form:
Theorem 2.17. Let s be a C1-submersion of a compact manifold M onto a compact surface
S. Let L be the lamination structure on M whose leaves are the connected components of the
fibers of s.
Let f be a diffeomorphism of M which preserves the lamination L. Let fb ∈ Diff1(S) be
the dynamics induced by f on the leaves spaces of L. We suppose that:
• fb satisfies axiom A and the strong transversality condition,
• the L-saturated subset generated by the nonwandering set of f in M is 1-normally
hyperbolic.
Then L is C1-persistent.
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3 Proof of the persistence of stratifications
3.1 Preliminary
3.1.1 Statements and notations
Along all this chapter, we work – at least – under the hypotheses of theorem 2.8 with the
following notations:
• we denote by n the dimension of M ,
• we denote by V = (VX)X∈Σ the neighborhood and the family of neighborhoods adapted
to f∗,
• we denote by Σ′ := {X1, . . . , XN} the set of strata of Σ which intersect cl(A′), indexed
such that, for any integers i ≤ j of {1, . . . , N}, if Xi and Xj are comparable then
Xi ≤ Xj ,
• we denote by dj the dimension of Xj . To make lighter the notations, we denote by
(Lj ,Lj) the tubular neighborhood (LXj ,LXj ) and by Vj the neighborhood VXj .
• Given a compact subset C, we denote by VC an open and precompact neighborhood of
C, and by (V ′C , VˆC) a pair of open subsets that satisfies
C ⊂ V ′C ⊂ cl(V ′C) ⊂ VC ⊂ cl(VC) ⊂ VˆC
We recall that if Lj intersects Lk, then Xj and Xk are comparable and, if j ≤ k, then we
have dj ≤ dk.
3.1.2 Construction of vector bundles
As in theorem 2.8, the trellis structure occurs in a “germinal” way, we can restrict each
tubular neighborhood of the structure (and so the adapted neighborhood associated) without
loss of generality. Therefore, we allow ourself to restrict the laminations (Lk,Lk)k, to open
neighborhoods of strata (Xk)k.
For d ∈ {0, . . . , n}, let Gr(d, TM) be the Grassmannian bundle over M of d-plans of TM .
The Riemannian metric g over M induces – in a standard way – a Riemannian metric on this
bundle.
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and let
N ′j : Lj → Gr(n− dj , TM)
x 7→ (Txi(TxLj))⊥.
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This map is a continuous lifting of i|Lj :
N ′j Gr(n− dj , TM)
↗ ↓
Lj → M
i|Lj
The family (N ′j)j satisfies two properties that we like:
• for all j ≥ k and x ∈ Lk ∩ Lj , the space N ′j(x) is included in N ′k(x),
• for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and x ∈ Lj , N ′j(x)⊕ Ti(TxLj) = Ti(x)M .
Nevertheless, these liftings are – in general – only continuous. And we would like to use
these liftings in order to control the map f ′ 7→ i(f ′) in the following way: for an open covering
(VCk)k of A
′, for all x ∈ Uk and f ′ ∈ Vf , the point exp−1i(x) ◦i(f ′)(x) is well defined and belongs
to N ′k(x), with exp the exponential map associated to the Riemannian metric on M .
As we want i(f ′) to be Cr-T -controlled, we have to change (N ′k)k to a family of T -
controlled Cr-liftings (Nk)k which still satisfy the above properties, by using the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.1.1. If we reduce the tubular neighborhoods, there exists a family of maps (Nk)k,
where Nk ∈ Morr(T|Lk , Gr(n − dk, TM)) is a lifting of i|Lk , which can be chosen arbitrarily
C0-close to N ′k and satisfies:
1. for all j ≥ k and x ∈ Lk ∩ Lj, the space Nj(x) is included in Nk(x),
2. for every x ∈ Lk, Nk(x)⊕ Ti(TxLk) = Ti(x)M .
Proof. Let us construct (Nk)k by induction on k.
Step k = 1
This step is obtained by applying the annex A.2.2 to the continuous lifting N ′1, of the
T|L1-controlled immersion i|L1 , to obtain the lifting N1 ∈Morr(T|L1 , Gr(n− d1, TM)) of i|L1
arbitrarily C0-close to N ′1.
Step k → k + 1
Following the annex A.2.2, there exists a T|Lk+1-controlled lifting Nk+1k+1 of i|Lk+1 in Gr(n−
dk+1, TM), arbitrarily C0-close to N ′k+1. Thus, the lifting N
k+1
k+1 satisfies the condition 2.
Let us change this lifting, in order that it satisfies the condition 1.
For j ≤ k, let pNj be the orthogonal projection of i∗TM|Lj onto the vector bundle induced
by Nj .
Let us define the homotopy pj from the identity of i∗TM to pNj :
pj : [0, 1]× i∗TM|Lj → i∗TM
(t, u) 7→ u+ t · (pNj (u)− u)
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As (Lj , Xcj ) is an open covering of A \∪Xp<XjXp, it follows from the annex A.1.2, that there
exists a function ρj ∈Mor(Tp|A\∪Xp<XjXp , [0, 1]), whose restriction to an open neighborhood
L′j of Xj is equal to 1 and whose support is included in Lj .
We now define by decreasing induction on j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the map
N jk+1 : Lk+1 −→ Gr(n− dk+1, TM)
x 7→
{
pj
({ρj(x)}, N j+1k+1(x)) if x ∈ Lj
N j+1k+1(x) else
which is well defined and can be constructed arbitrarily close to N ′k+1, by supposing the lifting
Nj close enough to N ′j and the lifting N
j+1
k+1 close enough to N
′
k+1. Moreover, we show by
induction that N jk+1 is C
r-T|Lk+1-controlled, by remarking that ∪Xp<XjXp does not intersect
Lk+1.
Let us suppose now the inductive construction achieved. The lifting Nk+1 := N0k+1
satisfies therefore condition 2, if it is chosen close enough to N ′k+1. For j ≤ k, we restrict
(Lj ,Lj) to L′j . The condition 1 is then satisfied.
For k ∈ {0, . . . , N}, we denote by pi : Fk → Lk the vector bundle induced by Nk. We
endow this bundle with the norm induced by the Riemannian metric on M .
3.1.3 Construction of an adapted filtration
We denote by K the compact cl(A′).
Property 3.1.2. There exists a family of compact sets (Kp)N+1p=1 which satisfies:
3.1.2.1 K = K1 ⊃ K2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ KN+1 = ∅ and f∗(Kp) ⊂ int(Kp), ∀p ≥ 0,
such that, for all p ≤ N , with Cp := cl(Kp \Kp+1), we have:
3.1.2.2 the compact set Cp is included in the adapted neighborhood Vp.
3.1.2.3 For any x ∈ Cp, any u ∈ Ti(TxLp)⊥, the orthogonal projection of Txf(u) onto the
subspace Ti(Tf∗(x)Lp)⊥ is nonzero.
Remark 3.1.3. For all p ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the compact set Kp is equal to ∪Nj=pCj . It follows
from 3.1.2.2 that the compact set Kp is included in ∪j≥pXj .
Proof. We will prove the existence of an open neighborhood Sp of ∪j≤pXj∩K in the topology
induced by K, that satisfies
∅ = S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ SN = K and f∗−1|K (cl(Sp)) ⊂ Sp (2)
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C1 C1
C1
C2
C2
C2
C2C3=K3
K2=C2UK3=C2UC3
C1
C1 C1
Figure 8: Compact sets (Ck)k for the simplicial stratification of a square, endowed with the
trellis structure drawn figure 1.
such that cl(Sp \ Sp−1) can be chosen arbitrarily close to Xp+1 ∩K \ Sp−1 (the open subset
Sp−1 being fixed) and satisfies ⋂
n∈N
f∗
−n
|K (Sp) =
⋃
j≤p
Xj ∩K (3)
We define then Kp := K \ Sp−1, for p ≥ 1. Let us show that (2) and (3) are sufficient to
prove this property:
Proof of 3.1.2.1
The first part of 3.1.2.1 is obvious by the first part of (2).
The compact set K is sent by f∗ into the interior of K and, following the second inclusion
of (2), we have
Kp = K \ Sp−1 ⊂ f∗−1|K
(
int(K)
) \ f∗−1|K (cl(Sp)) = f∗−1|K (int(K) \ cl(Sp))
⇒ f∗(Kp) ⊂ int(K) \ cl(Sp) = int(Kp)
Proof of 3.1.2.2
The compact set Cp is equal to cl(Sp \Sp−1), which can be chosen arbitrarily close to the
compact set Xp ∩Kp = Xp ∩K \ Sp−1, which is included in Vp.
Proof of 3.1.2.3
By normal expansion, for any x ∈ K ∩ Xp \ Sp−1, any u ∈ Ti(TxLp), the orthogonal
projection of Txf(u) onto Ti(TxLp)⊥ is nonzero.
By compactness, statement 3.1.2.3 is then satisfied if Cp is enough close to Xp ∩Kp.
Proof of (1) and (2)
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Let us construct, by induction on p ∈ {0, . . . , N}, the subset Sp which satisfies (1) and
(2). For the rest of the proof, we deal with the topology induced by K.
Let p be an integer that satisfies the induction hypothesis. Let U := (K ∩ Vp+1) ∪ Sp.
Following (3), every orbit which starts in U ∩ K without K˜ := K ∩ (∪j≤p+1Xj) leaves
definitively Sp and, by hypothesis (iii) of theorem 2.8, leaves also Vp+1. As the set f∗
−1
|K (K˜)
is equal to K˜, we have ⋂
n≥1
f∗
−n
|K (U) = K˜.
Let V0 be a compact neighborhood of K˜ in U . We have also⋂
n≥1
f∗
−n
|K (V0) = K˜.
By compactness, there exists M ≥ 0 such that ⋂Mn=1 f∗−n|K (V0) is included in V0. We now
define
V1 :=
M⋂
n=0
f∗
−n
|K (V0).
The compact set V1 has its preimage by f∗|K which is included into itself. The decreasing
sequence of preimages of V1 converges to K˜. Moreover, V1 is a neighborhood of K˜ (for the
topology induced by K). We would like the preimage f∗−1|K (V1) to be included into the interior
of V1. This require the construction of a new neighborhood.
There exists M ′ > 0 such that f∗−M
′
(V1) is included in the interior of V1. We chose a
family of open subsets (V i)M
′−1
i=0 that satisfy
int
(
f∗
−M′
|K (V1)
)
=: V 0 ⊂ cl(V 0) ⊂ V 1 ⊂ cl(V 1) ⊂ V 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ VM ′−1 := int(V1).
Let us define the following open neighborhood of K˜ in V0:
V2 :=
M ′−1⋃
n=0
f∗
−n
|K (V
n)
We easily check that the preimage by f∗|K of cl(V2) is included in V2, and that⋂
n≥0
f∗
−n
|K (V2) = K˜
Let us define Sp+1 := V2 ∪ Sp, which is a neighborhood of K˜ and satisfies (2). Moreover,
f∗−k|K (Sp+1) is equal to f
∗−k
|K (V2)∪ f∗
−k
|K (Sp), thus ∩n≥0f∗
−n
|K (Sp+1) is equal to K ∩ (∪l≤p+1Xl),
which is (3). The hypothesis is satisfied with cl(Sp+1 \Sp) arbitrarily close to K ∩Xp+1 \Sp,
by replacing Sp+1 by f∗
−n
|K (Sp+1) ∪ Sp.
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3.1.4 Uniformity of exiting chains
Let (L,L) be a lamination, V be a subset of L and f∗ be a continuous map from V to L.
A -pseudo-chain of V which respects L is a sequence (pn)Nn=0 ∈ V N+1 such that, for all
n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, the points pn+1 and f∗(pn) are in a same plaque of L of diameter less
than . We say that (pn)Nn=0 ∈ LN+1 starts from p0, arrives to pN , and is of length N .
Property 3.1.4. Let p ∈ {1, . . . , N} and let η be the function on Vp associated to Xp in
hypothesis (iii) of theorem 2.8. For every open subset V , precompact in Vp, and every real
η′ ∈]0, infV η[, we have
∪j≥0int(Uj) = V \Xp
with Uj the subset of points x ∈ Vp such that there is no any η′-pseudo-chain of V , which
respects Lp, starts from x and of length j.
Proof. To show this property, it is sufficient to prove that, for every x ∈ V \Xp, there exists
j ≥ 0 such that x belongs to the interior of Uj . Let W be a compact neighborhood of x
included in V \Xp. Let Wn be the subset V consisting of the arriving points of η′-pseudo-
orbits of V , of length n, starting from x′ ∈W , and which respects Lp.
If for n large enough, the subset Wn is empty, then x belongs to the interior of Un.
Else, we show a contradiction: there exists then a family
(
(xki )
Nk
i=0
)
k
of η′-pseudo-chains of
V which respect Lp, start from W , and such that (Nk)k converges to the infinity. We complete
(xki )
Nk
i=0 to a family (x
k
i )i∈N ∈ V N with xki := x for every i > Nk. As V is precompact in Vp,
by diagonal extraction, a subsequence converges to an η-pseudo-orbit of Vp which respects
Lp and starts at x′ ∈W . As x′ belongs to Vp \Xp, this η-pseudo-orbit is included in Vp \Xp.
This contradicts hypothesis (iii) of theorem 2.8.
3.2 Proof to corollary 2.7
Let VA′ be a neighborhood of cl(A′), such that f∗(cl(VA′)) is included into A′. By applying
theorem 2.8 with VA′ instead of A′, we may suppose that f ′ 7→ f ′∗ is a continuous map from
Vf to Endrf∗V ′(T|V ′A). Nevertheless, we continue to use all the notations and statements of
the preceding sections.
Let (Kp)p be the compact sets family provided by property 3.1.2. Let us show, by de-
creasing induction on p, that by taking Vf sufficiently small, we may suppose that i(f ′)|Kp is
injective, for every f ′ ∈ Vf . Therefore, the restriction i(f ′)|K is a homeomorphism onto its
image and i(f ′)|A′ is a T|A′-controlled embedding.
For p = N , we first remark that KN is a compact subset of XN . Let  > 0 less than the
minimum on KN of the plaque-expansiveness function of XN . By taking  sufficiently small,
we may suppose that restricted, to any XN -plaque intersecting KN and with diameter less
than , the map i(f ′) is injective, for every f ′ ∈ Vf .
We notice that the following map is continuous:
φ : Vf −→ R+
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f ′ 7→ min
(z,z′)∈K2N , d(z,z′)≥
d
(
i(f ′)(z), i(f ′)(z′)
)
As φ(f) is positive, by taking Vf sufficiently small, we may suppose that φ is positive on
Vf . Let (x, y) ∈ K2N and f ′ ∈ Vf such that i(f ′)(x) = i(f ′)(y). By commutativity of the
diagram, this implies that, for every n ≥ 0, the points i(f ′)(f ′∗n(x)) and i(f ′)(f ′∗n(y)) are
equal. It follows from 3.1.2.1 and from the continuity of the extension of f ′ 7→ i(f ′) that, by
taking Vf sufficiently small, the points f ′∗
n
(y) and f ′∗n(y) belong to KN , for every n ≥ 0. As
φ(f ′) is positive, this implies that the points f ′∗n(y) and f ′∗n(y) are -distant. By taking Vf
sufficiently small, (f ′∗n(x))n and (f ′∗
n
(y))n are -pseudo orbits which respect the lamination
XN . By plaque-expansiveness and injectivity of the restriction of i(f ′) to the -XN -plaques,
x and y are equal. This implies that the restriction of i(f ′) to KN is injective, for every
f ′ ∈ Vf .
We suppose the injectivity to be shown on Kp+1. By proceeding as in the step p = N , one
shows that the restriction of i(f ′) to the compact set Kp ∩Xp is injective, for every f ′ ∈ Vf .
Let (x, y) ∈ K2p and f ′ ∈ Vf that satisfy
i(f ′)(x) = i(f ′)(y).
By taking Vf sufficiently small, we may suppose that, for every f ′′ ∈ Vf , the compact sets
i(f ′′)(Kp ∩Xp) and i(f ′′)(Kp+1) are disjoint, and f ′′∗(Kp) is contained in Kp.
If x belongs to Xp, by commutativity of the diagram, we have
∀n ≥ 0, i(f ′) ◦ f ′∗n(x) = i(f ′) ◦ f ′∗n(y)⇒ ∀n ≥ 0, f ′∗n(y) ∈ Kp \Kp+1 ⊂ Cp
By taking Vf sufficiently small and by the compactness of Cp in Vp, we may suppose
that (f ′∗n(y))n is an η-pseudo-orbit which respects Lp, with η the function on Vp provided
by hypothesis (iii) of theorem 2.8. Therefore, following this hypothesis (iii), y belongs to
Xp ∩ Cp. Thus, x and y are equal.
Let us treat the case where nether x nether y belongs to Xp. We fix a compact neighbor-
hood VCp of Cp in V ′p , and we note that:
1. By taking Vf sufficiently small, it follows from the local inversion theorem and from
the compactness of VCp that there exists  > 0, which does not depend on f ′ ∈ Vf ,
such that the restriction of i(f ′) to any plaque of Lp, with diameter less than  and
nonempty intersection with VCp , is an embedding.
2. By taking  and then Vf sufficiently small, it follows from 3.1.2.3 that there exists  > 0
such that for any pair (x′, y′) ∈ V 2Cp satisfying f ′∗(x′) = f ′∗(y′) and d(x′, y′) < , the
points x and y belong to a same plaque of Lp whose diameter is less than . We can
suppose moreover that the open set VCp contains the -neighborhood of Cp.
3. We notice that the following map is continuous:
φ : Vf −→ R+
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f ′ 7→ min
(z,z′)∈K2p , d(z,z′)≥
d
(
i(f ′)(z), i(f ′)(z′)
)
As φ(f) is positive, by taking Vf sufficiently small, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , the real number
φ(f ′) is also positive.
Since i(f ′)(x) is equal to i(f ′)(y), by commutativity of the diagram, for every n ≥ 0, the
point i(f ′) ◦ f ′∗n(x) is equal to i(f ′) ◦ f ′∗n(y). It follows from 3) that, for n ≥ 0, we have
d(f ′∗n(x), f ′∗n(y)) < .
By tacking Vf sufficiently small, it follows from hypothesis (iii) and 3.1.2.2, as neither x
nor y belongs to Xp, that there exists a minimal integer M such that f ′∗
M
(x) and f ′∗M (y)
belong to Kp+1. Using the induction hypothesis, the point f ′∗
M
(x) is equal to f ′∗M (y). More-
over, by definition of M , the points f ′∗M−1(x) and f ′∗M−1(y) belong to the -neighborhood of
Cp and so to VCp . Using 2) then 1), we have
f ′∗
M−1
(x) = f ′∗
M−1
(y)
By decreasing induction, using 3), then 2), and finally 1), we have
∀n ≤ N, f ′∗n(x) = f ′∗n(y)
Thus, x and y are equal.

3.3 Proof of main theorem 2.8
3.3.1 Fundamental property of dynamics on Kp
We denote by exp the exponential map associated to a complete Riemannian metric on M .
Let  ∈ C∞(M,R+∗ ) be a positive function less than the injectivity radius of the exponen-
tial map.
Let Exp : i∗TM →M
(x, v) 7→ expi(x)
(
 ◦ i(x) · v√
1 + ‖v‖2
)
For all p ∈ {1, . . . , N} and x ∈ Lp, let Fpx be the submanifold Exp(Fpx) and let Fη
′
px be
the submanifold Exp(BFpx(0, η′)).
We will prove by decreasing induction on p the
Fundamental property 3.3.1. For every p ∈ {1, . . . , N + 1}, there exist:
• a real η′ > 0 and a neighborhood Vf of f ∈ Endr(M), both arbitrarily small,
• an open neighborhood Ap of Kp, which is precompact in ∪q≥pXq and whose closure is
sent by f∗ into int(Kp),
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• a family of neighborhoods Vp := (VX)X∈Σ|Ap adapted to f∗|Ap,
• a continuous map
Vf → Endrf∗|ApVp(T|Ap)×Mor
r(T ,M)
f ′ 7−→ (f ′∗p , ip(f ′))
that satisfy:
1. f∗p = f∗|Ap and ip(f) = i,
2. the diagram
f ′
M → M
ip(f ′) ↑ ↑ ip(f ′)
Ap → Ap
f
′∗
p
commutes,
3. the restriction of ip(f ′) to Ap is an immersion,
4. there exists a neighborhood of f∗(Ck), which does not depend on f ′ ∈ Vf , whose points
x are sent by ip(f ′) into Fkx.
For every j ≥ p, let Xpj be the stratum of Σ|Ap associated to Xj ∈ Σ′.
5. For every j ≥ p, the subset VXpj is a neighborhood of Cj, and for all x ∈ VXpj and
f ′ ∈ Vf , the point f ′∗p (x) belongs to the set 12 Lη
′
jf∗(x).
The link between η′ and Vf is the following: η′ will be chose small enough, then Vf will
be chosen small enough regarding to η′.
3.3.2 Proof of main theorem 2.8 by admitting the fundamental property
Let us show that, for p = 1, the above property is sufficient to show theorem 2.8. For every
j ≥ 1, we denote by X ′j the stratum of Σ|A′ associated to Xj .
As cl(A′) is a compact subset included in A1 sent by f∗ into A′, by taking η′ and Vf
sufficiently small, we may suppose that, for all f ′ ∈ Vf , we have
d(A′c, f ′∗1 (A
′)) > η′.
Therefore, it follows from fundamental property 3, that we can define the following con-
tinuous map:
Vf → Endrf∗|A′V ′(T|A′)× Im
r(T|A′ ,M)
12We recall that Lδjy denote the union of the plaques of Lj containing y ∈ Lj and of diameter less than
δ > 0.
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f ′ 7→ (f ′∗ := f ′∗1|A′ , i(f ′) := i1(f ′)|A′)
with for j ≥ 1, VX′j := VX1j ∩A
′ and V ′ := (VX)X∈Σ|A′ .
Conclusion (i) of theorem 2.8 is a simple consequence of fundamental property 2.
Conclusion (iii) of theorem 2.8 for the stratum X ′p can be shown by induction on p ≥ 1.
For every p ≥ 1, by restricting VX1p , we may suppose that VX1p ∩ Kp is precompact in
Vp. We may also suppose that η′ is less than the minimum on VX1p ∩ Kp of the function η
associated to Xp in hypothesis (iii).
The step p = 1 is then obvious. We now consider p > 1.
As Kp is sent by f∗ into its interior, by taking Vf and η′ sufficiently small, every η′-f ′∗-
pseudo-orbit of VX′p , which respects Lp, and starts in VX′p ∩ Kp is included in Kp, and by
hypothesis (iii), is necessarily included in Xp.
In the other hand, by taking Vf sufficiently small, it follows from 3.1.2.1 that we have
A′ ∩Kp ⊂ int
(
f ′∗
−1
(A′ ∩Kp)
)
(4)
and we can show that
∪n≥0 f ′∗−n(A′ ∩Kp) ⊃ VX′p . (5)
Because, else there exists x ∈ VX′p having its f ′∗-orbit which does not intersect Kp. Let
q < p be maximal such that the orbit of x intersects Cq. The point x cannot belong to Xq
; so its orbit leaves necessarily Cq, by the hypothesis of induction, fundamental property 5
and the choice of η′. On the other hand, the orbit of x intersects Kq, so eventually lands in
Kq but does not intersect Kp. Therefore its orbit intersects Cq′ with p > q′ > q. This is a
contradiction with the maximality of q.
By (4) and (5), we can build a continuous and positive function η′′ on VX′p , which is less
than η′ and such that: for all n ≥ 1, x ∈ f ′∗−n(A′∩Kp)∩VX′p , and x1 ∈ VX′p ∩L
η′′(x)
pf ′∗(x), the set
VX′p ∩ L
η′′(x1)
pf ′∗(x1) is included in f
′∗−n+1(A′ ∩Kp) ∩ VX′p . Such a function η′′ satisfies conclusion
(iii) of theorem 2.8, because all η′′-pseudo-orbits of f ′∗ in VX′p belong eventually to VX′p ∩Kp.
Only the proof of conclusion (ii) remains. By fundamental properties 2, 3, and 5, the
lamination X ′p, is immersed by i(f ′) and preserved by f ′ ∈ Vf , for every p ≥ 1. By continuity
of f ′ 7→ (i1(f ′), f ′∗) and the r-normal expansion, we may restrict Vf such that the endomor-
phism f ′ uniformly r-normally expands the lamination X1p over the compact set Xp ∩ Kp.
It follows from (4) and (5), that the endomorphism f ′ r-normally expands the immersed
lamination X ′p. Thus, conclusion (ii) of theorem 2.8 is satisfied.
3.3.3 Step p=N+1
By taking AN+1 := ∅, Vf := Endr(M), and i(f ′) := i for every f ′ ∈ Vf , this step is obviously
satisfied.
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3.3.4 Step p+1 ⇒ step p
Naively, the idea of the proof is, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , to glue ip+1(f ′) with its pull back given
by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.2. By restricting η′ and then Vf , there exist an open precompact neighborhood
VˆCp of Cp in Vp such that, for any small neighborhood Aˆp of Kp, there exist a neighborhood
Vi of i|Aˆp ∈Morr(T|Aˆp ,M) and a continuous map
S0 : Vf × Vi →Morr(T|VˆCp ,M)
satisfying:
1. the morphism S0(f, i|Aˆp) is equal to i|VˆCp ,
for all x ∈ Lp and f ′ ∈ Vf ,
2. the preimage of i′(Lη′pf∗(x)) by f ′ intersects Fη
′
px at a unique point S0(f ′, i′)(x), for all
f ′ ∈ Vf and i′ ∈ Vi.
Let f ′∗i′ (x) ∈ Lη
′
pf∗(x) be defined by
f ′ ◦ S0(f ′, i′)(x) = i′(f ′∗i′ (x)).
3. If i′ is a controlled immersion around f ′∗i′ (x), then S0(f
′, i′)(x) is a controlled immersion
around x.
Proof. A small neighborhood VˆCp of Cp is precompact in Vp. We may suppose η′ > 0 and the
compact neighborhood cl(VˆCp) small enough such that, by 3.1.2.3, the restriction of f ′ to Fη
′
px
is a diffeomorphism onto its image, and this image intersects transversally at a unique point
the image of the plaque Lη′pf∗(x) by i′, for all x ∈ cl(VˆCp), i′ Cr-close to i and f ′ Cr-close to f .
Writing this intersection point in the form
f ′(v) = i′(x′),
we define
{
f ′∗i′ (x) := x
′ ∈ Lη′pf∗(x)
S0(f ′, i′)(x) := v ∈ Fη′px
Figure 9: Definition of S0.
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Such a map S0 satisfies conclusions 1 and 2 of lemma 3.3.2. Let us show that S0 takes
continuously its values in the set of morphisms from the lamination Lp|VˆCp into M .
Let x ∈ cl(Cp) and let (Uy, φy) ∈ Lp|VˆCp be a chart of a neighborhood of y := f
∗(x). We
may suppose that φy can be written in the form
φy : Uy → Rdp × Ty
where Ty is a locally compact metric space. Let (uy, ty) be defined by
φy(y) =: (uy, ty).
We remark that Rdp is Cr-immersed by ψ := u ∈ Rdp 7→ i ◦ φ−1(u, ty).
As we saw, the endomorphism f , restricted to a small neighborhood of i(x), is transverse
to the above immersed manifold, at z := f ◦ i(x). In other words,
Tf(TxM) + TΨ(TuyRdp) = TzM.
Thus, by transversality, there exist open neighborhoods Vuy of uy ∈ Rd and Vi(x) of
i(x) ∈M such that the preimage by f|Vi(x) of ψ(Vuy) is a Cr-submanifold. Moreover, such a
submanifold depends continuously on f and ψ, with respect to the Cr-topologies.
More precisely, there exist neighborhoods Vuy of uy, Vf of f ∈ Endr(M), Vψ of ψ ∈
Cr(Rdp ,M), and Vi(x) of i(x) such that, for all f ′ ∈ Vf and ψ′ ∈ Vψ, the map f ′|Vi(x) is trans-
verse to Ψ′|Vuy and the preimage by f
′
|Vi(x) of ψ
′(Vuy) is a manifold which depends continuously
on f ′ and ψ′, in the compact-open Cr-topologies.
There exist neighborhoods Vty of ty in Ty and Vi of i ∈ Imr(T ,M), such that
ψi′,t : u ∈ Rd 7→ i′ ◦ φ(u, t)
belongs to Vψ, for all t ∈ Ty and i′ ∈ Vi.
Thus, the preimage by every f ′ ∈ Vf , restricted to Vi(x), of the plaque Lt := φ−1y (Vuy×{t}),
immersed by i′ ∈ Vi, depends Cr-continuously on f ′, i′, and t′.
Let (Ux, φx) be a chart of a neighborhood of x. Let us suppose that φx can be written in
the form
φx : Ux → Rdp × Tx
where Tx is a locally compact metric space. We define
(ux, tx) := φx(x) and xt := φ−1x (ux, t), ∀t ∈ Tx.
For Vi(x), and then η′ > 0 and Ux small enough, the manifolds (Fη
′
px′)x′∈Lη′pxt
are open
subsets of leaves of a Cr-foliation on Vi(x), which depends Cr-continuously on t ∈ Tx. We
may suppose Ux small enough to have its closure sent by f∗ into φ−1y (Vuy × Vty).
For all η′ > 0 and then Vi and Vf small enough, each submanifold Fη
′
px′ intersects transver-
sally at a unique point the submanifold f ′−1|Vi(x)
(
i′(Lt′)
)
, where t′ is the second coordinate of
φy ◦ f∗(x′) and x′ belongs to Ux. As we know S0(f ′, i′)(x′) is this intersection point.
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In other words, S0(f ′, i′)|Lη′xt
is the composition of i with the holonomy along the Cr-
foliation (Fη′px′)x′∈Lη′pxt , from i(L
η′
pxt) to the transverse section f
′−1
|Vi(x)(i
′(Lt′)), where t′ is the
second coordinate of φy ◦ f∗(xt).
Thus, the map S0(f ′, i′) is Cr along the Lp-plaque contained in Ux. As these foliations
and manifolds vary Cr-continuously with x′ ∈ Ux, the map S0(f ′, i′) is a Lp|Ux-morphism
into M .
These foliations and manifolds also depend Cr-continuously on x′ ∈ Ux, i′ ∈ Vi, and
f ′ ∈ Vf . Thus, the map
S0 : (f ′, i′) ∈ Vf × Vi 7→ S0(f ′, i′)
is continuous into Morr(Lp|Ux ,M).
As, Cp is compact, we get a finite open covers of Cp by such open subsets Ux on which the
restriction of S0 satisfies the above regularity property. By taking Vi and Vf small enough to
be convenient for all the subsets of this finite covers, we get the continuity of the following
continuous map:
S0 : (f ′, i′) ∈ Vf × Vi 7→ S0(f ′, i′) ∈Morr(Lp|VˆCp ,M).
where VˆCp is the union of the open covers of Cp.
As S0(f, i) = i is an immersion and S0 is continuous, by restricting a slice VˆCp , and by
restricting Vf and Vi, we may suppose that S0 takes its values in the set of immersions from
Lp|VˆCp into M .
Let us show that S0 is continuous from Vf ×Vi into the set of T|VˆCp -controlled morphisms.
For this, we generalize the proof of the Lp-regularity of S0 and so we come back to the above
notations.
Let x′ ∈ VˆCp and Ux be one subset of the covers of VˆCp , such that x′ belongs to Ux. Let
Xj be the stratum that contains x′ and (u′x, t′x) := φx(x′).
By property 1.3.14, φ−1(Rdp × {tx}) is contained in Xj . By restricting a little slice Ux, a
small enough neighborhood Tx′ of t′x ∈ Tx satisfies that Ux′ := φ−1x (Rdp × Tx′) is included in
Vj and is a distinguish open subset of the foliation Lp|Lj∩Lp of Lj|Lj∩Lp .
That is why Tx′ can be supposed identifiable to Rdj−dp × Tj (for some metric space Tj),
such that the restriction
φx|Ux′ :→ Rdp × Rdj−dp × Tj
is a chart of the foliation Lp|Lj∩Lp of Lj|Lj∩Lp .
Similarly, the manifolds ({v}×Fη′px′′) for x′′ ∈ Lη
′
px(v,t) and v ∈ Rdj−dp are open subsets of
leaves of a Cr-foliation on Rdj−dp × Vi(x), which depends Cr-continuously on t ∈ Tj .
By regularities of f∗ and i′, the following union is a Cr-submanifold:⋃
v∈Rdj−dp
{v} × i′(Lt′v),
with t′v := φy2 ◦ f∗ ◦ φ−1x (0, v, t) and φy2 the second coordinate of φy and t ∈ Tj .
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The map (v, x′′) ∈ Rdj−dp × Vi(x) 7→ (v, f ′(x′′)) is transverse to the above manifold since
f ′|Vi(x) is transverse to i
′(Lt′) for any t′ ∈ Vty .
That is why the following union is a submanifold:
⋃
v∈Rdj−dp
{v} × f ′−1|Vi(x)
(
i′(Lt′v)
)
.
For each x′′ ∈ Lη′px(v,t) and v ∈ Rdj−dp , the above submanifold is transverse to the plaque
({v} × Fη′px′′). The intersections is ({v} × {S0(f ′, i′)(x′′)}).
By holonomy, the map S0(f ′, i′) is of class Cr along the Lj-plaque contained in Ux′ .
Moreover this foliation and this submanifold depend continuously on t ∈ Tj , i′ ∈ Vi, and
f ′ ∈ Vf . Thus, the restriction of S0 to Ux′ is a continuous map from Vf × Vi (which do not
have been restricted in this step) to Morr(Lj|Ux′ ,M).
As this is true for any x′ ∈ VˆCp , we get the regularity of S0.
By using tools defined later, we will proof in section 3.3.5 that conclusion 3 holds.
In order to satisfy statements 2, 4, and 5 of the fundamental property, we have to pay
attention on the way we glue ip+1(f ′) and i′p(f ′) := S0(f ′, ip+1(f ′)), for f ′ close to f .
We shall begin by studying the combinatorial topology.
Topological study This is the “gluing area”:
Property 3.3.3. Let ∆ be the compact subset Cp ∩Kp+1.
There exists an open neighborhood V∆ of ∆, arbitrarily small which is precompact in
VˆCp ∩Ap+1 and such that:
3.3.3.1 f∗(cl(V∆)) is included in int(Kp+1 \ V∆),
3.3.3.2 f∗(cl(Ap+1)) is disjoint from cl(V∆).
Proof. As ∆ is included in Kp+1, the open subset Ap+1 is a neighborhood of ∆. Since
∆ is included in Cp the open subset VˆCp is a neighborhood of ∆. Thus, a small enough
neighborhood of ∆ is included in VˆCp ∩Ap+1.
As ∆ is included in Kp+1, the endomorphism f∗ sends ∆ into int(Kp+1), by 3.1.2.1.
Moreover, ∆ is included in Cp ⊂ cl(Kcp+1). Thus, a small enough neighborhood V∆ of ∆
satisfies 3.3.3.1.
Since ∆ is included in cl(Kcp+1) and since, by the induction hypothesis, f
∗(cl(Ap+1)) is
included in int(Kp+1), a small enough neighborhood V∆ of ∆ satisfies 3.3.3.2.
Let V ′∆ be an open subset of A that satisfies
∆ ⊂ V ′∆ ⊂ cl(V ′∆) ⊂ V∆.
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Property 3.3.4. For each j ≥ p, there exist two precompact open neighborhoods V ′Cj and
VCj of Cj, that satisfy cl(V
′
Cj
) ⊂ VCj , such that
with Ap :=
⋃
j≥p
V ′Cj and A
′
p+1 :=
⋃
j>p
VCj , we have :
3.3.4.0 Ap and A′p+1 are neighborhoods of Kp and Kp+1 respectively. Moreover, A′p+1 is included
in Ap+1,
3.3.4.1 f∗ sends cl(Ap ∪ VCp) into int(Kp) and
f∗ sends cl(Ap+1) into int(Kp+1) \ cl(VCp ∪ V∆),
3.3.4.2 cl(VCj ) ⊂ VXp+1j , for every j > p, and cl(VCp) ⊂ VˆCp,
3.3.4.3 for any x ∈ VˆCp, any u ∈ Ti(TxLp)⊥, the orthogonal projection of Txf(u) onto the
subspace Ti(Tf∗(x)Lp)⊥ is nonzero.
3.3.4.4 for every j ≥ p, there exists a neighborhood of f∗(cl(VCj )) whose points x are sent by
ip+1(f ′) into Fjx, for every f ′ ∈ Vf ,
3.3.4.5 the intersection cl(VCp) ∩ cl(A′p+1) is included in V ′∆,
3.3.4.6 we have VCp ∪A′p+1 ∪ int(Acp) = A.
Proof. Since the union of compact subsets (Cj)j≥p is equal to Kp and since the union of
compact subsets (Cj)j≥p+1 is equal to Kp+1, we easily get statement 3.3.4.0. When the
neighborhoods (VCj )j≥p are small, the neighborhoods Ap and A′p+1 are close to respectively
Kp and Kp+1. Thus, for (VCj )j>p small enough, the subset A
′
p+1 is included in Ap+1.
The fist part of 3.3.4.1 follows from 3.1.2.1 for (V ′Cj )j≥p and VCp small enough. The second
part of 3.3.4.1 is true for VCp and V∆ small enough, by the fundamental property which states
that the compact subset cl(Ap+1) is sent into the interior of Kp+1.
Inclusion 3.3.4.2 is a consequence of fundamental property 5, for (VCj )j>p small enough.
Inequality 3.3.4.3 is a consequence of 3.1.2.3, for VˆCp and V∆ small enough.
Assertion 3.3.4.4 is a consequence of fundamental property 4, for neighborhoods (VCj )j>p
small enough.
To obtain statement 3.3.4.5, we fix V ′∆, then we take neighborhoods (VCj )j≥p small enough.
Statement 3.3.4.6 is obvious.
We can fix definitively (VCj )j≥p, (V ′Cj )j≥p, VˆCp , V∆, and V∆′ .
Gluing lemma The idea of the proof is to glue i′p := S(f ′, ip+1(f ′)) to ip+1(f ′) over V∆,
and then to reapply the lemma 3.3.2 and so on. We will prove then that such a sequence
converges to a certain controlled morphism ip(f ′).
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In order to satisfy fundamental property 4 and 5, we have to take care on the way of
gluing. We must connect ip+1(f ′)(x) to i′p(f ′)(x) along the submanifold
Ff ′jx := Fpx t ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx), ∀j > p, x ∈ VCj and f ′ ∈ Vf .
The above intersections are well transverse by taking η′ and then Vf sufficiently small.
The point ip+1(f ′)(x) belongs well to Ff
′
jx lemma 3.1.1 and fundamental property 4. Let
us show that i′p(f ′)(x) belongs also to Ff
′
jx.
By conclusion 2 of lemma 3.3.2, this point belongs to Fpx. Let us show that i′p(f ′)(x)
belongs to ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx).
It follows from conclusion 2 of lemma 3.3.2, that the point i′p(f ′)(x) is sent by f ′ into
ip+1(f ′)
(Lη′pf∗(x)).
By taking η′ smaller, the distance d(f∗(VCj ), Lcj) is greater than 2η
′. Thus, by coherence
of tubular neighborhoods, the plaque Lη′pf∗(x) is included in Lη
′
jf∗(x).
⇒ f ′
(
i′p(f
′)(x)
)
∈ ip+1(f ′)
(Lη′jf∗(x)). (6)
It follows from property 3.3.4.3, the coherence of tubular neighborhoods, property 3.3.4.2
and fundamental property 2 that, for all y close to i(x) and f ′ close to f , we have
d
(
y, ip+1(f ′)
(Lη′jx)) ≤ d(f ′(y), ip+1(f ′)(Lη′jf∗(x))). (7)
Therefore, by restricting Vf , by (6) and (7), the point y := i′p(f ′)(x) belongs to ip+1(f ′)
(Lη′jx).
Thus, i′p(f ′)(x) belongs to Ff
′
jx for all f
′ ∈ Vf and x ∈ VCj .
This is the gluing lemma:
Lemma 3.3.5. By taking η′ > 0 smaller and then Vf smaller, there exist a neighborhood G
of the graph of i|V∆ and a continuous map
γ : Vf →Morr
(
(T ×M)|G × [0, 1],M
)
such that, for all f ′ ∈ Vf and (x, y) ∈ G:
1. γ(f ′)(x, y, 0) is equal to ip+1(f ′)(x),
2. for every t ∈ [0, 1], the point γ(f ′)(x, y, t) belongs to Ff ′jx, if x belongs to V ′Cj ,
3. if y belongs to Ff ′jx for every j > p such that x belongs to V ′Cj , then γ(f ′)(x, y, 1) is equal
to y.
Lemma 3.3.5 will be proved in section 3.3.6. Let us proceed with the gluing.
Let ρ ∈Morr(T , [0, 1]) be a function with support in V∆ and equal to 1 on V ′∆.
By taking Vf sufficiently small, we may define
i0(f ′) : A→M
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x 7→
{
γ(f ′)
(
x, i′p(f ′)(x), ρ(x)
)
if x ∈ V∆
ip+1(f ′)(x) if x ∈ V c∆
.
Since the support of ρ is included in V∆, by statement 1 of lemma 3.3.5, the map i0 is
continuous from Vf into Morr(T ,M).
By statement 3 of lemma 3.3.5, the morphism i0 is equal to i′p on cl(V ′∆) and to ip+1 on
the complement of V∆.
Property 3.3.6. By restricting η′ and Vf , we may suppose that, for all f ′ ∈ Vf , j > p and
x ∈ V ′Cj :
3.3.6.1 the point f ′ ◦ i0(f ′)(x) belongs to i0(f ′)(Lη′jf∗(x)),
3.3.6.2 the point i0(f ′)(x) belongs to Ff ′jx.
Proof. Statement 3.3.6.2 is an obvious consequence of conclusion 2 of lemma 3.3.5, let us
show statement 3.3.6.1.
For every x ∈ V ′Cj \ V∆, the points i0(f ′)(x) and ip+1(f ′)(x) are equal. It follows from
fundamental property 2, that the points f ′ ◦ ip+1(f ′)(x) and ip+1(f ′) ◦ f ′∗p+1(x) are equal.
Since x belongs to Ap+1, by restricting Vf , the point f ′∗p+1(x) never belongs to V∆, thus the
points ip+1(f ′) ◦ f ′∗p+1(x) and i0(f ′) ◦ f ′∗p+1(x) are equal. Finally, by fundamental property 5
and property 3.3.4.2, the point f ′∗p+1(x) belongs to Lη
′
jf∗(x). Hence
f ′ ◦ i0(f ′)(x) = f ′ ◦ ip+1(f ′)(x) = ip+1(f ′) ◦ f ′∗p+1(x)
= i0(f ′) ◦ f ′∗p+1(x) ∈ i0(f ′)
(Lη′jf∗(x))
By statement 2 of lemma 3.3.5, for all x ∈ V∆ ∩ V ′Cj and f ′ ∈ Vf , the point i0(f ′)(x)
belongs to ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx)(x). Moreover, the points i
0(f)(x) and i(x) are equal. Thus, by
taking Vf sufficiently small, f ′ sends i0(f ′)(x) into ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jf∗(x)).
By 3.3.3.1, the image of cl(V∆) by f∗ is disjoint from cl(V∆). Thus, on a neighborhood of
f∗(V∆), the morphism i0 is equal to ip+1. Therefore, for η′ and Vf small enough, the images
of Lη′jf∗(x) by i0(f ′) and by ip+1(f ′) are equal.
Therefore, f ′ sends the point i0(f ′)(x) into ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx) = i
0(f ′)(Lη′jx), for any x ∈
V∆ ∩ V ′Cj .
Let us show, for all f ′ ∈ Vf , q > p, and x ∈ Ap+1 ∩ Lq, that the differential ∂TxLq i0(f ′) is
injective. By fundamental property 3, it is sufficient to check this for x ∈ V∆. By fundamental
property 3 and property 3.3.6.2, it is sufficient to prove that ∂TxLj i0(f ′) is injective for every
j > p such that x ∈ V ′Cj . For f ′ = f , the morphism i0(f ′) is equal to i, thus ∂TxLj i0(f ′) is
injective. Since V ′Cj is precompact in Lj and since the map i
0
p|Lj is continuous from Vf into
Mor1(Lj ,M), by restricting Vf , the differential ∂TxLj i0(f ′) is always injective.
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Construction of ip Let Aˆp be equal to A′p+1 ∪VCp . By property 3.3.4.6, Aˆp is a neighbor-
hood of cl(Ap).
LetMp := {j ∈Morr(T|Aˆp ,M) : j(x) ∈ Fpx, ∀x ∈ Lp}.
LetMf ′p := {j ∈Mp, j|A′p+1 = i0(f ′)|A′p+1}.
Let M be the following set ∏
f ′∈Vf
{f ′} ×Mf ′p
endowed with the topology induced by Endr(M)×Morr(T|Aˆp ,M).
We notice that (f ′, i0(f ′)|Aˆp) belongs to M, for every f ′ ∈ Vf .
We are going to define ip, by induction and by using the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.7. There exists a neighborhood Vf,i of (f, i) ∈ M such that the following map
is well defined and continuous:
S : Vf,i → Vf,i
(f ′, j) 7→ (f ′, Sf ′(j)),
where Sf ′(j) is equal to i0(f ′) on A′p+1 and equal to S0(f ′, i′) on VCp.
Moreover S satisfies, for all (f ′, j) ∈ Vf,i:
1. for every x ∈ VCp, the point Sf ′(j)(x) is the unique intersection point of Fη
′
px with the
preimage by f ′ of j(Lη′pf∗(x)).
Let f ′∗j (x) ∈ Lη
′
pf∗(x) defined by
f ′ ◦ Sf ′(j) = j ◦ f ′∗j (x),
2. for all k ≥ p and x ∈ VCp ∩Xk, if ∂TXkj is injective at f ′j(x), then ∂TXkSf ′(j) is also
injective at x,
3. for the distance defining the strong topology of Cr-morphism from the immersed lami-
nation Lp (see section 1.1.4), for every δ > 0, there exist a neighborhood Vf ′ of f ′ ∈ Vf
and M > 0 such that for every f ′′ ∈ Vf ′, we have
diamLp
(
{j|VCp : (f ′′, j) ∈ SMf ′′(Vf,i)
)
< δ
For Vf sufficiently small, we can now define, for all k > 0, the continuous map
ik : f ′ ∈ Vf 7→ Skf ′(i0(f ′)) ∈Morr(T ,M)
We are going to prove that, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , the sequence (ik(f ′))k converges to a
morphism i∞p (f ′) ∈ Morr(T|Aˆp ,M). Then ip(f ′) will be equal to i∞p (f ′) on Ap and to i on
the complement of A.
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Convergence of (ik)k Let us describe the values of ikp on VCp , for every f
′ ∈ Vf .
By conclusion 1 of lemma 3.3.7, for every x ∈ VCp , the point ik(x) = Sf ′(ik−1p (f ′))(x)
depends only on ik−1(x1), where x1 := f ′∗ik−1(f ′)(x) is η
′-close to f∗(x) in a plaque of Lp. By
3.3.4.1, the map f∗ sends cl(VCp) into int(Kp), thus we may suppose that x1 belongs to Kp.
If we suppose moreover that x1 belongs to A′cp+1, then x1 belongs to Kp \ A′p+1 ⊂ VCp .
And so on, we can iterate this process which constructs an η′-pseudo chain (xi)nxi=0 of f
∗,
which respects the plaques of Lp, defined by{
x0 = x
xi+1 := f ′∗ik−i−1(f ′)(xi), and f
′ ◦ ik−i(f ′)(xi) = ik−i−1(f ′)(xi+1)
(8)
that we stop when i is equal to k or xi belongs to A′p+1. Therefore, we have x0 =
x, . . . , xi ∈ Kp \A′p+1, . . . , xnx ∈ A′p+1 ∩Kp or nx = k.
We are going to prove that
∀x ∈ VCp , ik(f ′)(x) = Snxf ′ (i0(f ′))(x) (9)
For nx = k, this equality is the definition of ik.
For nx < k, by 3.3.4.5, the point xnx belongs to A′p+1 thus, by (8) and by decreasing
induction on i along the chain (xi)nxi=0, we also have (9) (since nxi = nx − i). Moreover, nx
does not change for a greater k.
Thus, for every x ∈ Aˆp, the sequence (ik(f ′)(x))k is eventually constant, by hypothesis
(iii) of the theorem, for η′ and then Vf sufficiently small.
It follows from conclusion 3 of lemma 3.3.7 and from the description of the values of (ik)k,
that this sequence converges in C0(Vf , C0(Aˆp,M)), to a certain map i∞p .
Let r ∈ Morr(T , [0, 1]) be equal to 1 on the η′-neighborhood of Ap and to 0 on a neigh-
borhood of the complement of Aˆp (we may reduce η′ if necessary).
Let ip := f ′ ∈ Vf 7→
[
x ∈ A 7→
{
Exp
(
r(x) · Exp−1i(x)
(
i∞p (x)
))
if x ∈ Aˆp
i(x) else
]
.
Properties of ip Let us begin by showing that ip is a continuous map from Vf into
Morr(T ,M). As the restriction of i∞p to A′p+1 is a continuous map from Vf into the space
Morr(T|A′p+1 ,M), and as i and r are T -controlled Cr-morphisms, the restriction of ip to A′p+1
is a continuous map from Vf into Morr(T|A′p+1 ,M).
It follows from conclusion 3 of lemma 3.3.7 that the restriction of ip to VCp is continuous
from Vf into Morr(Lp|VCp ,M).
By taking η′ small enough, we may suppose this constant less than infVCp η, where η is
the function on Vp provided by hypothesis (iii) of the theorem. We define Uj as the interior
of the subset of points in VCp which are not the starting point of any η′-pseudo-chain of VCp
which respects Lp and with length j. By property 3.1.4, the sequence of open subsets (Uj)j
is increasing and its union is equal to VCp \Xp. It follows from the description of the values
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of (ik)k that, for l > k > j, the morphism ik(f ′) and i∞p (f ′) are equal on Uj . Thus, ip is
continuous from Vf into Morr(T ,M).
Let us show that ip satisfies fundamental property 4:
for j ≥ p and x in a neighborhood of f∗(cl(V ′Cj ), which does not depends on f ′ ∈ Vf , the
point ip(f ′)(x) belongs to Fjx.
The above statement is obvious when j is equal to p, by lemma 3.1.1 and fundamental
property 4 (at step p+ 1).
As ip+1 and ip are equal on Ap \ VCp ∪ V∆, its is sufficient to prove that f∗(cl(VCj )) is
contained in Ap \ cl(VCp ∪ V∆); this follows from 3.3.4.1 and the fact that VCj is included in
Ap+1.
Let us prove that ip satisfies fundamental property 3:
the restriction of ip(f ′) to Ap is an immersion, for every f ′ ∈ Vf .
By definition of ip, on a neighborhood of A′p+1 ∩Ap, the map ip(f ′) is equal to i0(f ′). We
recall that A′p+1 is included in Ap+1 and that we showed that i0p|Ap+1(f
′) is an immersion.
Thus, ip|A′p+1(f
′) is an immersion.
Let us now study the restriction of ip(f ′) to V ′Cp \ A′p+1 which is equal to Ap \ A′p+1.
Let x ∈ (V ′Cp \ (Xp ∪ A′p+1). We regard as before the pseudo-chain (xk)nxk=0 which respects
the plaques of Lp and which is associated to x. We will show by decreasing induction on
k ∈ {0, . . . , nx} that, when xk belongs to Xl, the tangent map ∂TxkLlS
nx−k
f ′ (i
0(f ′)) is injective.
For k = nx, it follows from the fact that i0(f ′)|A′p+1 is an immersion.
Let us suppose that ∂TxkLlS
n−k
f ′ (i
0(f ′)) is injective. Therefore, it follows from conclusion
2 of lemma 3.3.7, that ∂Txk−1LlS
n−k+1
f ′ (i
0(f ′)) is injective.
Thus, the restriction of ip to Ap \ Xp is an immersion. As Ap ∩ Xp is precompact in
Lp ∩ Aˆp, by continuity of ip and by restricting Vf , ip|Ap is a T -controlled immersion.
Construction of a family of adapted neighborhoods Vp For j ≥ p, by 3.3.4.2, we
may suppose η′ small enough such that
d(f∗(V ′Cj ), L
c
j) > 2η
′, (10)
and that the close subset cl(Lη′jf∗(x)) is a compact subset included in L2η
′
jf∗(x) which depends
continuously on x ∈ cl(V ′Cj ), in the space of nonempty compact subsets of A endowed with
the Hausdorff distance.
We can now define Vp := (VXpk )
N
k=p by
VXpj :=
{
x ∈ Lj ∩Ap; ∃k ∈ {p, . . . , j} : x ∈ V ′Ck and cl
(Lη′kf∗(x)) ⊂ Lj} .
We remark that, for every j ≥ p, the subset VXpj is open. Let us show that VXpj contains
Xpj := Xj ∩ Ap. Let x be a point of Xpj . As (V ′Ck)k covers Ap, there exists k ∈ {p, . . . , N}
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such that x belongs to V ′Ck . Since, V
′
Ck
⊂ Lk intersects Xj , the integer k is not greater than
j. Moreover, f∗(x) belongs to Xj and the compact subset cl(Lη
′
kf∗(x)) is included in L2η
′
kf∗(x).
Thus, by property 1.3.14, cl(Lη′kf∗(x)) is included in Xj , itself included in Lj . Therefore, x
belongs to VXpj . This show that X
p
j is contained in VXpj .
Finally, we notice that VXpj contains V
′
Cj
and hence Cj , for every j ≥ p. Therefore, a part
of fundamental property 5 is shown.
Construction of f ′ 7→ f ′∗p Since for every k ≥ 0, the morphism ik+1(f ′) is equal to
Sf ′(ik(f ′)), by conclusion 1 of lemma 3.3.7, for f ′ ∈ Vf , x ∈ V ′Cp , and k ≥ 0 we have
f ′ ◦ ik(f ′)(x) ∈ ik(f ′)(Lη′pf∗(x)).
By taking the limit, as k approaches the infinity, we get
f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) ∈ cl
(
ip(f ′)
(Lη′pf∗(x))) ⊂ ip(f ′)(L2η′pf∗(x)) (11)
On A′p+1, the map ip and i0 are equal.
Moreover, for j > p, the compact subset cl(V ′Cj ) is contained in A
′
p+1 which is sent into
Kp, by 3.3.4.1. Thus, on a neighborhood of the compact subset f∗(cl(V ′Cj )) the map ip and
i0 are equal. By the fact 3.3.6.1, we deduce
for all x ∈ V ′Cj and f ′ ∈ Vf , we have
f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) ∈ ip(f ′)
(Lη′jf∗(x)) (12)
Therefore, (11) and (12) imply that, by restricting Vf , we get
for all j ≥ p, x ∈ V ′Cj , and f ′ ∈ Vf ,
f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) ∈ ip(f ′)
(Lη′jf∗(x)) (13)
For every k ≥ p, there exists a positive continuous function k on Lk such that, for any
x ∈ Lk, the submanifolds (Fky)y∈Lk(x)kx are the leaves of a C
r-foliation on a neighborhood
Ukx of i(x), which is transverse to i(Lk(x)kx ). For y ∈ Ukx, let pixk(y) ∈ Lk(x)kx be the point such
that y belongs to Fkpixk (y).
Let Gk := ∪x∈Lk{x} × Ukx. The set Gk is an open neighborhood of the graph of i|Lk .
Let pik : Gk → Lk
(x, y) 7→ pixk(y)
Lemma 3.3.8. The map pik is Cr-
(
(T ×M)|Gk , T
)
-controlled.
Proof. The map Nk is Cr-T|Lk -controlled and hence N⊥k is Cr-T|Lk -controlled. Thus, the map
nk from Lk into the bundle over M of linear endomorphism of TM , such that nk(x) is the
orthogonal projection of Ti(x)M onto N⊥k (x), is also C
r-T|Lk -controlled.
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The map (x, y) ∈ Gk 7→ Exp−1i(x)(y) is well defined and Cr-(T|Lk ×M)|Gk -controlled.
Thus, the map (x, y) ∈ Gk 7→ nk(Exp−1i(x)(y)) is Cr-(T|Lk ×M)|Gk -controlled.
Let (x0, y0) be in Gk such that x0 = pix0k (y0). Let Ux0 be a neighborhood of x0 such that
TM|Ux0 is canonically diffeomorphic to Ux0 ×Rn. We may suppose that in this identification
Ti(Tx0Lj) is sent onto {x0} × Rdk × {0}. For Ux0 small enough, we may suppose that the
canonical projection p1 : TM|Ux0
∼= Ux0 × Rdk × Rn−dk → Rdk , sends bijectively Ti(TxLk)
onto Rdk , for every x ∈ Ux0 .
Let Xl be the stratum which contains x0. We may also suppose that the subset Ux0 is
a distinguish open subset of the Lk|Lk∩Ll-foliation of Ll|Ll∩Lk . In other words, there exists
φ : Ux0 → Rdl × Rdl−dk × T which is a chart of Lk and Ll.
Let us finally identify an open neighborhood of y0 ∈M to Rn.
For t ∈ T , let us regard the following map:
Ψt : Rdk × Rdl−dk × Rn → Rdk
(u, v, y) 7→ p1 ◦ nk ◦ Exp−1i(x)(y)
with x = φ(u, v, t).
For t close enough to t0, the map Ψt is well defined and of class Cr on a neighborhood of
(u0, v0, y0), with φ(x0) = (u0, v0, t0). Moreover Ψt depends continuously on t.
We remark that ψt(u, v, y) is equal to 0 if and only if (u, v, t) is equal to φ ◦pikxt(y), where
xt is equal to φ−1(u0, v0, t).
The value of Ψt0 at (u0, v0, y0) is 0. For k small enough, the transversality of Fk with
the image of i, implies that the derivative ∂uΨt0(u0, v0, y0) is bijective. Hence by the implicit
function theorem, there exist neighborhoods T0 of t0 ∈ T , U0 of u0 ∈ Rdp , V0 of v0 ∈ Rdk and
Y0 of y0 ∈ Rn, and a continuous family (ρt)t∈T0 of Cr-maps from V0 × Y0 into U0, such that{
ρt0(v0, y0) = u0
∀(u, v, t, y) ∈ U0 × V0 × T0 × Y0, Ψt(u, v, y) = 0⇔ u = φt(v, y)
Thus, pikxt(y) is equal to φ
−1(ρt(v, y), v, t). Therefore, the regularity of pik follows from
the regularity of (ρt)t.
By taking Vf small enough, for every f ′ ∈ Vf the set{(
f∗(x), f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)
)
; x ∈ V ′Ck
}
is included in Gk. Thus, the following map is well defined, for every f ′ ∈ Vf ,
V ′Ck → Lk
x 7→ pif∗(x)k ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x)
It follows from assertion (13) and fundamental property 4, by taking Vf small enough,
for all k ≥ p, x ∈ V ′Ck , and f ′ ∈ Vf , we have
ip ◦ pif
∗(x)
k ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) := f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x).
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Thus, for every l ≥ p, on the intersection of V ′Ck with V ′Cl , we have
ip ◦ pif
∗(x)
k ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) = ip ◦ pif
∗(x)
l ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x)
As ip|Ap is an immersion, by taking Vf small enough, we always have
pi
f∗(x)
k ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x) = pif
∗(x)
l ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x)
Therefore, we can define
Vf
C0−→ C0(Ap, Ap)
f ′ 7−→ (x 7→ f ′∗p (x) = pif∗(x)j ◦ f ′ ◦ ip(f ′)(x), if x ∈ V ′Cj)
Hence, the map f ′ 7→ (ip(f ′), f ′∗p ) satisfies fundamental properties 1 and 2.
By smoothness of the maps which define f ′ 7→ f ′∗p , to show that this last is continue from
Vf into Endrf∗|ApVp
(T|Ap), it is sufficient to prove fundamental property 5:
∀k ≥ p, ∀x ∈ V pk , ∀f ′ ∈ Vf , f ′∗p (x) ∈ Lη
′
kf ′∗(x).
By definition of VXpk , if x belongs to VX
p
k
, then there exists j ∈ {p, . . . , k}, such that
x belongs to V ′Cj and the plaque L
η′
jf∗(x) is included in Lk. As the point f
′∗
p (x) belongs to
Lη′jf∗(x), it belongs also to Lη
′
kf∗(x).

3.3.5 Proof of lemma 3.3.2 and 3.3.7
Proof of the injectivity of TS0 Let us prove, for every j ≥ p and x ∈ Xj ∩ VˆCp , that the
partial derivative ∂TxXj (Sf ′(i
′)) is injective when ∂Tf ′∗
i′ (x)
Xj (i
′) is injective, for all f ′ ∈ Vf and
i′ ∈ Vi.
As we have ever seen that S0(f ′, i′) is an immersion of Lp|VˆCp into M , it remains to prove
that, for u ∈ TxXj \ TxLp, the vector T (S0(f ′, i′))(u) is nonzero, for j > p.
By lemma 3.3.8, the following maps is (T|VˆCp , T|Lp)-controlled:
f ′∗σ : VˆCp → Lp
x 7→ pif∗(x)p
(
f ′ ◦ S0(f ′, i′)(x))
By definition of S0, we have for every x′ ∈ VˆCp ,
f ′ ◦ S0(f ′, i′)(x′) = i′ ◦ f ′i′∗(x′).
This implies that
∂TxXj
(
f ′ ◦ S0(f ′, i′)) = ∂TxXj(i′ ◦ f ′i′∗).
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that the vector T
(
i′ ◦f ′i′∗
)
(u) is nonzero. As we assume that
∂Tf ′∗
i′ (x)
Xj (i
′) is injective, it is sufficient to prove that Tf ′i′
∗(u) is nonzero.
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As f ′i′
∗ belongs to Morf∗(Lp|VˆCp ,Lp), it is sufficient to show that Txf
∗(u) does not belong
to Tf∗(x)Lp. By property 3.3.4.3 and injectivity of Ti, the vector Tf ◦ Txi(u) does not
belong to Ti(Tf∗(x)Lp). Therefore, by commutativity of the diagram, the vector Txf∗(u) =
(Tf∗(x)i)−1 ◦ T (f ◦ i)(u) does not belong to Tf∗(x)Lp.
Definition of Sf ′
For f ′ ∈ Vf , let Sf ′ : i′ ∈ Vi ∩Mf ′p 7−→
[
x 7→
{
i0(f ′)(x) if x ∈ A′p+1 \ VCp
S0f ′(i
′) if x ∈ VCp
]
where S0f ′ := S
0(f ′, ·) was defined in lemma 3.3.2.
By definition, the restriction to V ′∆ of i
0(f ′) is equal to the one of i′p(f ′). Since the image
by f∗ of V∆ is disjoint from cl(VCp ∪V∆), by restricting Vf , for f ′ ∈ Vf and i′ ∈ Vi∩Mf
′
p , the
maps i′p(f ′) and S0f ′(i
′) are equal on V ′∆. Thus, i
0(f ′) and S0f ′(i
′) are equal on A′p+1∩VCp ⊂ V ′∆.
Therefore, the values of Sf ′ are in Mf
′
p .
Let K˜p be the compact set cl(VCp ∩Xp). Let U be a small open neighborhood of i(K˜p)
in M such that there exists a continuous extension χ of the section of the Grassmannian of
dp-plan of TM|i(K˜p) defined by
13
χ(y) = Ti(TxLp), if x ∈ K˜p and y = i(x)
We endow M with an adapted metric satisfying property 2.1.9, for the normally expanded
lamination Xp over the compact subset K˜p. Let exp be the exponential map associated to
this metric.
Hence, by restricting U , there exist λ > 1 and a open cone field C over U of i(K˜p) such
that:
• for all x ∈ i(K˜p), u ∈ χ(x), v ∈ χ(x)⊥ \ {0}, we have
λ · ‖Txf(u)‖r < ‖p ◦ Txf(v)‖,
with p the orthogonal projection of Tf(x)M onto χ⊥f(x),
• for each x ∈ K˜p, the space Ti(TxLp)⊥ is a maximal vector subspace included in C(x),
• there exist δ > 0 and λ < 1 satisfying for all x ∈ U and u ∈ cl(C(x)) \ {0} with norm
less than δ,
v := exp−1f(x) ◦f ◦ exp(u) ∈ C(f(x)) and λ‖v‖ > ‖u‖.
13It follows from property 2.1.7 that such a section is well defined.
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The C0-contraction Let U∗ be a neighborhood of Xp ∩ Aˆp in VCp \ V∆ such that cl(U∗ ∪
f∗(U∗)) is sent by i into U .
For Vi and Vf small enough, any f ′ ∈ Vf and i′ ∈ Vi satisfy
S0(f ′, i′)(U∗) ⊂ U and i′ ◦ f ′∗i′ (U∗) ⊂ U.
Consequently, for η′ > 0, δ > 0 and then Vi and Vf small enough, for all f ′ ∈ Vf ,
(i′, i′′) ∈ (Vi ∪ S0f ′(Vi))2, and x ∈ U∗, we have:
• for every u ∈ Ci′(x) with norm less than δ, the vector exp−1f ′(x) ◦f ′ ◦ exp(u) belongs to
Cf ′(x) and has norm greater than ‖u‖/λ,
• The following number is equal to 0 if and only if i′(x) is equal to i′′(x):
dx(i′, i′′) := sup
u∈cl(Ci′(x)), ‖u‖<δ
{
‖u‖; exp(u) ∈ i′′(Lδpx)
}
• the number dx(i′, i′′) is also equal to
sup
u∈cl(Ci′(x)), ‖u‖<‖Tf|U‖·δ
{
‖u‖; exp(u) ∈ i′′(Lδ+2η′px )
}
.
By definition of S0 and f ′∗· , the map f ′ sends S0f ′(i
′)(x) to i′ ◦ f ′∗i′ (x). For every u ∈
CS0(f ′,i′)(x) with norm less than δ, if exp(u) belongs to S0f ′(i
′′)(Lδpx), then it is sent by f ′ into
i′′(Lδ+ηpf∗(x)) ⊂ i′′(Lδ+2ηpf ′∗
i′ (x)
).
Thus, we have
dx(S0f ′(i
′), S0f ′(i
′′)) ≤ λdf ′∗
i′ (x)
(i′, i′′). (14)
If d denote the Riemannian distance on M , we notice that dx and
d∞x : (i
′, i′′) 7→ d(i′(x), i′′(x))
are uniformly equivalent on U∗.
Therefore, the map
d0 : (i′, i′′) 7→ sup
x∈U∗
(
dx(i′, i′′) + dx(i′′, i′)
)
defines a semi-distance on Vi ∩ S0f ′(Vi), for every f ′ ∈ Vf .
Moreover, this semi-distance is equivalent to the semi-distance
d∞(i′, i′′) = sup
x∈U∗
d∞x (i
′, i′′).
In fact, the equivalence is uniform for f ′ ∈ Vf , since dx and d∞x do not depend on f ′ ∈ Vf .
As Sf (i) is equal to i, by (14), for any i′ ∈ Vi, we have
d0(i, S0f (i)) = d0(S
0
f (i), S
0
f (i
′)) ≤ λd0(i, i′).
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Thus, for any  ∈]0, δ[, the intersection of the -ball centered at i with SNf (Mf
′
p ∩ Vi) is sent
by Sf into the /λ-ball centered at i, with respect to the d0-distance.
By continuity of f ′ 7→ Sf ′ , by restricting Vf , for every f ′ ∈ Vf , the intersection of Vi with
the -ball centered at i is sent by S0f ′ into the -ball centered at i.
Moreover, by equation (14), the map S0f ′ is λ-contracting on Vi, for any f
′ ∈ Vf , with
respect of the semi-distance d0.
the 1-jet space Contrarily to what happened for the C0-topology, the map Sf is generally
not contracting for the C1-topology. However, we are going to show that the backward action
of Tf on the Grassmannian of dp-plans of TM is contracting, at the neighborhood of the
distribution induced by TXp.
The bundle of linear maps from χ into χ⊥, denoted by P 1, is canonically homeomorphic
(via the graph map) to an open neighborhood of χ in the Grassmannian of dp-plans of TM|U .
In this identification the zero section is sent to χ.
We endow P 1 with the norm subordinate to the adapted Riemannian metric of M .
By normal expansion, for U small enough and f ′ close enough to f , for every x ∈ U sent
by f ′ into some y ∈ U , any l ∈ P 1y small enough, the preimage by Txf ′ of the graph of l is
the graph of a small l′ ∈ P 1x .
Let us show the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.9. For all  > 0, then U and then Vf small enough, for all f ′ ∈ Vf , x ∈ U ∩
f ′−1(U) and l ∈ P 1f ′(x) with norm not greater than  > 0, then the norm of φf ′x(l) := l′ ∈ P 1x
is less than . Moreover, the map φf ′x is λ-contracting.
Proof. Let piv and let pih be the orthogonal projections of TM|U onto respectively χ⊥ and χ.
Let Tf ′h := pih ◦ Tf ′ and Tf ′v := piv ◦ Tf ′ which are defined on f ′−1(U).
For any vector e′ ∈ χ(x), the point (e′, l′(e′)) is sent by Txf ′ onto(
Tf ′h(e
′, l′(e′)), T f ′v(e
′, l′(e′))
)
.
Let e := Tf ′h(e
′, l′(e′)). By definition of l′, the point (e′, l′(e′)) is sent by Txf ′ onto (e, l(e)).
Therefore, we have l(e) = Tf ′v(e′, l′(e′)) and l(e) = l ◦ Tf ′h(e′, l′(e′)).
⇒ Tf ′v(e′, l′(e′)) = l ◦ Tf ′h(e′, l′(e′))
⇒ (Tf ′v − l ◦ Tf ′h)(l′(e′)) = (l ◦ Tf ′h − Tf ′v)(e′)
By normal expansion, for , U and Vf small enough, the map (Tf ′v − l ◦ Tf ′h)|χ⊥ is bijective.
Consequently,
l′(e′) = (Tf ′v − l ◦ Tf ′h)−1|χ⊥(l ◦ Tf ′h − Tf ′v)(e′)
Hence, the expression of l′ = φf ′x(l) depends algebraically on l, and the coefficients of this
algebraic expression depend continuously on f ′ or x, with respect to some trivialisations.
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When f ′ is equal to f and x belongs to i(K˜p), the map
φfx : l′ 7→ (Tfv − l ◦ Tfh)−1|χ⊥(l ◦ Tfh)
is λ-contracting for l small, by normal expansion.
Thus, for U small enough, for all x ∈ U ∩ f−1(U) and l ∈ BP 1
f∗(x)
(0, ), the tangent map
of φfx has a norm less than λ. Therefore, by restricting a slice U , for Vf small enough, the
tangent map Tφf ′x has a norm less than λ and hence φf ′x is a λ-contraction on cl
(
BPy(0, )
)
.
As, for x ∈ i(K˜p), the map φfx vanishes at 0, for U and Vf small enough, the norm
φf ′x(0) is less than
(1− λ) · .
Consequently, by λ-contraction, the closed -ball centered at the 0-section is sent by φf ′
into the -ball centered in 0, for all x ∈ f ′−1(U) ∩ U and f ′ ∈ Vf .
Proof of the lemma 3.3.7 when r = 1 Let us begin by proving the existence of a
neighborhood Vf,i sent by S into itself.
Following the arguments of sections 3.3.4, for Vi and Vf small enough, there exists N > 0
such that the subset VCp \ U∗ is included in UN 14. In particular, the restriction of SNf ′ (i′) to
U∗c does not depend on i′ but only on f ′, for (f ′, i′) in the domains of SN .
For  > 0 and then Vf small enough, the set
V f
′ :=
{
i′ ∈Mf ′p ; i′ = SNf ′ (i0(f ′)) on U∗c; d0(i, i′) < ,
and Ti(TxLp|U∗) ∈ BP 1x (0, ), ∀x ∈ U∗
}
is nonempty and included in Vi. Therefore, by the two last steps and by the equality of S and
S0 on U∗ ⊂ VCp \ V∆, the map Sf ′ sends V f ′ into it self. Thus, the following neighborhood
of (f, i) ∈M is sent by S into itself:
Vf,i :=
⋃
f ′∈Vf , 0≤k≤N
{f ′} × S−kf ′ (V f
′)
We remark that, for any f ′ ∈ Vf , the restriction of d0 to V f ′ is a distance, which is
equivalent to the distance defining the strong C0-topology, for which Sf ′ is λ-contracting.
By restricting Vi and Vf , and hence Vf,i, we may suppose that the set
F :=
⋃
(f ′,i′)∈Vf,i
i′(U∗) ∪ f ′ ◦ i′(U∗)
has its closure included in the interior of the set
O :=
⋂
(f ′,i′)∈Vf,i
U ∩ f ′−1(U).
14UN is the set of points x ∈ VCp such that there is no any η′-chain of VCp which respects Lp, which start
at x, and with length N .
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Let r ∈ C0(U, [0, 1]) be equal to 1 on F and to 0 on Oc.
Let rφ : Vf × cl
(
BΓ0P 1|U (0, )
)→ cl(BΓ0P 1|U (0, ))
(f ′, σ) 7−→ [r · φf ′ : x 7→ r(x) · φf ′x(σ ◦ f ′(x))]
where Γ0P 1|U is the set of the continuous sections of the bundle P 1 restricted to U .
For every f ′ ∈ Vf , the map rφf ′ is still λ-contracting and hence has a fixed continuous
section σf ′ , which depends continuously on f ′ ∈ Vf .
Thus, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , there exists a neighborhood Vf ′ of f ′ ∈ Vf , such that,
‖σf ′ − σf ′′‖∞ < δ, ∀f ′′ ∈ Vf ′ .
By uniform continuity of σf ′ , there exists e > 0 such that
∀(x, y) ∈ F 2, if d(x, y) < e then d(σf ′(x), σf ′(y)) < δ.
Let N ′ > N such that λN ′−N  is less than δ and e. Thus, for every f ′′ ∈ Vf ′ , the diameter
of rφN
′
f ′′ (B(0, )) is less that δ and the C
0-diameter of {i′ ∈ Vi : (f ′′, i′) ∈ SN ′(Vf,i)} is less
than e.
For N ′′ > N ′ large enough, for all f ′′ ∈ Vf ′ and ((f ′′, i′′), (f ′′, i′)) ∈ SN ′′(Vf,i)2, we have
for every x ∈ VCp :
• either f ′′k(i′′(x)) and f ′′k(i′(x)) belong to F , for all x ∈ {0, . . . , N ′}, hence Ti′′(TxLp)
and Ti′(TxLp) belong to rφN ′f ′′ (B(0, )),
• either i′′(x) is equal to i′(x), and so Ti′′(TxLp) and Ti′(TxLp) are equal.
In the first case, d(Ti′′(TxLp), T i′(TxLp)) is not greater than
d
(
Ti′′(TxLp), σf ′′
(
i′′(x)
))
+ d
(
σf ′′(i′′(x)), σf ′(i′′(x))
)
+ d
(
σf ′(i′′(x)), σf ′(i′(x))
)
+d
(
σf ′(i′(x)), σf ′′(i′(x))
)
+ d
(
σf ′′
(
i′(x)), T i′′(TxLp
))
⇒ d(Ti′′(TxLp), T i′(TxLp)) ≤ 5δ.
The last inequality concludes the proof of conclusion 3, when r = 1.
General case: r ≥ 1 As we deal with the Cr-topology, we should generalize the Grass-
mannian concept as follow:
For x ∈ U , let Grx be the set of the Cr-dp-submanifolds of M , which contain x, quotiented
by the following r-tangent relation:
Two such submanifolds N and N ′ are equivalent if there exits a chart (U, φ) of a neigh-
borhood of x ∈M , which sends N ∩U onto Rdp × {0} and sends N ′ ∩U onto the graph of a
map from Rdp into Rn−dp , whose r-first derivatives vanish at φ(x).
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We notice that for r = 1, this space is the Grassmannian of dp-plans of TxM .
As we are interested in the submanifold “close” to the embedding of the small Lp-plaques
by i, we restrict our study to the manifolds whose tangent space at x is complement to χ(x)⊥.
The preimage of such submanifolds by the map expx is a graph of some Cr-maps l from
χ(x) to χ(x)⊥.
Moreover, their r-tangent equivalence class can be identified to the Taylor polynomial of
l at 0:
l(u) = T0l(u) +
1
2
T 20 l(u
2) + · · ·+ 1
r!
T r0 l(u
r) + o(‖u‖r)
where u belongs to χ(x), the kth-derivative T k0 l belongs to the space L
k
sym(χ(x), χ(x)
⊥) of
k-linear symmetric space from χ(x)k to χ(x)⊥. We notice that we abused of notation by
writing uk instead of (u, . . . , u).
The map l(u) :=
∑n
k=1
1
kT
k
0 l(u) is an element of the vector space
P rx :=
r∏
k=1
Ljsym(χ(x), χ(x)
⊥).
Conversely, any vector l ∈ P rx , that we will write in the form
l : u ∈ χ(x) 7→
r∑
k=1
lk(uk)
is the class of the following Cr-dp-submanifold:
exp
({
(u+ l(u)); u ∈ χ(x) and ‖u‖ < ri(x)/2
})
,
where ri is the injectivity radius of exp.
The linear map l1 from χ(x) to χ(x)⊥ will be called the linear part of l. We notice that
l1 belongs to P 1x .
We denote by P r the vector bundle over U , whose fiber at x is P rx .
By normal expansion, for U small enough and f ′ close enough to f , for any point x ∈ U
sent by f ′ into some y ∈ U , any l ∈ P ry whose linear part is small enough, the preimage by
f ′ of a representative of l is a representative of vector φf ′x(l) ∈ P rx , which only depends on l.
Let us show the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.10. For every  > 0 small enough and then Vf and U small enough, for all
f ′ ∈ Vf , x ∈ U ∩ f ′−1(U), and l ∈ P rf ′(x) with linear part of norm not greater than  > 0, the
norm of the linear part of φf ′(l) is less than . Moreover the map φf ′ is λ-contracting for a
norm on P r which does not depends on x or f ′.
Proof. We have showed in r = 1, that φf ′x sends the set of vectors of P ′, and hence those of
P r, of linear part not greater than  into it self. Let us show the λ-contraction of φf ′x.
Let l′ := φf ′(l). Let Jrxf ′ be the r-jet map of f ′ at x (see [Mic80]).
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We recall that that the r-jet Jrxf
′ of f at x is a vector of
r∏
j=1
Ljsym(TxM,Tf ′(x)M)
such that, if we denote by f ′j its component in L
j
sym(TxM,Tf ′(x)M), we have
exp−1f ′(x) ◦f ′ ◦ expx(u) =
r∑
j=1
fj(uj) + o(‖u‖r), for u ∈ χ(x)
By definition of l′ := φf ′x(l), for any u′ ∈ χ(x), there exist u ∈ χ(f ′(x)) such that
Jrxf
′(u′ + l′(u′)) = (u+ l(u)) + o(‖u‖r) (15)
We recall that piv and pih denote the orthogonal projection of TM|U onto respectively χ⊥
and χ.
By (15), we have
u := pih ◦ Jrxf ′(u′ + l′(u′)) + o(‖u′‖r) and l(u) = piv ◦ Jrxf ′(u′ + l′(u′)) + o(‖u′‖r).
Thus, we have
l ◦ pih ◦ Jrxf ′(u′ + l′(u′)) = piv ◦ Jrxf ′(u′ + l′(u′)) + o(‖u′‖r). (16)
We have
Jrf ′x(u
′ + l′(u′)) =
∑
I∈R
f ′|I|
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
]
+ o(‖u′‖r), (17)
where R is the set ∪rk=1{0, . . . , r}k, l′0(u′0) is equal to u′, and for I ∈ R, |I| is the length of I.
Let fkv and fkh be respectively the linear maps piv ◦ fk and pih ◦ fk respectively, for every
k ∈ {0, . . . , r}.
It follows from equations (16) and (17) that
l
(∑
I∈R
f ′|I|h
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
])
=
∑
I∈R
f ′|I|v
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
]
+ o(‖u′‖k). (18)
On the one hand, we have
∑
I∈R
f ′|I|v
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
]
=
r∑
m=1
 ∑
I∈R, ΣI=m
f ′|I|v
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
]+ o(‖u′‖r) (19)
with, for every I ∈ R, ΣI equal to ∑j∈I j plus the number of times that 0 belongs to I.
On the other, as we have
l
(∑
I∈R
f ′|I|h
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
])
=
r∑
a=1
la
(∑
I∈R
f ′|I|h
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
])a
.
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As, (∑
I∈R
f ′|I|h
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
])a
=
∑
(Iα)α∈Ra
∏
α
f ′|Iα|h
[ ∏
k∈Iα
l′k(u
′k)
]
Thus, the polynomial map l
(∑
I∈R f
′
|I|h
[∏
k∈I l
′
k(u
′k)
])
is equal to
r∑
m=1
∑
(Iα)α∈A∈R∗,
P
α ΣIα=m
l|A|
[ ∏
α∈A
f ′|Iα|h
[ ∏
k∈Iα
l′k(u
′k)
]]
(20)
with R∗ := ∪ra=1Ra.
By identification, it follows from equations (18), (19), and (20) that for every m ∈
{1, . . . , r}
∑
(Iα)α∈A∈R∗,
P
α ΣIα=m
l|A|
[ ∏
α∈A
f ′|Iα|h
[ ∏
k∈Iα
l′k(u
′k)
]]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
l′m only occurs for (Iα)α=((m)); lm only for (Iα)α∈{{0},{1}}m
=
∑
I∈R, ΣI=m
f ′|I|v
[∏
k∈I
l′k(u
′k)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
here l′m only occurs for I=(m)
Thus, there exists an algebraic function φ, such that f ′1v ◦ l′m(u′m) is equal to∑
(iα)Mα=1∈{0,1}m
lm
( m∏
α=1
f ′1h ◦ l′iα(u′iα)
)
+ l1 ◦ f ′1h ◦ l′m(u′m) + φ
(
(li)i<m, (l′i)i<m, (fi)
r
i=1
)
Since the linear par l1 of l is small, we have
l′m = (f
′
1v − l1 ◦ f ′1h)−1|χ⊥
[
φ
(
(li)i<m, (l′i)i<m, (fi)
r
i=1
)
+
∑
I∈{0,1}m
lm ◦
∏
k∈I
f ′1h ◦ lk
]
.
For x ∈ i(K˜p) and f ′ = f , we have f ′1h|χ⊥ = 0.
Thus, ∑
I∈{0,1}m
lm
∏
k∈I
f ′1h ◦ lk = lm ◦
(
f1h
)m
.
It follows from the r-normal expansion that the map
C : lm 7→ (f ′1v − l1 ◦ f ′1h)−1|χ⊥ ◦ lm ◦
(
f1h
)m
is λ-contracting, when l1 is small.
By induction, the map l′s is an algebraic function of only (lk)k≤s and (f ′k)j≤s, for s ≤ m.
Thus,
l′m = Cm(lm) + φ
(
(li)i<m, (fi)i
)
This implies that for a norm on P r, the map φfx is contracting, for U small enough and
then f ′ Cr-close to f .
Then we prove conclusion 3 of the lemma, by replacing P 1 by P r in the proof of the case
r = 1 done in section 3.3.5.
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3.3.6 Proof of gluing lemma 3.3.5
For every j > p, let us admit the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.11. There exist of a neighborhood Gj of the graph of i|cl(VCj ) and a continuous
map
φj : Vf ′ →Morr((T ×M)|Gj × [0, 1],M)
f ′ 7−→ [(x, y, t) 7→ φjf ′(x, t)(y)]
such that for every f ′ ∈ Vf and x ∈ cl(VCj ):
a. For every t ≥ 1/N , φjf ′(x, t) is a retraction of Gjx := Gj ∩ ({x} ×M) onto Ff
′
jx :=
Fη′px t ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx),
b. the map φjf ′(x, 0) is equal to the identity,
c. the restriction of φjf ′(x, t) to Ff
′
jx is the identity for every t ∈ [0, 1].
Let (rj)j>p be a partition of the unity subordinate to the covering (VCj \∪p<k<jcl(V ′Ck))j
of A′p+1.
By restricting Vf , we can define for all (x, y) in a neighborhood G of the graph of i|V∆ ,
t ∈ [0, 1], and f ′ ∈ Vf , the point
γf ′(x, y, t) := φNf ′(x, rN (x)) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(p+1)f ′(x, r1(x)) ◦ ψf ′(x, y, t),
with ψf ′(x, y, t) := Exp
(
t · Exp−1ip+1(f ′)(x)(y, t)
)
and φjf ′(x, 0)(y) = y, for all (x, y) ∈ G,
t ∈ [0, 1], and f ′ ∈ Vf . We notice that, by b, γf ′ is a (T × M)|G × [0, 1]-controlled Cr-
morphism which depends continuously on f ′ ∈ Vf .
Let us check properties 1-2-3 of lemma 3.3.5.
1) The point ψf ′(x, y, 0) is equal to ip+1(f ′)(x). Since ip+1(f ′)(x) belongs to each sub-
manifold Ff ′jx such that x belongs to VCj , by c, we get 1).
2) Let (x, y) ∈ G such that x belongs to V ′Cj , for some j ∈ {p+1, . . . , N}. Therefore rk(x)
is equal to zero, for every k > j. Thus, the sum
∑
p<k≤j rk(x) is equal to 1. Consequently,
there exists k ∈ {p+1, . . . , j} such that rk(x) is greater than 1/N . Therefore, by a, the point
z := φkf ′(x, rk(x)) ◦ · · · ◦ φ1f ′(x, r1(x)) ◦ ψf ′(x, y, t)
belongs to Ff ′kx.
By coherence of the tubular neighborhoods, z belongs to Ff ′mx, for all m > k such that x
belongs to VCm .
By c, the point φmf ′(x, rm(x))(z) is z. Consequently, γf ′(x, y, t) is equal to z which
belongs to Ff ′jx.
3) This last property is obvious, by definition of ψ and c.
It remains to prove lemma 3.3.11.
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Proof of lemma 3.3.11. We can construct, for every f ′ ∈ Vf , a map pikf ′ : Gk 7→ VCk such
that pikf ′(x, y) is the unique intersection point of the transverse intersection of ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
kx)
with the submanifold Exp(Fkx + u), where u is the orthogonal projection of Exp−1x (y) on
F⊥kx.
By using the implicit function theorem, as in lemma 3.3.8, one shows that pikf ′ is (T ×
M)|Gk -controlled and depends continuously on f ′ ∈ Vf .
Let φ0jf ′ : G
j × [0, 1]→M be defined by
φ0jf ′(x, y, t) = Exp
(
t · Exp−1x (pijf ′(x, y)) + (1− t)Exp−1x (y)
)
.
The map (φ0jf ′)f ′ are C
r-(T × M)|Gj × [0, 1]-controlled and depends continuously on
f ′ ∈ Vf .
Moreover, the image by φ0jf ′ of Fpx × [0, 1] is contained in Fpx.
Let P : Gj × [0, 1] → M be defined by P (x, y, t) = Exp((1 − t)px(Exp−1x (y)) where
px : Ti(x)M → Fpx is the orthogonal projection.
As P is a composition of controlled maps, P is a controlled map.
Finally we define
φjf ′(x, t) : y 7→ φ0jf ′(x, P (x, y, ρ(t)), ρ(t)),
where ρ is a C∞ real function equal to 1 on [1/N,+∞[ and to 0 on R−.
Thus, for all f ′ ∈ Vf and x ∈, the map φj(f ′, x, t) preserves Fpx for every t ∈ [0, 1].
For t = 0, the map φj(f ′, x, t) is well equal to to the identity and hence property b is
satisfied.
For t ∈ [1/N, 1], the point φj(f ′, x, t) is the composition of a retraction into Fpx with a
retraction onto ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx) which preserves Fpx. Hence, φj(f ′, x, t) satisfies property a.
For any t ∈ [0, 1], the map P (x, ·, t)|Fpx is equal to the identity and the restriction of
φ0jf ′(x, ·, t) to ip+1(f ′)(Lη
′
jx) is also equal to the identity, hence the property c is satisfied.
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A Analysis on laminations and on trellis
A.1 Partition of unity
A.1.1 Partition of unity on a lamination
Property A.1.1. 1. Let L be a second countable locally compact metric space. There
exists an increasing sequence of compact subsets (Kn)n≥0 whose union is equal to L
and such that, for every n ≥ 0, the compact subset Kn is included in the interior of
Kn+1.
2. Let (L,L) be a lamination. There exists a locally finite open covering (Vi)i of L, such
that each open subset Vi is precompact in a distinguish open subset.
Proof. 1) By local compactness of L, for every x ∈ L, we can define the supremum rx of
r ∈]0, 1[ such that the ball B(x, r) is precompact. As L is second countable, there exists a
family (xi)i∈N dense in L. Thus, for each x ∈ L, there exists a point xi at a distance less
than rx/8 from x. Therefore, the ball B(xi, rx/4) is included in B(x, rx/2). As the last ball is
precompact, the ball B(xi, rx/4) is also precompact; this implies that rxi ≥ rx/4. We remark
that x belongs to the ball B(xi, rx/8) which is included in B(xi, rxi/2). Thus, the family of
precompact balls (B(xi, rxi/2))i is a covering of L.
Let Kn := ∪0≤i≤ncl
(
B(xi, rxi/2)
)
. The family of compact subsets (Kn)n is increasing
and its union is equal to L. For every n ≥ 0, the family (Kn \ int(Kn+p))p≥0 is a decreasing
sequence of compact subset whose intersection is empty:⋂
p≥0
Kn \ int(Kn+p) = Kn \
⋃
p≥0
int(Kn+p) ⊂ Kn \
⋃
i≥0
B(xi, rxi/2) = ∅.
Consequently, there exists p ≥ 0 such that Kn \ int(Kn+p) is empty; in other words Kn
is included in the interior of Kn+p. Thus, by considering a subsequence of (Kn)n, we may
suppose that Kn is included in the interior of Kn+1.
2) Let (Kn)n be the sequence of compact subsets given by 1). We denote by Cn the
compact subset Kn \ int(Kn−1) (with K−1 := ∅). For each n ≥ 0 and x ∈ Cn, there exists
rnx > 0 such that B(x, r
n
x) is disjoint from Kn−2, included in Kn+1 and with (compact)
closure included in a distinguish open subset of L. By compactness of Cn, there exists a
finite family (xi)i∈In of points of Cn, such that (B(xi, rnxi))n covers Cn. Thus, the family
(Vi)i := (B(xi, rnxi))n≥0, i∈In is a locally finite covering of L such that each open subset Vi is
included in a distinguish open subset.
Proposition A.1. Let (L,L) be a Cr-lamination, for some r ≥ 1.
1. For all η > 0 and x ∈ L, there exists a nonnegative function ρ ∈ Morr(L,R) whose
support is included in B(x, η) and such that ρ(x) is positive.
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2. Given a locally finite open covering (Ui)i∈I of L, there exists (ρi)i ∈Morr(L,R+)I such
that
∑
i ρi = 1 and such that the support of ρi is included in Ui. We will say that (ρi)i
is a partition of unity subordinate to (Ui)i.
3. The subset of morphisms from the lamination (L,L) to R is dense in the space of the
continuous functions on L endowed with the C0-strong topology.
Proof. 1) Let (U, φ) ∈ L be a chart of a neighborhood of x, which can be written in the form
φ : U → V × T
where V is a open subset of Rd and T a metric space. We denote by φ1 and φ2 the coordinates
of φ. We can suppose that φ1(x) = 0. Let ρ1 ∈ C∞(V,R+) be a nonnegative function with
compact support, such that ρ1(0) is nonzero and the preimage by φ of supp(ρ1)× {φ2(x)} is
included into the ball B(x, η).
By compactness, there exists a neighborhood τ of φ2(x) in T such that the preimage by
φ of supp(ρ1)× τ is included in the ball B(x, η). Let ρ2 be a nonnegative continuous function
on T , with support in τ and nonzero at φ2(x). We define then
ρ : y 7→
{
ρ1 ◦ φ1(y) · ρ2 ◦ φ2(y) if y ∈ U
0 else
We note that the function ρ satisfies the requested properties.
2) Let us begin by admitting this statement when I is finite. Let (Kn)n be a sequence of
compact subsets of L, given by property A.1.1.1. Let K−1 := K−2 := ∅. Thus, for each n ≥ 0,
there exists a function rn ∈Morr(L, [0, 1]) equal to 1 on Kn \Kn−1 and 0 on Kn−2 ∪Kcn+1.
Let (Ui)i∈In be a finite subcovering of the covering (Ui)i∈I of Kn+1 \Kn−2. Thus, there exists
(ρni )i∈In a partition of unity subordinate to the open covering (Ui)i∈In of ∪i∈InUi. Let
ρi :=
∑
{n: In3i} rn · ρni∑
n rn
∈Morr(L,R+),
whose support is in Ui and satisfies∑
i
ρi =
∑
n rn
∑
i∈In ρ
n
i∑
n rn
=
∑
n rn∑
n rn
= 1.
Consequently (ρi)i is a partition of unity subordinate to (Ui)i. It is now sufficient to prove
the existence of a partition of unity when I is finite.
Let us show, by induction on the cardinality of I, that it is sufficient to prove this proposi-
tion when the cardinality of I is equal to 2. If the cardinality of I is k+1 > 2, by the induction
hypothesis, there exists a partition of unity (r0, rk+1) subordinate to (∪j≤kUj , Uk+1) and a
partition of unity (rj)kj=1 subordinate to (Uj)
k
j=1 on the restriction of L to ∪j≤kUj . Then we
note that ((r0 · rj)kj=1, rk+1) is a partition of unity subordinate to (Uj)k+1j=1 .
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We now suppose that the covering (Uj)j is constituted by only two subsets U1 and U2.
Let us define two close subsets F1 and F2 included in respectively U1 and U2 such that the
union of F1 with F2 is equal to L.
If, for example, U1 is equal to L, we choose F1 := L and F2 := ∅. If neither U1 neither
U2 is equal to L, we define
F1 := {x ∈ L; d(x, U c1) ≥ d(x, U c2)} and F2 := {x ∈ L; d(x, U c1) ≤ d(x, U c2)}
Obviously, these two subsets cover L. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that F2 is not
included in U2. Thus, there exists a point x which belongs to U c2 ∩ F2 and so satisfies
d(x, U c1) ≤ d(x, U c2) = 0.
Consequently x belongs to the intersection of U c1 with U
c
2 which is empty, this is a contradic-
tion. In the same way, we prove that F1 is included in U1.
Let us now construct two nonnegative functions r1 ∈ Morr(L,R) and r2 ∈ Morr(L,R),
such that the functions r1 and r2 are nonzero at all points of respectively F1 and F2, and
have their support included in respectively U1 and U2.
The following functions will then satisfy statement 2):
ρ1 :=
r1
r1 + r2
and ρ2 :=
r2
r1 + r2
.
Let us construct, for example, the function r1.
It follows from property A.1.1, that there exists an increasing sequence of compact subsets
(Kn)n whose union is equal to L, and such that for any n ≥ 0, the interior of Kn+1 contains
Kn. Let Cn := Kn \ int(Kn−1), with K−1 = ∅. Let Dn := Cn ∩ F1. For every x ∈ Dn,
there exists ηnx > 0 such that the ball B(x, η
n
x) does not intersect Kn−2 and is included in
Kn+1∩U1. Let ρnx be the function given by the first statement of this proposition with η = ηnx .
We denote by Unx the subset of points at which this function is nonzero. We note that the
family of open subsets (Unx )x∈Dn is a covering of the compact subset Dn. Hence, there exists
a finite subcovering (Unxi)i∈In . We remark that the family (U
n
xi){n≥0, i∈In} is a locally finite
covering of F1 and of union included in U1. Thus, the following function is appropriate:
r1 :=
∑
n≥0, i∈In
ρnxi .
3) Let f ∈ C0(L,R) and  > 0. Let us construct a function f ′ ∈Morr(L,R) satisfying
sup
x∈L
|f(x)− f ′(x)| ≤ .
Let (Ui)i be a locally finite covering of L by precompact distinguish open subsets. For
each i, let φi : Ui → Rd × Ti be a chart. We denote by φi1 and φi2 its coordinates. Let
(ρi)i ∈ Morr(L,R)N be a partition of unity subordinate to (Ui)i. Let Wi := Ui \ ρ−1({0})
which is precompact in Ui.
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Let r ∈ C∞(Rd,R+) be a function whose support is included in the unity ball and whose
integral is equal to 1.
For each i, let i > 0 small such that the following function is well defines:
fi : Wi → R
x 7→ 1
di
∫
B(0,i)
f
(
φ−1i
(
φi1(x) + y, φi2(x)
)) · r( y
i
)
dy
and satisfies supWi |fi − f | < .
From the classical properties of the convolutions, the following function satisfies all the
required properties:
x 7→
∑
{i; x∈Ui}
ρi(x) · fi(x).
A.1.2 Partition of unity controlled on a stratification of laminations
Proposition A.2. Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space endowed with a Cr-trellis structure T , for
some r ≥ 1.
1. For all η > 0 and x ∈ A, there exists a nonnegative function ρ ∈ Morr(T ,R) whose
support is included in B(x, η) and such that ρ(x) is positive.
2. For any η > 0 and any function ρ0 continuous on A, there exists a Cr-T -controlled
function ρ on A such that
sup
x∈A
|ρ(x)− ρ0(x)| ≤ η.
3. Given an open covering (Ui)i∈I of A, there exists (ρi)i ∈ Morr(T ,R+)I such that the
support of ρi is included in Ui and
∑
i ρi = 1. We say that (ρi)i is a partition of unity
subordinate to (Ui)i.
Proof. 1-2) Let us show statement 1 and 2 in the same times. We will replace all the propo-
sitions about the sign of the constructed functions by, respectively, the propositions about
the distance to ρ0 of the constructed functions.
We denote by (Xp)p and (Lp,Lp)p the lamination obtained from Σ and T , by property
1.3.18. For any k ≥ 0, let Uk := ∪p≤kLp.
We are going to construct, by induction on k ≥ 0, a continuous function ρk on A such
that:
• for j ≤ k, ρk|Lj is morphism from Lj to R,
• for j ≤ k, the restriction to Uj of ρk is equal to the one of ρj ,
• ρk is nonzero at x, nonnegative on A and with support included in B(x, (1−2−k−1) ·η).
(resp. supA |ρk − ρ| ≤ (1− 2−k−1) · η)
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For the step k = 0, we simply choose a continuous function ρ0 on A, nonnegative, with
support included in B(x, η/2) and such that ρ0(x) > 0 (resp. for the step k = 0, we chose
the function ρ0 given in the hypotheses).
We suppose the induction hypothesis satisfied for k ≥ 0. By property A.1.1, there exists
a locally finite open covering (Wi)i of Lk+1, such that each open subset Wi is precompact in a
distinguish open subsets of Lk+1. By splitting each of these open subsets into smaller, we may
also suppose that the diameter of Wi is less than the distance from Wi to the complement of
Lk+1.
For each j ≤ k + 1, we fix a Riemannian metric on (Lj ,Lj). For any open subset W in
Lj and λ ∈Morr(Lj|W ,R), we define
‖λ‖Morr(Lj|W ,R) := sup
x∈W
(
r∑
s=1
‖∂∂sxLjλ‖
)
,
where the norm ‖ · ‖ is subordinated to the induced norm by the Riemannian metric on TLj
and to the Euclidean norm on R.
We chose then a partition of unity (λi)i ∈ Morr(Lk+1,R+)N subordinate to (Wi)i. For
each i, we define
i :=
η
2k+2+i
·min
(
1,
diam(Wi)
‖λi‖Morr(Lk+1,R)
, diam(Wi)
)
> 0.
For each i, we apply the following lemma, that we will show at the end:
Lemma A.1.2. There exists a function ρ′i ∈Morr(Lk+1|Wi ,R) such that:
1. If the closure Wi is included in Lj, for any j ≤ k, we have then
||ρk|Wi − ρ′i||Morr(Lj|Wi ,R) < i
And, in the case of the first statement, we have moreover
2. the support of ρ′i is included in the i-neighborhood of the support of ρk|Wi,
3. the function ρ′i is nonnegative, and if x belongs to Wi, then ρ
′
i(x) is positive.
Let ρk+1 : y 7→
{ ∑
i λi(y) · ρ′i(y) if y ∈ Lk+1
ρk(y) else
In the first statement case, we have well defined a nonnegative function which is positive
at x. As for each i the support of ρ′i is included in the
η
2k+2
-neighborhood of ρk, the support
of ρk+1 is included in the
η
2k+2
-neighborhood of the support of ρk, so in B(x, (1− 2−k−2) · η).
In the second statement case, for y ∈ Lk+1, the number |ρk+1(y)− ρ(y)| is less than
|ρk(y)− ρ(y)|+ |ρk(y)− ρk+1(y)| ≤ (1− 2−k−1)η +
∑
i
λi(y) · i ≤ (1− 2−k−2) · η
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and for y ∈ Lck+1, the number |ρk+1(y) − ρ(y)| is equal to |ρk(y) − ρ(y)| which is less than
(1− 2−k−2) · η.
Now, let us show that, for j ≤ k + 1, the function ρk+1|Lj is Cr-morphism from Lj to R.
By local finiteness of the covering (Wi)i, the map ρk+1|Lk+1 belongs to Mor
r(Lk+1,R).
Thus, for j ≤ k, the function ρk+1|Lk+1∩Lj belongs to Morr(Lj|Lk+1∩Lj ,R). Moreover, for
y ∈ Lk+1,
|ρk(y)− ρk+1(y)| ≤
∑
i
λi(y) · |ρ′i(y)− ρk(y)| ≤
∑
i; x∈Wi
i ≤
∑
i; x∈Wi
η · diamWi
2i+2
,
⇒ |ρk(y)− ρk+1(y)| ≤ η · d(y, Lck+1) (21)
Hence, the function ρk+1 is continuous.
For any i ≤ k and x0 ∈ Li \Lk+1, there exists r > 0 such that the ball B(x0, r) is included
in Li. If any Wj intersects B(x0, r/2), then the closure of Wj is contained in Li. Thus, for
every y ∈ B(x0, r/2) ∩Wj , the number ‖∂TLi(ρk − ρk+1)(y)‖ is less than∑
{j; Wj3y}
s∑
k=0
Cks
∥∥∥∂s−kTLiλj(y) · ∂kTLi(ρ′j(y)− ρk(y))∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ η
2k+2+j
·diamWj
.
As diamWj ≤ d(y, x0), we have
‖∂TLi(ρk − ρk+1)(y)‖ ≤ η
s∑
k=0
Cks · d(y, x0). (22)
From equations (21) and (22), the restriction ρk+1|Li is a C
r-morphism from Li into R,
for each i ≤ k.
As Σ is locally finite, the family (Lk)k is also locally finite. Thus, the sequence (ρk)k is
locally eventually constant. Let ρ be the limit of (ρk)k. Therefore, this sequence satisfies, for
any k ≥ 0, that ρ|Lk belongs to Morr(Lk,R). Hence, for all X ∈ Σ, the restriction of ρ to LX
is a Cr-morphism from LX to R. Consequently, ρ is a T -controlled Cr-morphism. Moreover,
the first (resp. second) statement is checked.
3) We do exactly the same proof as for proposition A.1.2, by replacing ’L’ by ’A’ and
’Morr(L,R)’ by ’Morr(T ,R)’.
proof of lemma A.1.2. Let (U, φ) be a chart of Lk+1 such that the closure of Wi is included
in U . Let dk+1 be the dimension of Lk+1, V be an open subset of Rdk+1 and τ be a locally
compact metric space, such that
φ : U−→V × τ
x 7→ (φ1(x), φ2(x))
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Let r ∈ C∞(Rdk+1 ,R+) be a function with support included in the unity ball, nonnegative
on this ball and with integral on Rdk+1 equal to 1.
For any x′ ∈Wi, let ρ′i(x′) =
1
µdk+1
·
∫
y∈B(0,µ)
ρ(z) · r
(
y
µ
)
dy,
with z := φ−1
(
φ1(x′)− y, φ2(x′)
)
and µ > 0 small enough for φ to be well defined.
It follows from the classical properties of convolutions that the function ρ′i is a morphism
from Lk+1|Wi to R.
Let us prove 1). For this, we now assume that x′ belongs to Wi ⊂ cl(Wi) ⊂ Lj . By taking
µ small enough, the point z (defined above) always belongs to Li.
⇒ ∂sTx′Liρ
′
i =
1
µdk+1
·
∫
y∈B(0,µ)
∂sTzLi(ρ ◦ z) · r
(
y
µ
)
dy, ∀s ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
As, for µ > 0 small and y ∈ B(O,µ), the map x 7→ z is Cr-close to the identity, the
function x 7→ ρ ◦ z is Cr-close to ρ. Therefore, by taking µ sufficiently small, we have
||ρ|W − ρ′i||Morr(Li|W ),R) < i.
In the first assertion case, for µ small enough, conclusion 2) is well satisfied. Conclusion
3) is obvious.
A.2 Density of smooth liftings of a smooth map
Throughout this section, we denote by G and M two Riemannian manifolds and p : G→M
a C∞-bundle.
Given a family of numbers (rk)nk=1 ∈ [0, 1]n and given a family of points (mk)nk=1 that
belong to a same fiber Gx of G and each other sufficiently close, using the Riemannian metric
we may define [Kar77] the centroid cent{(mk)nk=1, (rk)nk=1} ∈ Gx of the family of points
(mk)nk=1 weighted by the masses (rk)
n
k=1 respectively. This centroid is a C
∞-map from the
product of the product bundle Gn over M , with [0, 1]n, to G. The centroid does not depend
on the indexation in {1, . . . , n}. Finally, if we add some points with wedges equal to zero,
the centroid remains the same.
A.2.1 Density of smooth liftings of a morphism of a lamination
Let (L,L) be a lamination and i be a morphism from (L,L) to M .
Proposition A.3. The subset of liftings of i in F which are Cr-morphisms from (L,L) to
G is dense in the space of the continuous liftings of i endowed with the strong C0-topology.
Proof. Let N be a continuous lifting of i and let  be a positive number. Let us show the
existence of a lifting N ′ ∈Morr(L, G) of i such that
sup
x∈L
d(N(x), N ′(x)) ≤ .
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By property A.1.1, we may construct a locally finite covering (Uk)k of L, such that for
each k, N(Uk) is included into a precompact distinguish open subset Vk of the bundle G.
This means that there exists a trivialization φk of class C∞ from Vk onto p(Vk)× Rd:
φk : Vk
∼→ p(Vk)× Rd.
As N is a lifting of i, for each k, there exists a continuous map Fk from Uk into Rd, such that
φk ◦N|Uk : Uk→p(Uk)× Rd
x 7→ (i(x), Fk(x)).
By proposition A.1 2), there exists a partition of unity (ρk)k ∈ Morr(L, [0, 1])N subordi-
nate to (Uk)k.
Thus, by proposition A.1 3), there exists for each k, a morphism F ′k ∈ Morr(L|Uk ,Rd)
close enough to F|Uk such that:
• the following morphism of laminations to be well defined:
N ′ : L→ G
x 7→ cent
{(
F ′k(x)
)
{k; x∈Uk},
(
ρk(x)
)
{k; x∈Uk}
}
,
• for each x ∈ L,
d(N ′(x), N(x)) ≤ .
Finally, we note that N ′ is a lifting of i.
A.2.2 Density of smooth controlled liftings of a controlled morphism
Let (A,Σ) be a stratified space endowed with a trellis structure T and let i be a T -controlled
morphism into M .
Proposition A.4. The subset of Cr-liftings of i into F which are T -controlled is dense in
the space of continuous liftings of i endowed with the strong C0-topology.
Proof. We do exactly the same proof as in proposition A.3, by replacing ’L’ by ’A’, ’L’ by
’T ’, and proposition A.1 by proposition A.2.
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B Adapted metric
In this chapter we proof the following proposition stated in section 2.1.4, where some notations
used below are defined.
Proposition 2.3. Let (L,L) be a lamination and let (M, g) be a Riemannian C∞-manifold.
Let f ∈ End1(M), i ∈ Im1(L,M), and f∗ ∈ End1(L).
If f r-normally expands the lamination L immersed by i over f∗, for every compact subset
K of L stable by f∗ (f∗(K) ⊂ K), there exist a Riemannian metric g′ on M and λ′ < 1,
such that for the norm induced by g′ on i∗TM and every v ∈ (i∗TM/TL)|K \ {0}, we have
max
(
1, ‖Tpi(v)f∗‖r
) · ‖v‖ < λ′ · ‖[i∗Tf ](v)‖
We say that g′ is an adapted metric to the normal expansion of f on K.
Proof. The existence of an adapted metric when f is a diffeomorphism has been proved
recently by Nikolaz Gourmelon [Gou]. In the following proof, we adapt some of his ideas.
Let B the compact set i(K) of M and let F be the vector bundle TM|B → B. Let F ′ be
the vector bundle over B whose fiber at y ∈ B is Ti(TxL) if x is sent by i to y. By property
2.1.7, F ′ is a continuous vector bundle, well defined, even if i|K is not injective. are (F ′x)x∈B.
We endow F with the norm induced by the Riemannian metric of M .
We denote by T the restriction of Tf to the bundle F , which is a bundle morphism over
f . As T preserves the subbundle F ′, this morphism defines a morphism, denoted by [T ], on
the quotient bundle F/F ′ over B.
For x ∈ B and n ≥ 0, we define
m
(
[T ]n(x)
)
:= min
u∈(F/F ′)x, ‖u‖=1
(‖[T ]n(u)‖)
By r-normal expansion and compactness of B, there exist N > 0 and a < 1 such that for
every x ∈ B,
max
(
1, ‖TN|F ′(x)‖r
)
< a2N ·m([T ]N (x))
Therefore, there exists a function r on B, continuous and greater than 1, such that for
every x ∈ B
1
a
N
√∥∥TN|F ′(x)∥∥r < r(x) < a · N√m([T ]N (x))
We denote by Rn the continuous function on B defined by
Rn := x 7→
n∏
i=0
r(f i(x))
We use now the following lemma, that we will prove at the end:
Lemma B.0.1. There exists c > 0 such that, for all x ∈ B and n ≥ 0, we have∥∥Tn|F ′(x)∥∥
r
√
Rn(x)
≤ c · an and m
(
[T ]n(x)
)
Rn(x)
≥ c−1 · a−n
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So there exists M ≥ 0 such that, for every x ∈ B, m
(
[T ]M+1(x)
)
RM+1(x)
is greater than 1r(x) .
For every (x, u) ∈ F , let u1 be the orthogonal projection of u onto F ′x and let u2 be the
equivalence class of u−u1 in (F/F ′)x. By lemma B.0.1, the following Euclidean norm is well
defined and depends continuously on (x, u):
‖(x, u)‖′2 :=
∞∑
n=0
‖Tn(x, u1)‖2
Rn(x)
2
r
+
M∑
n=0
‖[T ]n(x, u2)‖2
Rn(x)2
We remark that we have
‖T (x, u1)‖′2 =
∞∑
n=0
‖Tn+1(x, u1)‖2
Rn(f(x))
2
r
= r(x)
2
r ·
∞∑
n=1
‖Tn(x, u1)‖2
Rn(x)
2
r
≤ r(x) 2r · ‖(x, u1)‖′
Hence, the norm induced by ‖ · ‖′ of T|F ′x is less than r
√
r(x).
If u2 ∈ (F/F ′)x is nonzero, we have
‖[T ](x, u2)‖′2 =
M∑
n=0
‖[T ]n+1(x, u2)‖2
Rn(f(x))2
= r(x)2 ·
M+1∑
n=1
‖[T ]n(x, u2)‖2
Rn(x)2
= r2(x) ·
(
‖(x, u2)‖′2 + ‖[T ]
M+1(x, u2)‖2
RM+1(x)2
− ‖(x, u2)‖
2
r(x)2
)
> r2(x) · ‖(x, u2)‖′2
Therefore, the real number ‖[T ](x)−1‖′−1 is greater than r(x) > 1.
It follows from the two last conclusions that for every x ∈ B,∥∥[T ](x)−1∥∥′.max (1,∥∥T|F ′(x)∥∥′r) < 1
By compactness of B, there exists a upper bound λ′ < 1 such that for x ∈ B, we have∥∥[T ](x)−1∥∥′.max (1,∥∥T|F ′(x)∥∥′r) < λ′
We extend the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖′ on F = TM|B to a continuous Riemannian metric
g′′ on TM . We chose then a C∞-Riemannian metric g′ on M , close enough to g′′ to have,
with the norm induced by g′ on i∗TM :
∀v ∈ (i∗TM/TL)|K \ {0}, max
(
1, ‖Tpi(v)f∗‖r
) · ‖v‖ < λ′ · ‖[i∗Tf ](v)‖.
Proof of lemma B.0.1.
Let C := max
x∈B
(‖T|F ′(x)‖, ‖[T ](x)−1‖, r(x)) > 1 and c := C4N · a−2N
For every n ∈ N, let q ∈ N and p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} such that n = q ·N + p. For x ∈ B, we
have
Rn(x) =
N−1∏
i=0
q−1∏
j=0
r(f i+jN (x)) ·
p∏
k=0
r(f qN+k(x)).
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The first inequality of this lemma, when q ≥ 1, is obtained by the following calculus:
r
√
Rn(x) ≥
N−1∏
i=0
q−2∏
j=0
N
√∥∥TN|F ′(f i+jN (x))∥∥
a
≥
N−1∏
i=0
N
√∥∥TN(q−1)|F ′ (f i(x))∥∥
aq−1
⇒ r
√
Rn(x) ≥
N−1∏
i=0
N
√∥∥Tn|F ′(x)∥∥
aq−1 · C2 ≥ C
−2N · a2N
∥∥Tn|F ′(x)∥∥
an
≥ c−1 ·
∥∥Tn|F ′(x)∥∥
an
.
If q = 0, then n < N and r
√
Rn(x) ≥ 1 ≥ c−1 ·
∥∥Tn|F ′ (x)∥∥
an .
The second inequality of this lemma, when q ≥ 1, is obtained by the following calculus:
Rn(x) ≤
N−1∏
i=0
q−2∏
j=0
(
a · N
√
m
(
[T ]N (f i+jN (x))
)) · CN+p
⇒ Rn(x) ≤
N−1∏
i=0
(
aq−1 · N
√
m
(
[T ]N(q−1)(f i(x))
)) · C2N
⇒ Rn(x) ≤
N−1∏
i=0
(
aq · C2 · N
√
m
(
[T ]n(x)
)) · a−N · C2N ≤ c · an ·m([T ]n(x)).
If q = 0, then n < N and Rn(x) ≤ CN ≤ c · an ·m
(
[T ]n(x)
)
.
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C Plaque-expansiveness
The definition of the plaque-expansiveness in the diffeomorphism context and the endomor-
phism context are different and recalled in section 2.1.6.
The plaque-expansiveness is satisfied in all the known examples of compact lamination
normally expanded or hyperbolic. Nevertheless, we do not know if every compact lamination,
normally expanded or hyperbolic are plaque-expansive. Moreover, we do not know if this
hypothesis is necessary for a lamination to be persistent (as an embedded lamination).
C.1 Plaque-expansiveness in the diffeomorphism context
In the diffeomorphism context, up to our knowledge there exist essentially two results, both
were proved in [HPS77].
In order to state the first result, let us recall that a lamination (L,L) embedded into
a manifold is locally a saturated subset of a C1-foliation if for every x ∈ L there exists a
C1-foliation F , on a neighborhood U of x, such that L|U∩L is equal to F|U∩L.
Property C.1.1 (Hirsch-Pugh-Shub). Let (L,L) be a compact lamination embedded into a
manifold M . Let f be a diffeomorphism normally hyperbolic to this lamination. Then f is
plaque-expansive if (L,L) is locally a saturated subset of a C1-foliation.
The second result was generalized in [RHRHU] and require the definition of the Lyapunov
stability :
Definition C.1.2. Let f be a diffeomorphism of a manifold M preserving a compact lam-
ination (L,L) embedded into M . The diffeomorphism f is Lyapunov stable along L if for
every small  > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that, for all x ∈ L and n ≥ 0, the plaque15 fn(Lδx)
is included in Lx.
We remark that if the restriction of f to the leaves of L is an isometry then f is Lyapunov
stable along L.
Proposition C.1 (Rodriguez Hertz- Ures). Let (L,L) be a compact lamination embedded
into a manifold M . Let f be a diffeomorphism of M which preserves (L,L).
• If f is Lyapunov stable along L and normally expands this lamination, then f is plaque-
expansive.
• If f is normally hyperbolic on this lamination and if f and f−1 are Lyapunov stable
along L, then f is plaque-expansive.
C.2 Plaque-expansiveness in the endomorphism context
In the endomorphism context, we have generalized a little bit the above result:
15Recall that we denote by Lδx the union of the plaques whose diameter is less than δ and which contains x
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Proposition C.2. Under the hypotheses of theorem 2.4, we suppose moreover that the lam-
ination (L,L) is embedded. Let L′ := L|L′. We suppose that there exist A > 0 and δ > 0
such that, for every x ∈ L′, the subset L′Ax is precompact in the leaf of x, and we have for
any n ≥ 0
fn(L′δx ) ⊂ L′Afn(x).
Then f is plaque-expansive at (L′,L′).
Proof. This proof uses several ideas from [RHRHU], in particular the one where we consider
the forward iterates of pseudo-orbits.
As L′ is precompact, we may suppose that the metric of M satisfies property 2.1.9 for
the compact subset K = cl(L′). We denote by exp the exponential map associated to this
metric. Thus, there exists a cone field over L′ in TM|L′ such that, for each x ∈ L′, TxL⊥ is
a maximal vector subspace included in C(x) and satisfies moreover:
There exist a small 0 > 0 and λ > 1 such that, for all x ∈ L′ and u ∈ C(x) with norm
less than 0, we have
v := exp−1f(x) ◦f ◦ expx(u) ∈ C(f(x)) and ‖v‖ ≥ λ‖u‖. (23)
By precompactness, for 0 > 0 sufficiently small, there exists η > 0 such that for every
(x, y) ∈ L′2 satisfying y = expx(u), with u ∈ C(x) of norm in [0/ supL′ ‖Tf‖, 0], we have
d(L′Ax ,L′Ay ) > η. (24)
Let p ∈ N such that λp · η > 0.
We can also suppose that δ is less than 0supL′ ‖Tf‖p .
Fact C.2.1. There exists a small  ∈]0, 0[ such that, for every pair of -pseudo-orbits (xn)n
and (yn)n which respect L′ and satisfy
d(xn, yn) <  and yn /∈ L′xn , ∀n ≥ 0,
there exists a sequence (zn)n ∈ L′N such that, for every n ≥ 0, zn belongs to the intersection
of expxn(BC(xn)(0, δ)) with a small plaque containing yn (but not xn).
For  > 0 small enough, fp(zn) belongs to L′δzn+p and fp(xn) belongs to L′δxn+p.
We have proved this proposition if there do not exist such pseudo-orbits (xn)n and (yn)n.
We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exist such sequences (xn)n and (yn)n,
and so (zn)n.
The fact C.2.1 implies that, for all k ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0, the sequences (fk(xpn+j))n and
(fk(zpn+j))n are A-pseudo-orbits of fp which respect L′.
For k ≥ 0, let Mk := supn d(fk(xn), fk(zn)). The number M0 belongs to the interval
]0, 0/ supL′ ‖Tf‖p[. Moreover, if Mj < 0 for every j ≤ k, by (23) and the fact C.2.1, the
number Mk+1 belongs to [λMk, supL′ ‖Tf‖Mk]. Thus, there exists k0 ≥ 0 such that Mk0+p
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belongs to ]0/ supL′ ‖Tf‖, 0] and Mj is less than 0 for j ≤ k0 + p. Hence, there exists
n0 ≥ 0 such that
d(fk0+p(xn0), f
k0+p(zn0)) ∈
[
0
supL′ ‖Tf‖
, 0
]
.
Therefore, by (24), we have
d(fk0(xn0+p), f
k0(zn0+p)) > η
Consequently, as λpη is greater than 0, we have
d(fk0+p(xn0+p), f
k0+p(zn0+p)) > 0
This contradicts Mk0+p ≤ 0.
Remark C.2.2. Under the hypotheses of theorem 2.4, if the leaves of L are the connected
components of the fibers of a bundle, then f∗ is plaque-expansive at L′, by proposition C.2.
The following is equivalent, in the endomorphism context, to property C.1.1:
Property C.2.3. Under the hypotheses of theorem 2.4, we suppose moreover that (L,L)
is embedded. We denote by L′ the lamination L|L′. If L is locally a saturated subset of a
C1-foliation, then f is plaque-expansive at (L′,L′).
Proof. We suppose that M is endowed with a metric which satisfies property 2.1.9 for the
compact subset K = cl(L′). We denote by exp the exponential map associated to this metric.
Thus, there exists a cones field C on L′ in TM|L′ such that, for each x ∈ L′, TxL⊥ is a maximal
vector subspace included in C(x) and which satisfies moreover:
There exist 0 > 0 and λ > 1 such that, for all x ∈ L′ and u ∈ C(x) with norm less than
0, we have
v := exp−1f(x) ◦f ◦ expx(u) ∈ C(f(x)) and ‖v‖ ≥ λ‖u‖. (25)
Moreover, for 0 small enough, by the C1-foliation hypothesis, there exists a number C > 0
such that, for all (x, y) ∈ L′2, if y belongs to exp(C(x)∩BTxM (0, 0)), the distance d(L0x ,L0y )
is greater than Cd(x, y). Let p ≥ 0 such that Cλp > 2. Then there exists 1 ∈]0, 0[ small
enough such that for every 1-pseudo-orbit (xn)n which respects L′, the sequence (xnp)n is
an 0-pseudo-orbit of fp which respects L′.
There exists  ∈]0, 1[ such that, for every pair
(
(xn)n, (yn)n
)
of -pseudo-orbits of f ,
which respects L′ and satisfies
d(xn, yn) < , ∀n ≥ 0,
there exists zn ∈ L′2yn such that zn belongs to exp(C(xn)∩B(0xn , 0)), the distance d(zn, xn)
is less than 1 and (zn)n is an 1-pseudo-orbit of f∗ which respects L′.
Consequently, the sequences (zpn)n and (xpn)n are 0-pseudo-orbits of fp which respects
the plaques of L′, such that zpn belongs to exp(C(xpn) ∩ B(0xpn , 0)) and such that the
distance d(zpn, xpn) is less than 0.
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Thus, the distance d(fp(zpn), fp(xpn)) is greater than λpd(zpn, xpn). Moreover, the dis-
tance d(fp(zpn), fp(xpn)) is less than d(zp(n+1), xp(n+1))/C. Therefore, d(zp(n+1), xp(n+1)) is
twice greater than d(zpn, xpn). We conclude that d(zpn, xpn) is greater than 2nd(z0, x0) and
less than 0, this implies the equality of x0 and z0. Thus, x0 belongs to L′2y0 .
Remark C.2.4. Under the hypotheses of theorem 2.8, if for each stratum X ∈ Σ|A′ the
hypotheses of the proposition or the above property are satisfied on a precompact subset L′
of X, such that
f∗(cl(L′)) ⊂ L′, cl(L′) ⊂ int
(
f∗
−1(
cl(L′)
))
and ∪n≥0 f∗−n|A′ (cl(L′) = X, (26)
we can reduce and extend the plaque-expansiveness constant on L′ to a continuous positive
function  on X, for which f∗ is plaque-expansive at X (as in section 3.3.2). We note that
there always exists an precompact open subset satisfying condition (26): for example we can
take int(Kp) ∩ X ′p for the stratum X ′p, with the notation of the demonstration of theorem
2.8.
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